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P ROCEEDX HGS

MRS. BOWERS: Ne would 'ike to coaanence, if we

may.

-A couple of preliminary mattexs.,

One,'e. expect to hear moxe from the.',parties as
I'i

to their- position on having a heaxing day tomorrow; and we

also ex~ect to hear from the Staff as to when= they would be

prepared to cross-examine the panel.

10

Let's hear. about tomorrow first. Mr. Norton, do,
F

you. want to proceed:- with that2

MR. KETCHEH: Excuse meo Mrs. Bowers, may X ask

to go first?, Mx. Tourtellotte wiL3 be here in just a few
/

moments. He's held up in- the lobby. 'He's probably got a

better "- he can discuss this scheduling bettex, arid X would

15

16;

17

request.that maybe you defer that for a couple of minutes and

I can tell you about the panel, if that's acceptable. '

?IRS. BOWERS: Fine. He'l do that fixst, then.

18.

19

20

21

MR. KETCH: With respect to

examinat1on'f the 'panel that was sitting
1

. water storage tank, we are prepared to go

cross-exaltation at this time, and would

th Staff's cross-

with'espect to the

forward with our

suggest, that we go

ahe'ad and,take care of it. at this point, first. thing.

X expect that, my questions would take about 10

or 15, minutes.

MRS, BOWERS: Xs tha all right, Hro Horton2
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Are your people here2

MR. NORTON: Yes, they are.

MRS. BONERS: Could they reassemble'

Nheroupon,

JOHN Aa BLUHE

'INCENT Jo GHXO

OSCAR Ao ROCHA

DXT XP P, JHAVERX

and

RALPH YOKOYAllA

were recalled as witnesses on behalf of the Applicant and,

having been, previously duly sworn, were ezamined and testified

further as follows:

~ 15

'l9',

MRo RRXSTOVXCHc Mrs. Bowers, I. have a preliminary

X'd like to address. This is with regard to Joint
Xntervenors'equest

for directed certification that was filed recently.

By letters dated January 4, Ywo Pleischaker

submitted erxata sheets to the Appeals Board, 'and:E would like

to provide both, of the parties with—
'RS. BO~lERS: And the Board2

C

.1$ . KRXSTOVXCH: —and the Board, with some

corrections.

On page 4, at line 31, which X believe is the

last line—
MBSo BOHEPD: Wait a minuteo E thought, you were
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3

just going to hand out a sheet.

MR. KRXSTOVXCHc These are just a few things X

was going to read.

'MRS. BONERS: All right, give that again, please,

ffR. KRXSTOVXCHs Page 4, the last line before the

footno te s g "Submitted by Drs . TziZunac and XIuco to the AS LB/ "

should read,. "to the ACRS."
I

Still on page 4, footnote 2, the H.rsvp. word is
gt

10'

mis-spelling.

currently reads, "t-t-i-v-e "

Xt should be interpretive —t»i-. v-e. Xt
C

5, the second line re'ass, "were

I

t 4

'. Page 5, footnote
P

made in July." It should read> "was made."

MRo. NORTON X4m
P

sor~, X can't f'ind that.

is .that2

MRo KRXSTOVXCH

MR,NORTON> Okay,

~ 1.4

~
~

Page 5p footnote 5;—.— ",'

23

5 MRo KRXSTOVXCH: 'nstead of "were" 'i~<5lfou3.d be
'. 4'.I

'='"wa:a "
0 'Y*

.'~):>„4

Page 10, line 10't currently reads 0.::5 g to
- ~

0.55 g, and it should read, 0o5 g to 0o55 g in the- drequency

''ange above two cycles per second.

MBSo BOiVZRSs Xn the fxecpxency range ...'o mid what

was: the re'st2

MR. KRXSTOVXCH: . ~ .above two cycles per second.
P

Then at page 15,'ootnote 22~ it ctmzently reads~
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"Luco, at 3-6," and it should read, "Luco, at 3-6. Reference

2.

3.

to the Blu~ spectrum are to those derived by John Blumet the

Applicant's principal engineering. consultant."

Page 16, line 5, it curzent3y zeads, at the end ..

6',

7;

@fr

I':;;:

10'=
r.

I
I ~

12-

13;"-

14'!

of the line, "than 7'percent," 'and,. it should now read "than
I

7 percent~".'age

\
~ currently. reads,

comma o
I P

I

17, footnote 25< in the first line

to use the BllKAeooe correct. the:spelling

.Page 17>'ootnote 26, the fourth line in footnote

26 currently zeads,. -"many, of. the open items vere lated< and

'O'I

~ of Blume to;.B-l-u-mm.
-4 I

.On page 3.7, Line 5, it currently reads~ "reanalysis

and testimony, and it. should read, "reanalysis and testingo

'hat s 3,ine 5, page 3.7, testing rather than
t

testimony> "

17':

it should read,"chere later." Tater rather than late'do

. Page 18, Line 6, it currently reads, "cU.rected

certification of legal issues of Licensing Board,", and it
should read, "d'rected certification of legal issues'r
Licensing Board." Or, rather than, of

Page 19, line 1, at the end of the 3.ine it
reads'wo

experts, who are. The comma should be deleted.

"'And then there's one more correction that was

not in the 3ettezs sent yesterday to the Appeals Boards and

this is on page 8+ The first fuLl paragzaph reads not-the





fi st full paragraph, but the second full paragraph, thi-d

line, it starts off, "Janua~ 12, 1978," and it should read
7

"January 12, 1976 '
And that'.s all.
HHS. BGTfERSs Hr. Ketchen, are you ready. to

pxoceed2

HR KETCHENc Yes/ Ha aHlf the Staff wouXd 3.lee to

proceed <with cxoss-e. aI6nation of this panel which,is

sponsoxing'he direct testimony of Vincent J Chio and Dilip

$ 0 P Jhaveri on behalf of PGGE on the subject of the Hosgri,

analysis and the evaluation of the 'outdoox water storage tmks

12- X mould for the record indicate that I have

1'4

'efore me a copy of yesterday's transcript, .and aiay be

referring to the transcript, at pages 7287 thxough 2309, which

is the point in the transcript where cross-examination of

16'this panel took place.

f7"

18,l

19„'.

20'";

CROSS ZZMXNATXON
~ I

BY NRo KITCHEN

Does the panel have access to this docunent2
'L~

g

(Hitness Slums) This is the wrong one '.

21'Transcript handed to the panel.).

A Now we have oneo Vqhat page was that on, pleaseP

2$ .

'
. A3.1 right, X was pointing out Chat your response

'o cross-examination tooJc place at pages 'l287 through 7309>

but X would like to begin. hy directing your attention co page
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7298'e
have it.

0 Yesterday it was my understanding of the testimony

and X believe Dr. BLume had answered a coax stion partially

clarifying it,. but X would like to go into. it again gust

briefly,
'I

Zt's my understanding that in the analysis of

the water tanks we are talking about three, if you will,
physical structures, is that correct2

f0

f2

14

(Hitness Ghio} Mould you repeat that, please?

Let me rephrase it.
>lith respect to the water storage tank analysis

we are, talking in part about the stainless steel water tank,

is that correct2

A -Yeso The original tank was constructed of

stainless steel, and it remains in place. But it's enveloped

f8'9

by concrete.

. Okayo Next ques&en:

Zn addition to that, we are talking about an
t

envelope of concrete which is new material, is that correct2

A That's correct.

l 9 And in addition to that,-we are talking about

reinforcing steel that somehow constitutes a connection

between these two, is that correct2

That's correct. The concrete envelope surrounding
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the tank has reinforcing steel in 9.t. And, in addition,

there are some lugs attached Co Che original temk,- steel

tank< that pxoject inCo the concrete~ to inter™tie Che two
fi

elements.

All right'o

How, when you'e talking about Chase three

— separate entities —and by three separate entities,'o be

more specific, talking about the stainless steel tank, the

'new concrete. envelope, and the reinforcing steel Chat you

just mentioned «- you are talk9ng about application 'in some

instances of'd9.fferent methods of analys9s, depending on-

whether you'e using new mater9.al oz the original mater9.al

in place, is that correct?

A 'I'ouldn t say di fferent methods of analysis/

but, rather, a different mannex of assessingRe appropriate

acceptance criteriao

With the existing ma erials, where we have the

actual material stxengths, those were considered 9n Che

evaluation.

arith matex9.al that we prescribed as a modix™ying

ingredient.to strengthen these tanks, we utilized the

specified minimum valueso
fi

All r9.ght, six ~ Ny next qu stion 9.sc

Xt's my understanding Chat ifyou'e talking

about the new concrete, you use as one of your tools of
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analysis a concrete code.

That'.s correct.

9 „ When you'e talking about —okay. Strike that/

4 please.

"6

Nov, X vould like, to direct your attention.
C 'l

specifically to the stainless steel «- well, first of all/, „,,,
I"

let me ask you:.

The water storage tank itself is made up of

stainless steel, is that correct?

20 A . He might want to correct that, X .don't know

21

12:

vhich of" the tanks are stainless steel and vhich are-carbon
r

steel But ve have tvo types of steel that were involved in
* ~

the origina3: tanks'pe'cifically, stainless steel and carbon

ste'el. And ve can identify which tank has,which type of

steel

26 A (Witness Rocha) The refueling water storage tanks

17

18

20

are made of stainless steel'. The condensate and the fire
wat'er and transfer tanks are made of carbon stee1.

I

Q Thank you

X want to direct your attention. to ~due water

storage tanks t1mmselveso Xt's my understanding from your

testimony yesterday that what yoa're dealing vith, or what

'ou dealt with"in your analysis, vas an existing structure.

(W9.tness Chio) That's correct.

25 All righto With respect to your analysis
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submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff, which,

as X understand'it in context would he We Hoagy. analysis,

because it was oz is an existing structure you can calculate

the actual strength of the material.

Xs that correct2

A That's correct. X'd prefer not to use the word,
I

"calculate."

What word vould you user

Me determine the actual strength on the basis of

10

12

tests, tests 'fmateriaL.

g And do you knower the basic strength, basiC on your

tests2

A Yes. The value for the'verage'actual material

14 strength is.40.6 ESX.

15. =-s that applicable to the stainless oteeL tanks~

as weLL as. the carbon steel tanks2 Xs there any distinction

17

29'".

20

"'here
2

A (Nitness Rocha) The average actuaL strength of

the', carbon iteel tant is higher, is 42o6 KSX,
I

Did you calculate the ma™~um calculated stress

in,'the tanfcs under. the Hosgri criteria2

A ($fitness Qhio) Yes, ve did.

Do you hew that, figure?

Yeso The value X have is 26o56 KSX.

Xs there any distinction between the stainless
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steel tanks and the carbon steel t~~s2

3

I'l ask Mro Rocha to answer thato

(Witneess Rocha) The mazimup stress intensity in.

5.

6.

'he carbon steel tanks is lower than this value This is the
I

highest value for a12. tanks.

g Has this information submitted to the NRC Staff?

8':.

12"

13',

A (Witness Ghio), Yes, I believe it waso,,

MRS. BONERSa Mr Norton, is it necessary to

have "the Vugraph machine here right now2 Ne're. Kind of

.:looking through it and around it
~ ~

. (Vugraph progecter moved.)

BY 51Ro KETCH s

Now, to recapitulate a little bit,, I have asked

.you for the actual average yield strength of materialsg

which you'e given me. And I'v asked you for tne maximum

calculated stxess in the tanks under the Hosgri criteriao

I would like you to draw the conclusion for me@

21

if you will, of what that analysis or what'hose factors show

with respect to the capability of the tanks as evaluated unde

the Hosgri criteria.
A (VTitness Ghio) I think the values that you'e

1

heard regarding the calculated stress and the matexial strength

indicate that the tanks,axe entix'ely capable of resisting

PA
the Hosgr9. earthquake, within the prescxibed acceptance

criteriao That is to say, the ma-imum calculated stress is
25
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of the order of 70 percent, approximately, of Che actual.

material streng03l.

MRo KETCHEN: Mrs. Bowers, that completes. the

Staff's cross-examination of this panel.

EZAMXNATXON BY THE BOARD

BY DRo,. MRTXN!

9 X'm not sure this isn'0 repetitious. Ae may have

it earlier, but X've forgotten.

9

$0

f2

What is Che definition of allowable stress'P

A (Mitness Blum ) An allowable stress would be a

'stxess that is set foxth in the specification or a code or

a criteria@ criterion, beyond which, for the given conditions,

the stxess should not. goo

~ Xn other words, if you'd go over the so-called

15
illowable stress, you either have Co sharpen'your pencil and

66 a finer analysis, and if &at still doasn'C solve the

problem you Chen have to Chink about adding mora materials

18:
Sn 'order to bring Che stress down to the allowable limito

Xt's sort of a ceiling beyond which Che designer

20

Madelon
fls 21

should not go-,

9 Xs it always calculated to be below the transi-

tion from elastic to
nonelastic'"'

. Not necessarily. Xn most work of modern build-

ing's you'e aloud to go way into Che inelastic range. That'

specified as a ductility factor.
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f)

Okay

But in most cases the allowable is defined either

by ASME or some organization or some specification that's been

determined in the design procedures2

7

A Xn.many cases that is true. Zn many other

cases, especially in the structural field, the only thing

that i's specified is the relationship of the individual

types of stress to a certain level of material value.

For example, under„,concrete, you may specify

Q

10 5'000 pounds per square inch of concrete. That's the 28 day

test cylindar value.. The code doesn't tell you you have to

use 5000, you have a choice. Zou might use 3-, 4-, 5-, or

6-', or whatever.

14-

15

17

18

19
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3

U 4

But what the code does do, or the standaxds,

is to tell you, given 5000 psi as your basic value then how

to use 'that in a relative sense to the stresses in shear,

in bending and compression and all the other stress components

that must. be computed.

All right.
So what you have is more or less a methodology

9

10

for determiningP

A- That, is correct. Given a basic figure, such as

t'e 5000, you are given a methodology which tells you how to

12

14

use .that.

Q

Okay. But it's not fixed once and for a119

Mo, no, it is not. Xt can be anything.

All right.
So it implies, then, the use of some defined

methodology for determining a safe--

A - That is correct. And that, in turn, is based upon

18 years and yeax's of experiments, tests and actual practice.

20

Q 'Would it be correct to .say, then, that it's the

methodology, the philosophy behind it, that, detenrd.nes and

22
~ not the values

themselves'l

>

A This is true in the structural field. Thexe may

b'e s'ome exceptions in ASME vessels and piping, but I'm

speaking now of the structural field.

Q - Thank you ~
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MRS. BO'.fERS: IIr.
Norton'R.

NORTON: No redirect.

MRS. BOWEQ: Iir. Eristov9.ch?

MR. KRISTOVXCH: May I have a moment, please'P

MRS. BOWERS: Yes.

ENDmpbl
7

(Pause.)

9

12

14

20

21
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RECROSS-EZMXNATXON

BY MR. KRXSTOVXCH:

3 Q Mr. Yokoyama, vas the stress intensity factor of

3..5 used. in any other analysis?
4

(Witness Jhaveri) When you say "any. other

analysis", vhat do you mean? Other structures?

Q Corxect. Stx'uctures, systems, componen'hs',

A Xt may have been used, but not by us.

TO

Q

"'-'
''"m''not

sure, X don't knov.

Mr. Yokoyama, do you agree vith
that?'Witness

Yokoyama) X don'4 know of an'. other.

14

MR. KETCHEN: Mrs. Bowers, could X maybe interrup
Pj'u'st one moment2 X know ve have a question and an answer now,

be Z'm'not sure what the answer vas —X'm sure what the

answer vas to the question, but the question is a little bit
broad and nonspecixic.

17 X don't have a real technical objection, but

ve gust request Counsel maybe to specify some limits on his

. 20

question. Axe ve talking about Diablo Canyon, generically, a

particular system within Diablo Canyon2 Just vhat?

21 MRS. BOWERS: Could you do that, Mr. Kristovich?

MR KRXSTOVXCH: Yes

We'xe talking about Diablo Canyon ASME equipment,

ASME co'de equipment.

MR. NORTON: Excuse me.
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mpb2 This is not an equipment panel. .This is a

structural panel. The equipment panels are coming up.

MRS. BONZRS: Since there was no redirect by

the Applicant, we -anticipated that the other parties would

be interested in the area, raised by, the Board questions.
F

MR. KRXSTOVICH: Okay.

BY'R KRISTOUICH: .'"
A

Q , Mr. Ghio, were the average material strengths
t'n

the steel based on any information contained in the

,material certification obtained from the mate ial supplier?

A . 'Hitness Ghio) Yes.

12 Q Did. PG&E conduct independent tests to verify
'I II

the accuracy of the 'information in the material ceztification

ta from the supplier, the material for. this tank'?

A No

17

A (witness Blume) May I reply to that?

This is never, done that X know of in the struc-

i8 tural field. Millcertificates can only be obtained at the

$ 9 time the mill is run or the pour is made in the stee1 plant.

It would be impossible to go back and do i'ver.
And the certification by regular people in the

business is generally acceptable.

Q And is this true with xegard to steel?,

Yes, reinforcing and stxuctural.

Nell, Dr. Blume, does that mean on incoming
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mpb3 'inspection equipment from matex'ial suppliers is nevex'exified.
I

No, E wouldn't say that at all.
&K. NORTON: What area of inquiry aze we Qito'P

X thought we vere talk9ng about. bux'9ed water tanks. I didn'

realise we were talking about other things. And if we are,

it's totally outs9de the scope of recross, and further," out-

s9.de the scope of this panel.

MR. KRXSTOVICH: I may have misspoken. X'm

referx9ng to steel, the material ceztificat9on of steel is

$ 0 never'verified on incoming inspection.
\

MR. NORTON: 'Excuse me, I said "buried tanks";

Q,

$ 5

these are the above gxound tanks.

, MRS. BOXERS: Hell, Dr. B2ume volunteexed some

information that X think the Xntervenoxs axe attempting to

clarify.
MR NORTON. X think the question was gust about,

equipment.

MR. KRXSTOVXCH: X cozrected myself and said

$ 9. steel.

WITNESS BLUME: Xf X'm to answe " I wo~ld appre-

ciate a repeat of the question aftex the discussion.

.MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Kristovich, do you. want the

Reporter to xead it back, or vill you xephrase
it?'R.

KBXSTOVXCH: I'l rephrase it.
BY MR. ZRESTOVXCH:
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mpb4 Okay, Dr. Blume,''l xephrase the question

th9.s way:

3 Xs the average material strength 9n steel based

on. information contained in the matex9.al certification

31

obtained from the material supplier ever reverified when it
'is, receivedP.

I

(Nitne» Blume> Nell, it's checked by the buyert

in this case P| 6E,''to make sure that. all the tests are satis-
t

factory and, meet specifications. But they do not go out and

xepeat the tests. They can't on a hot mill run, as X mention- .

ed be'fore.'hese
tests are made by certified laboxatories

under license..

34 And you do not vex9.fy those tests, then.

, Ne verify that the results are propex, but theyA.

do not. go out and dupU.cate the tests It would be impossible.

17

18

Q Nell, do you do things like pull tensile tests,
I

hardness tests'
The pull tests are necessary, is that the ques-

20 tionV

0 Do you do things such as hardness tests on

received mater'.ale

The speci. fied tests by AST1'i and others as put

6, 9w the contracts are all done by certified laboratories, and

th9.s 'includes var9ous tests. Some are chemical, some have to
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mpb5 do with the strengths, some have to do with the yi ld points,

some with the elongation of the steel, et cetera, et cetera.

There are many testa, all according to standards.

Ãr. Ghio, can the material suppliers'ests be

reconducted to verify the accuracy of the ceztification2

MR 'NORTON. Excuse me

May we have a specification of which test:we're

'talking about2 Axe we now talking about the mill test that,
Dr.'lume was talking about, or ar we talking about some

other test2

MRS; BOHERS: Could you clarify2

MR. KRISTOVXCH: The mill test.

MRS. BOiKRS: Pardon me.

14 Hasn't that been asked and answered by this

$ 5 'panel'2

%ITNESS GHIO: I believe 'it has. I believe

17 Dr.'Blume stated that the mill tests are done at the mill,

18 d the test. docummxtat9.on travels with the material to the

s9:te. So you can't repeat that test.

I would go on to say that the procu-ament

spe'cifications for the material reference a number of material

st'andards, American Society of Testing Materials, for'xample,

and "there may have been additional requirements in the'

contra'ct documents writ"en by Pacific Gas and Electric to

procure the material.
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by the supplier. Documentation is provided. The documenta-

tion is revieved by the buyer to assure that the results of

the tests are within the prescribed lim3.ts in the specifica-

tion.

HR. KRXSTOVICH: 'o further questions.

HRS. BOWERS: Ãr. Ketchen?

HR. KETCHEN: X have no rec oss.

questions.

HRS. BOWERS: Nell, the Board has no further
It

21 MR. NORTON: We would ask that this panel be

9)
14

85ccused o

HRS. BOWERS: The panel is excused.

But ve may be seeing some of them later, is that

correct?

HR; NORTON:. X don't believe so. X think this is

17'8
the last structure, and these are structural engineers and

civil engineers. X don't think they'll be hack on these

p'ane'ls

20 HRS. BOWERS: Xt's hard to believe that Dr. Blume

21 is leaving us.

(Laughter'�

)

HR. NORTON: Oh, he'l be back.

(Laughter.)

HR. NORTON: He's not a panel member; he's a
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(Laughter.)

MRS. BOWERS: Any objection to the panel being

excused2

MR. KRXSTOVXCH: No objection.
H

MRS. B(NEHS: Mr. Ketchen2

MR. KETCHEN: No ob)ection.

MRS;~ BOWERS: The panel is excused.

(The panel excused.)

MRS. BOWERS: Now can we taM1 about scheduling2

,

21

14

MR. NORTON: Yes, X think we can..

This is talking about scheduling, but -,-

MRS. BONEHS: Sell, we'ze going back tomorrow2

MR. NORTON: Hell, this is going the backdoor to

15 t'a33" 'about that, however.

16 Ne have the Joint Xntervenors Request far

17

18

directed Certification, and X think maybe if we could discuss
1

that'or a moment, that will bear somewhat on schedulihg.

At this time the Applicant would request that the

20

23

5o'ard'consider Joint Xntervenors'equest for Directed

'Ce'itification as a motion for reconsideration to this Board

als'o.'" That s perfectly proper, X believe. In Blact: Fax that

was''done. A Request for Directmk Certification was'ade to
l

the 'licensing board in that proceeding and they coristrued it
or 'considered it as a motion for reconsideration..
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3

At this time Applicant. does not feel that any

extraordinaxy circumstances have been shown. However, in the

interest, of moving these proceedings along, instead of having

them drag on and on and on and come back'again at a latex'ime,

ox 'the possibility of coming back at a latex time, we w'ould

ask ~at the Board indeed reconsider, and we would support the

Xntervenors'ecgxest to have Nessers. Trifunac and Xuco appear

10

at th'ese hearings.

He have been assured —you know, they- haves
P

n'ohhing'o say other than what they'e already submit.tted.

tee'ye b'een aware of tha'c information obviously for many months.

Xnd"as long as they'e'ot coming in with new matex'ials, ai

Counsel for Intervenors has sta&ad on the record, we will not

be surprised.

Ne feel that we can indeed proceed most expe8it-

16

17

18

20

21

'iously by having them here.

The reason we didn't want them in the first place
L

was we didn'c want to dxag these hearings out another week.

But. no matter what we do, the h arings are being dragged out.

So xather than have that caxxy out for months, we would gust

as soon have them here, and so we'l be here an extra two or

three days because they'e here —ox a week perhaps. But in

the long run that's going to be a shorter period of time.

So we would ask the Board to reconsid r the

Intervenors'equest fox che issuance of subpoenaes.



e
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I'm also a little puzzled as to why —and I
4

don't think the Xntervenors have ever told us —why these

peo'pie can't be here voluntarily, why suhpoenaeo have"to be

issued in the first place. I know, for example, that

Entervenors have consulted with these tAro people on nimierous

6 . occ'asions in this case, and I don't understand why the'y have

7 to be subpoenaed, why they can't voluntarily appear.',. That

has nev'er been adequately e:~lained. And frankly, that.'s the

Cl:

9

10

12"

13

way we'ould prefer to go, because I don'. think there are

any exceptional circumstances.
' '' X don'0 think —of course exceptional circum™

R

st'ances were never defined, but I agxee with Nr. Tourtellotte,

,if *you see one you know what it is. And Qd.s isn'." one.

end MPB2
NPB3 flws

~ 15
i
lf,~ ~

18

19

21
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X don't understand, you know, why they can'

voluntarily appear, why they can't jus appear as
Xaterveaors'itnesses.-

You don't have to call them Xatervenors'itnesses

5

you caa call them anybody's witness you want, but X don'

see why they can't voluntarily appear.

.,".8)

But short of that, we would ask that'the subpoenae,

issue, simply so,we can get these proceedings ov'ex iastead
o'f draggiag thean out for moaths.

fo

HRSo BONEHS: Mr Morton, do you think this Board,

if it does follow your suggestion to consider thai motion

to the Appeal Board as a motion for considexatioa, do you

think this Board could justify issuiag subpceaaes unless it
determined there were exceptional circumtances2

f4

15 answer.

MRo HORVONc X think that'. for the btaff to

(Laughter, )

18

HR. HORTOI4: Xt seems to me that if the parti,es

do aot object —X'llwithdraw from the Staff and let them

collect their thought for a moment.

- -20 Xt seems to me that if the parties withdraw

'2$ their objection, then you don't need exceptional 'circumstances.

I 22
II

Xt would seem to me only if the parties objected aad somebody

was against their coming; that there would have to be a showing

of exceptional circumstances.

Xt seems to me it's just like the materials that
t
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veie stipulated into the record. There was no real= basis for

that other than .the fact that the parties stipulated to it.
And X. think that in this case if the parties stipulace to it,

9

jo

I don't think there would have to be a shoving, of- exceptional

circumstances because, frankly, exceptional circums~cas

don'. exist.

(The Board conferring.)

MRSo BOHERS: Hr. Kristovich?

Mto KRISTOVXCH> Mrs Bowers, X just wanted to

clear up one thing. It.'s my understanding that 3.t's ACRS .

.12

policy not to have the consultants appear at licensing pr'-
ceedings. And this is, as I understand it, the understanding

of Drs.'uco'and'ri;funac.

MRS. BOMRS: Does the Staff have a position

16

on the Applicant's comments?

MR. TOURTELLOYTZs Nell I think ve ought. to

18

straighten the record out ~ As I recall, Mr.'orton said

the Staff should collect their thought, and it was in the

sing u3.ar

2l .,

(Laughter )

I .gust vanted you to knower that, ve'have more than one.

(Laughter' )

Hell, Staff is of the same opiriion 'that ve vere

originally that (a), there is no real reason —there was

no good reason shcren for their appearance, primarily because
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A

l4r-.;'-Fleischaker stated tha only reason. for their.appearing

was -Co sponsor this documant or these series of documents into

testimony and that they ware not going to ba prssented for

;7.

th'e purpose of presenting any further testimony.
I

In the second plea, I don't baQ.eve that, 14r.
k

Pleischaker ever really did shown an exceptional'ircumstance"

- existed. 'And'o to Chat extant, X don'C think 'our position

9

jo

f2

13

has changed much

I do, of course, a ree that arha s there is soma

..., ..-. Of course,,the right of the Xicans'ing Board Co

-treat an interlocutory appeal as a motion to 'reconsider was

g p p

. valid reason for subpoenaing tham if it would help to expedite

tha case and in soma way could be construed as serving Che

public'interest in that regard.,

established in ALAB 370 in Black fox, So I do think the Board

has the right to reconsider it, and if it willhelp expedite

:TS

j9

20

the case, tha Staff would ba willing to have the 'subpoenaes .

issued and X suppose the subpoenaes in this case 'are issuing

for tha convenience of Drs. leuco and Vrifunac b'ecause of Che

outstanding policy and X think that probably a justification
can be made on the grounds noh that excepti.'ona1'circumstances

have been shown, because I don't believe they have been shcwn

'in this case but, rather, that it is an action t'o which all
parties agree and which in soma raspactsmay help to expedite

the case and serve the public interest.
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~:8;

~..., .. So we would not oppose their appam~ca hara,

whether it's vo3.untarily on their part or by subpoena.

MRS. BQNSRS: X don'. know whethor i."- was just

Appeal Board or Appeal Board and Commission i'.another pro-

" ceeding where the pres entered into a stiptQ.'a&en ~~d the
'c I

P

Z2i'censing Board didn'. accept it—do you recaLL hhat case

And the Xicensing Board was scolded for not accepting, a

stipulation of all parties.
I

Nmr.are you saying that, +Mat sort'f.'th~ing
prevails here2

MR,, TOURTBLLOTTE: Yes

,
.I'6'is,

I,7p,'8:

IP.~'0%I

MR. KRXSTOVXCH: Mrs Bowers, since both Applicant

and Staff have had an opportunity to speak their ~~d and say

they don't believe exceptional circumstances are present, X

would merely Like to reiterate,th Joint 'Xntervenors'ositio

Ne feel there are exceptional circumstances here

and that would be a proper'basis for issuing a subpoena.
C h

MRS, BOHERSc - What are the exceptional cMcumstanc

MRo KRXSTOVXCH: X believe the Board has a copy
1

of. Mro Pleischaker's Request for Directed Ce&Afkca&on and

they'e all outlined in there and in the previous'ral

argument e

MR. HORPOHs ~I" use me There is not one word

about how exceptional 'circumstances exist:9n this Request for
* Directed Ce~fication. Xt is totally ignoreda ~ And if you re
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Qiadslou/agb5 wil'ling Co point it out, I would love to read
i.t.'fRS.

BONERS: Me3.1 Che only thing X saw was just

+De general discussion that these two individuals differ in

aieir opinion from the final ACRS position, 'Xs that corrects

MR. KRXSTOVXCHc Mrs. Bowers, X. believe we had

7.'ral argument the fizst week in December at the'- hearings>

and Mro Pleischaker at. Chat time out3.ined whaC he believed.

,f,0

"were the exceptional circumstances~ and X believe it's all'

in Che txanscripC a1.ready and this motion speaks for itselfo

MRo HORDE: Mrso Bowers, I would like Co address

on'e thing Mr. Kristovich said befoze the Staff "spoke< and

that is that the ACRS has no position against their consultan

appearing voluntarily.

f5
E

16

f8=

f9

. Xn fact, X was there when Chainaaa Zawroski was

asked that question by Chairman Hendrie And the response

was well< of course, there's nothing we can do about their
k

appearing voluntarily, but we don'. want them subpoenaed

That, was the position of Che ACPD< Chey said

they have absolutely no control ovex someone'- appeax'ing

23

voluntarily. They don'C like it, but they have absolutely no

control ovex it whatsoever. Xf someone wants to appear

voluntarily they have that. right, absolute right. What the

24'CRS was against was the subpoenaing of their consultants,

consultants who didn't want to coma'o ths hearXsg

MRo KRISTOVICH: Mrso Bowers, thaC's Mr, Morton's
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3

under'standing. X believe thsre were addi ional eo~mts

thaC. the ACRS did not want their consultants in We future

vo3.unlLarily appearing

6

MR. MORPH: Eo; nor no.

HR. ZRXSTOVXCS: That~ s your

have an understanding.

unders~+ding and X

MR. NORTON: Here you thsre2

HR. KRXSTOVXCHc Mr, Pleischnker'as thereo

e a

HRS BONERSc Please address the Board

Doss'he Staff have any position on this parm-

cular pointP

HR TOURTELIGTTEs You mean on whether e"ceptional

circumstances-

MRSo BONQRSe Mo, whether the ACRS consultants

,1.6

17

,1.8

20

21

can voluntarily appe~.

HR, TOURPELLOTTEe Yes< X a~as there'ind X recall

their saying that they didn't really feel they hid the control

over their own- mambers or consultants and Chat if they Mished

to appear voluntarily they could.

So really there is no reason why they can't appear

voluntarily< except for the fact that they might be individual

reluctant to do so Xf they are individually reluctant to do

so', then that's what, a subpoena is for, for whatever reason

they are reluctant

X don't Know that they are or they'e not.
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MRSo BOWERS: l1r. Kristovich, do you have any

Madelon/agb72
(

"3

infoxmwtion2

bKo IGGSTOUXCH: Mrs. Bowers,'hey have expressed

their reluctance to just voluntarily appear because of their
'5. - relationship to the HRC and the ACBS

'6 MR. NORTON: Mrs Bowers, X guess Xntervenors

would have no objection if we called P~ssrs. Luco and Trifunac

'8 and asked them if they would'ike to coma up to these hearings

'9. and then perhaps we can report back what their answers are.

$ 0 MRS. BOWERS: Xn this proceeding -',guess it was

a year ox'o ago in the environmenta3. issue< there was a lett
12 from someone, a witness for the Xntervenors, who said in the

letter that because of his employmsnt, his situaMon< he could

'ot voluntarily appear and reguestscL a subpoenao'

Now have you attempted to get that kind of

:l6-

17

18,

19

20

'2'1"-

infommtion, or information in writing from the two witnasses2

MR. NORZONc Hell Mrso Bowers, my suggestion of

caDing them —we are perfectly willing z call"them and

ask them to coma and ask them if .@hey wouXd come'nd see if
they will and then report back to this Board, X'm sure we

can accomplish that before the lunch hour break —'s witnesses,

MR. KRXSTOVXCB: Mxs., Bowers, 'l4r~ Pleischaker has

'3'4.

25

spoken to tham and the answer was they do 'not wint to
voluntarily appear

MRSo BOt&RSc Hell do you have any "Ob)ection to
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Q.

Nr. Norton making a phone callP

MR. ZRXSTOVXCH: X just don't understand the

purpose of 'this. X'm at. a loss'as to what has transpired in

the last. five minutes.

MRS. BO"TERS: Nell, you know, M-. Norton ould

make the phone call without getting a, clearance from the Board
f

on it

, 9

$ 0

MR. KRXSTOVXCH: That's very clear..

But'X thought. X had just said 'that Nr. Fleischake
If

had spoken with them and they had expressed to Mr. Pleischaker

a reluctance to appear voluntarily. But thaC's not the issue

before the.Board anyway.
f

MRS. BONHRS: Hell-, in a way it is because we
J

t
L

have a Commission document that does talk about exceptional

circumstances being established before a subpoena is issued,

17

and both Applicant and Staff have suggested that circumstances

dealing with the efficiency'of the proceeding would be justi-

fication for the issuing of the subpoenaes.

20

But if these witnesses will appear volunta-ily,

Chen we'e not faced arith the hard question of exceptional

circumstances.

MR. KRXSTOVXCH: X guess it just. seems —maybe

X'm confused, but X thought X jush said that my understanding

:
Qi~

is Chat they sron't appear voluntarily. And X don'C know, if
you just want Mr. Norton to say that to you based on his phone
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2

conversation and you don't want me to tell you based on Pw.

Pleischaker's conversation....

3 MRS. BOLTEHS: He3.3., X think at the time Chose

conversations occurred with hr. Pleischaker —and don'

misunderstand+, NQ re not in any wcLy challenging Che conversa

Cion -,
- the situation, though, perhaps was differont at that

time., Both Applicant and Staff were,.very opposed to tham
r

appearing, and that's no longer true.
-'.. MR. KRXSTOVXCH: X don-'t see how thai: makes a

10 difference. X don't know what we'e arguing about.

12.

MR. NORTOH. I m not.

Mrs. Bowers, we r'ecpzest -that the, decision of the

'l5

Board be postponed'nti3. after 3unch, and in the meantime we
e r C

* "h

~ w9.ll.contact Nessers. Trifunac and Luco —
„ ve wi3.1 att~~pt to

contact Chem.and see if they will appear ai: these proceedings

voluntarily. And if they can', Chen ve would urge the Board

17 isslie subpoenaes =Xn the public interest of expediting these

proceedings

MRS. BOK;RS: He'l defer our ruling until after

20 lunch. '

21 MR. KRXSTOUXCH: Mrs. Bowers, can. we have' reces

for a few minutes?

NBS. BONZPSs ~ T a minutes.

-(Recess.)

~LOOM gg
-=flws
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MRs BoNERs: NB'd 1ike to co~ianceo
r

MR. HORTONz Mrs Bowers, at this time, we would

1~a to start on the in.mcducticn of eve,uation of me plant

systemo This is once you get aw-y from the structures into

mechanicGL endo The Go callad ch@xzman or co ch@xrman

. MRo KRXSTOVXCH". X'm so~~ to interrupt, but have .

we decided whether we'e going-to go tomorrow or "is that going-

.9

to ba decided after lunch?

NRo HORTOH: X think wa're going to'go tomorzowo

X presume that —well X think we have to wait un&1 after =

12

. 1;5-

lunch to make that, decision

EGA. BOWERS: Ãs see no reason not Co go tcmorrcert.

and we were going to remind lie, Norton hs is sua~ounded by
I

expert counsel, and when'you have Wo things t'o do you should

be able to spread it,out. X believe that was your posihion
"

when we were talking about Saturdays earlier. ": ".

.",17,

19

(I aughtar o )

MRo HORTOHc Absolutely. You'e correct on the

20

21

HRo KRXSTOVXC8: One other. scheduling matter.

X've been informad Chat Dr, Bruno 'could not be

22 here before next, wednesday, which X be1ieve is the Mh

24j

MRS BGtfERS: Nell, we're going to 's~t-
MRo HORTOH! MLs ~ Bowers t in other words g the

Xntervenors are going to put their casa on Monday with
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orb/agb2 '. Mr. Hubbard and than ve'ra going to wait &res .og four days

for Brune and then we'zo going Co wait some oCher peziod ox

Cima for -Trifunac and ~ucoo'Xs h>aC what X'm le'd Co believe'P .

TGt. RRXSTOVXCHs Mz. Hubbard, as X u'ndezstand,

vill testily Comozrow. Dr, Brune is available .b'cginning the
'6"

iAQp

,V...

5

8,
'II

', 9th'nd X don'; know about 'tuco and Trifunac.
C

.MRS, BMKRS: Nell va talk~& yester:cay that- the
r '

Staff will have their witnesses, a pa el Co puC'n Mondayo

MR TOURTZLTOTTE! X'm.noC sure the's what we
I

said yesterday - X',m sure Chat's noC what we said yesterday.

22:

,23

2,6'7..

MLS, BQHERSe Thny're coming in Sunday.

Can you Qo what we vere CoMP

MRo'OURTEILOTTEc .X hr33red about.,this vit4 Mz.
r

Yietchen lash ni.ght, and as X recall, he put somewhere in his

'iscussion a caveat Chat ha was going Co discuss 'iC with me

-He simply don'C want Co proceed in a way thaC

i''ere the Xntervenoz puts on Chair case aC wiU; 'and we put

29

. P„O

on our case Co fillup the spots Chac Chey'an'C 'fillup baca

they can'C geC their witnesses here.

Ãe wanC the Xntervenors'asa Co he dn and complete

before * we start. our case. Pwd»e ~mink ve'h'ave the rf.ght

23.

to do Chat and thaC~s what.ve're going to doo

X would say, wi.4h regard Co Monday and Tuesdayt

maybe if ve resolve this g it appears as though Tzifunac And

Luco are going Co be here'one way or the other< "iihe~~ Chey

W -.+en*
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appear voluntarily .or whether 'chey appea by sM~poana~ I
mean> of course ~Me Board will make the u3timats decision on

the subpoonaing. But if so,,X "don't sea ~shy they couldn'

be hare Monday and Tuesday.

MRS. BOÃERSs Do you Mink, Hro'ourtellotte,

that essceptional circumstances exist if SCaM 'and Applicant
R

agree with the XnCervenors that they shou1d ba hdre'P

MR NORTON s Tha s an exceptional circumstance

if there is such agreemant.

l2,:

(Laughtero )

MR. TOURTELLOXTEs I Chink really ski:pulati,ons

are encouraged by the regulations. The regulations

specifically say that stipulations are encouraged.

And it seems to me that any time you have a

~, stipulation, you have a rule which is being, in effect, waived

by the parCies in a part9cular circumstance for >)hatever

re'ason the parties have of their o~zn Xt doesn't make any

difference what, those reasons areo

Aad it seams to ma that if the paities are willing
to sCipulate that in this- case these two consul~ts of the

ACRS may be subpoenaed without a showing of exceptional cir
cumstances, then we can do that> and then the subpoena can

be issued

How the only person who could argue with whether

the subpoena would be issued. or not would he the person who'
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0C',
receiving the subpoena And if Dzs. Tzifunac and.Zuco are

willing to appear under the power of subpoena and Wey do not,

complain, than X don', really see WaC wa have'. ace the

issue of exceptional circumstances in this case

I made the statement. that, I made simply- as a pze-

,,:,8

»9,,

20

liminazy statement. to aud:e iC clear foz 'the record'that. we hav

not changed ouz mind 8L'h GlX, about the fact aha C3cse circum~

'tances had not, been showap the@ we'ze not in=any'ay agreeing

to the appea ance of these CHQ genM.em'clcause 'bTB changed
1

our ~4d about. those fachs

24

25

.,'26

But. the simple fact, is we are ada"st'< pulating

that .they can appea vithout, a showing of 'ezcopM.onal cir-

cumstance and I =don't see there's much left to discuss,

The business of whether they appear voluntarily

oz not I thiak is something else> although X Coarct, }cncN

HR. NOPZOHe Could l address thaCP

18

429g p

.;.ho

. 2:2,

Ne've not been able to get, ahold of Dz ~ Tzifunac,
k

but wa dicL get. ahold of Dz tuco, X'm tolcL, aad"he said he'

be willing 4o come if the MRS said i4 was a'"g'ood idea. X

don'8 know her we'ze going to geh the ACRS Co say ih was e

good idea or a bad Mea> but, othenrise he would'ave to be

subpoencLed o

So cue would zecLuest thQ 30MK to issue the sub

. poeaaso He think the only e-cepMonal cizcumsMeces are

%hah the three parties a e stipulating that they should be
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here at these hearings,

But X don't thmk the Staff should be sadd3.ed

by this case forever that wham Chare is- an ACRS consultant who

'
~ disagrees with a13. the other ACRS ccnsI-'tanCs ~&at somehcv

'ecomes an exceptional circUmstance.

~pP,

- mean~ as ve argued befoxeo Cha@'s'learly not

a test fox- e-ceptional cirmmstunces. And 'my 'con'earn vould

b'e hhat hhe Staff of Che Huclear Regulatory Ccmnfssion vouM--

somehov be Saddled arith a precedent that that alone ~~Os Gn

exceptional circumstance and X think the record shouM be

perfectly clear that the ezcep&ona3. circums~ce is'hat
'he three paxCies agree tery should be here." ', ',

MR. ERXSTOVXCEc Ezso Bearers, X don'. knee ~shat

stipu1ation K". Morton is speaking of when he'says "the Chx'ee

parties." X don't xeca3.1 the Xnte~enors 'saying"'anything about

a stipulation o

H"o Pleischaker is going to ba here shortly and

perhaps this could ba best hap unti3. Nro PX,ed.schaker i,s

'T9 here, because X knox he vouM like to have some input in the
'20 discussion

MRSo BONKERS: ife3l the Xntexvenors asked the BoaM

.22' to subpoena the tm vitnaaseso

MR. KRXSTOVXCHs Yes, based on exceptional

cixcumsCances o

MRS, BQHBRSa One thing, ve still hdy defer our





consideration until afCer the luncheon braako. But in the

meantime, somebody could be preparing subpcanas.

KR. HORTOHs Hot mao

„'9

~I,~

(Laughtexo)

MR. KRXSTOVXCHs Mrs. Bowers, psrhaps we should

)ust postpone Chis until after lunch and gust,proceed with

cross-examination, Mx'o Pleischakar will ba hair'o 'thea,
P

HRSo BONERS: Hell, X want to malice'Sure Chat we

understand exsctly what's befoxe uso How waive"'heard both

Applicant and Staff express theix'osition
Are the Joint Xntexvenors shill asking. Chis Board

'o determine axceptionaX. cixcumst~mcas egest befoxe the
4

subpoenas are m~smvD

NR+ KRXSTOVXCHs Correct, And anythi'ng other Chan

.16.,

J8

~ '„19

20

'L

'2,1

I

that X think Nr. Pleischaker should address,

NRo MORTGM! HRllz if the Xntervenors are going

Co take the position that the only way subpoenas can-issue

in this case is that Chey have shorn Chat e~p'tionai cix

cumstances ex'.st fox the subpoenaing of the'itnesses and

Chey refuse-to stipulate that the witneases can 'come, Chen

we'l withdraw and we'l go ahead and we go up on the Appeal

That gust is crasinesso

rm. ZaZSTOVXCH: res. Bowers, X don~C Chink X

'stated a position one way or the other on that X merely siid
Nx. Pleischaker will when he is here shortly.
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MRS BOILERS: Hali let's proceed then wiCb your

n~t panelo

MR. HORVOHz AX1 right~ The uoxt pane3.s will
really ha co-chained by three peop2.ee Mz. Gorily> Dz.

Esseiman and L4xo Gangloff, Mzo Goxm1y af Pac9.fic, Cas and

Electr9.c, Messrs. Esselman and Gangloff viOJx. Mestiaghouse<

and 9.f Chsy would come up neer and ha mvozn in'o

i'%So BGHBRS0 They were not ~~ 446 rccÃR when the

la'zge group was sworn in'
MRo . KORTOHs Thatks. right~

P|hereuponp

Ho JAMES GORMAN@

THOMAS Co ESSHLMMg

and

~"

NXLMBR Qo GKRGZ OPP

ware called to the stand as +9.tnesses on behalf"of %ha Applicant~

and, having bean furs'c duly avozn, vere emadm'can'and testified
as follmrsg

MRo MORTOSc Excuse ms~ Mrs'hrers'~ 'e have a

'ot af other panel mambazs and perhaps they could he sworn

novp too. I'lmake sure they'e all
he"e,'z.

Lavezty, Mz. Shiffer, L4r. AnM'ochos+ Hr~ Bacher

'ro Young~ Mr. Allen —I'n sorry'ot Mr. A3.leal M'llnot

he called

X thiak that's it Thess genlemma





Q web/ac:IH'

:3

h''™ 'ifi yo

please ra'se your right. hands and remain in place.

W1ereupony

8..

ROSS No XAVERTYg

- JOBS Do SHXPPERg

PANGS Ge iM'2XOCHOSg

RXCMRD Eo BACHBR

$ ~

,9
ROBERT A, YOUNG

$ 2

vere ca%led to the stind as witnesses on behalf "of the Applic

and, having been first. duly sworn, vere examined'nd testified
as follovsg

MR HOEPONe Ne have Dr, Esselman on'my left.

and Jim Goxmly in the center and WU.l Gangloff 'on the right,
J

Mr. Gormly is vith PG@E, the other two are vlth Westinghouse,

,f7:.

1,8

and X believe the first. piece of testimony which is an over»

viev, villhe smamarised by Mro Goxmly

Buh first 3,et.'s check and see irish these three

20

gentleman if they'e reviewed the qualifications that, were

submitted in this case for each of them.

BY MRo HOBXOHs

-;23.=
Q Xs that a true and correct. copy of 'your

qualifications2

(Hitness Esselman) Yes, sir

~ v
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'l

web/agb3.0

('

~, C

/

5

Mr~ Gormly'P

{Hitness Goxmly) Yes o

Mro'angloff'?

(Witness Gangloff) Yes, sir
NRo HORTOHe Ne mould ash Chat Caa Professional

. 7.

".8

Qual'.fications of these three indivMuaX,s be inserteC in the

record as though read aC this Rima< even though'they've already

'reviously been markeC as an exhibit

MRS.. BOHBRSa Any obgectionP Mro Keistovicho

MRo KRXSTOVXCHi Ho

objection,

INS o BOILERS! Hr TourteX,lotteo

g4

HR. TOURTBXXAÃVTEa Mo.

BRSo BQI3BRS: Nell Qxe qualifications cehich you'e

identified vill bs physically inseMed in the transc"Apt

17

(The dccuuumCs follows:)

2.I
I

22.:
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Name: Thomas C. Esselman

Title or Position: Manager, Support Structures Design,

Equipment Engineering for Westinghouse

Degrees: B.S. Case Western Reserve University, Mechanical

Engineering M.S. Case Western Reserve University,
Mechanical Engineering Ph.D. Case Western Reserve

University, Mechanical Engineering

Professional Experience: In my current position, I am

responsible for the design and analysis of Class I
component supports to withstand postulated seismic

and blowdown conditions. My duties also include

the design, analysis, and development of criteria
for equipment and piping supplied by Westinghouse

to assure its capability to withstand normal

operating conditions and abnormal conditions such

as earthquake and postulated pipe ruptures.

-28-





3

During the past five years, I have been involved

with studies and analyses of the seismic and

blowdown qualification of .Diablo Canyon. I have

had lead responsibility for the qualification of
all equipment supplied by Westinghouse, which

includes piping, components, and auxiliary and

electrical equipment.

I am a member of the ASME and have served as

10

a consultant to a. task force investigating ASME

faulted condition limits. I have also served with

12

Q zs

the ANSI-N45 Committee as a task force member in
the preparation of a methodology for assuring pump

operability.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

C-)

25

Q z6
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PROFESSIONAZ QUALIFICATIONS
OF WITNESSES FOR

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

Name: . Wilmer C'. Gangloff

Title or Position: Project Manager for Westinghouse

Degrees: B.S. in Physics,,Ohio State University, 1964

Professional Experience: During my employment with Westing-

house, I have held positions of responsibility in
the areas of reliability analysis of control and

protection systems performance for various

postulated normal and accident. conditions. I have

also had lead responsibility for reviewing con«

foxmance of safety and licensing standards in the

areas of control and electrical systems, core

designs, and postulated accidents. Prior to my

current position, I was one of those responsible

for the development of safety criteria and

standards for Westinghouse pressurized water

reactor plants.
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OF WITNESSES FOR
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Name: H.. James
Gormly'itle

or Position: Supervising Mechanical Engineer

Degrees: B.A. Physics, San Francisco State (1960)

M.S. Mechanical Engineering, San Jose State (1966)

. Professional Ezperience: Registered Mechanical S Nuclear

Engineer, California. Employed by PGandE for 23

years in various engineering and construction

capacities. Senior Mechanical Engineer, 1968-1976.

Supervising Mechanical Engineer, 1977. For the

past five years, I have been the Chief Mechanical

and Nuclear Engineer assigned to the Diablo Canyon

Project.
I am registered in the State of California

both as a Mechanical and as a Nuclear Engineer.
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1

wrb/aQQ:-
lA cont'd2

3

BY KRo NORTON'

Hr Gormly, do you have any corrections to make

to the testimony entitled> " ntxoduction and Evaluation oX
V

Plant Systems2"

NS. APPELBERGs There's a gentleman here smoking

" a cigar that's offending all the people sitting'iround him.

I know that. usually cigarette muoking is no@ aXXowed'n. the

1,0'

'earings that you have and I would request you Mould please

'ask him to put out,his cigar or leave the room 'and smoke it '

MRSo BOHERSs., Ne3.L you know, we started out with
12

an absolute no smoking rule.

MSO APPELBERGs I know that»

'5

14

.1.6

~AS. BONERSs And then when iC dropped back to
4.

'elatively Sew people in the room< we said that 'Qe would relax

that, but iZ the audience. grew in size and,iS'nyone objected

i8

'TP'.

20;,

that, we would go back to our no smoking rule

So we'l go back now to the no smoking rule

MS~ APPED BERGs Thank you< H"s Howells

. MRo NORTONs- Sill'hat be the Apfelberg Rule2

(X,aughte .i
MRS. HONBRSs You were forewarnedi

(Xaughter )

BY MR, NORTOMs

Hr Gorznly, do you have any correctians to the
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~rb/agb2
2

3

Ces HJaQny~

(Nitness GoxaQ,y) Pvxo minor correctionso

On Page Pive, Line 23~ X think X'6 like it to

G

-:7.

say "o omod9.ficaCions have been made Co aC'least,''900.o ~"

And on Iine Mo of Page SQc, I zooid like Co

che~ge the number, "....appromsnate3,y 80, ~ .o to.say, "..appro

mately 50 percenCoo

Q Nro'ormly, villyou neo summarize the CesCiraony

$ 0

34

en&tied, "Xntroduction and Eva3.uation of Plant,'Syshems2"

Ies g six'o

My tesCimony is Woanded Co be 'an ovo'rviev of She

panels which vill follow aud conclude We Company's case,

and covers the mechanical and. electrical syshemis vhich vere

re-evaluaCed for the Hosgri postulated Bosgri evenC

And in Chis case X heard yesherday soma discussi

17

about. this magniCudeo He're always aCalking 'ahouC 7 5 Hosgri.

when ve Salk about She Hosgri evenC~

The final conclusion of my testimony is that,

, ~ 20,.

after exhaustive re-evaluation of a11 the vita1 components,

systems within the planC required Co insure We h'saith and

safehy of the public~ that, these ve e found Co 'Ss adequate

0

I

'..23

and within acceptab3.e stress levels as a result. of the re-

evaluation,

Q Hr. Goxmly, I Rnov you'e been here the lash

couple of days and you'e heard a lob of discussion about, codes



0,
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%'Harb/agb3 and average mat~ial strengths and the analyses Chat were

done for structures e

1~ ~

;9

l0

Xs there a difference beQveen the May and the type

—

~ of codes that are used —She types of codes and the way
~t

they'e-used in ana3.uses for. systems as opposed"to structures'

A - Based on eh' heard over the 3,ast. Irido 'days''

yeso: As mechanical engineers< ~e do approach th).'s slightly.
"t

differently - Our controlling code is the ASMB pressure vessol

code, and W mould like o as!c Dr, Hss~~n'o 'expand slighWy

on ho+ ve u e the morel "a13.enables, material 'strengths" and-

1,2

ha+ ~e reach conclusions that our stress levels 'are acceptable

based on the ABAB. pressure vessel code.

" Q.
"

. ZQ,l, right.
Ãe3.3. Dr Esselman p Mould you then j pleasey for

the Board explain co then ho+ you do use the ASIA~ code and

I:?,

1.8 .

other=codes if appropriate in %he ana3.ysis 'of Ma sys ems'2

(Hitness Baseman) Yes+ sir
mentioned by <~o ~~~~ yo the primary code

that'21

2'2

used for the evaluation of equipment is the ASIDE'code This

is the American Society of Hachanical Engineers Boiler and

Pressure Vessel, Codex'or some components such as pipingp

there are specific piping codes that are used. "The rules,

however, are not significantly different. '

thia1s it might help She understandi'ng if"I

described generally the methods of qualification-and the ~iay



P
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Q! serb/agb4

3

~ j7e

'8

that. these codes axe used in evaluating equipavmC.

Xn paxfoxming'an evaluation of a piece of equip-

mene, one.mould perform savexa3. hypos oz analyses The ones

that. are of'redominant. interest. axe Chose loadai'thaC would
4

come from normal operaCing condiCions in tea plant,. such as

pressure, dead weight, Other evaluations that are done

are'valuaCionsfor the design earthquake< the'double design
t

earthquake and the Hosgxi earthquake.

h

"9c
'I

The codes provide rules for the'ways'"in which

'the stresses.are calculated, tabulated and combinedo Each

'' of the 'specific areas of the codes that axa u'seG"provide

very. specif ic rules o They al so provide stxGss limitso
'I

The..stress limits of the. ASM'"de and other codes

such as the piping codes provide. stress limits Chat axe

determined,on the basis of the methods thaC axe used to calcu

late the stresses and the nesd to assure the structural

integrity of the componcmt, The stress alkoran'es developed

from these Ceo things axe spoiled out. vexy spe'ciH.cally in
79. the code

20'. ,, As an examp3.e, for Class 1 components'f the xaa

coolant system< the codes specify hha4 the pxiituaxy membrane

stresses which axe the average stresses across a''section be

. 0 23'imiMd'o 2 4 S~o The code spacif ies in, tables the values

of S>< that're used.with a given ma@axial,

A user of the code, in evaluating a'omponent,



0



vzb/agb5

3

, S.

Cakes the specification for the nmhnzia3, aha" is in ~We

compoaenC, goes m She table in Me code and obtains a value

of SM to be used in developing ~We a3.3.ovule st@os es These

tables basically represent, mtuimum properties thaC mould be

obtained for the given classifications of materials

.8





18 MRSjwbl

» As X mentioned, Che p;4mazy functi'on ef Chese
I

codes 9.8 to protect the stzuctura2: integrity»» that is»i to

'" +260

8".

14:
,I

. »;

15'-;

'I6

17 )

IS <

19 ~»

»: '»

25"

22".'-g

23':
I ~

25

'ainta9,n

the pressure-retaining boundary., Tho stress limits

that the codes provide for to assure the pressure"retaining
h

capability 'are generally gzeate- than yields dmt is, that"., =

the codes normally allow the stresses to exceed the yield

stress of the material and the structural integrity villbe,

4 t

as suredo
»

9
' :Xn soma cases where a component. would..have a

speci fic .function, such as a pump which would have to operate=

during or. following a seismic event, we, in performing the

2 , analyses, would choose mora restrictive stress 1'ihetsc
~

J'"'tho'seare mo''e restricts.ve stress lim9.ts than 'th'ose"Chat axe
,»,I»

1'

~
»

.':,'re@'uired to insur'e. structural integrity And the stress
e

'I

4Qrd;ts, along with other cal'culations, would be usi d: to
M

.".-'de'anstxate"'- that the ecgxired function of,'the coatponent
~ i»

-"."woul»d be guazanCeedo r»»
', ~

Q Dr. Esselman, X Know you weren''re;yesterday

;"'when X sa9.d ' X'as referring to Mro Gormly'.arheh".'X 'saick
L

'. 'her'e yesterday and She day beforeo . But the civi2.',engineers
~ » ~ . »

i ''- 'an< structural engineers talked about taking ave'rage material
P ~ I

» ~

strengths of materials that were in place, such as a building

that had been» bu9.lt five years ago, and they ctascribed how
% ~

24'.,', they got, those average material strengths. And the@ used

those to f9gure their allotrable stresses, as opposed to using



0

~,
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Qi

MRB/wb2

()
1

specified materials and then "aking 95 percent .,of that Co

arxive at allowable stresses for a building to be built, or

a structure~, or whatevero

Qoss that Rind of a difference~ that kind of a

distinction exist in your area where you would do it one

6', way for a piece of ecgxipmsnt, or something that was to he
I

ordered, and another way.for a piece of equipmant Mat's al-

ready there?

Ho, sir, The mechanical codes provide the stress

$ 0 allowables and the material properties that should be used

in developing the stress allowables

l2 All righto

So in these panels, then, we don'C. have to be

concerned about whether it's a piece of equipment we'z'e

l5

16,
3

ordering or a piece of ecplipment Chat s already dleree it s

the sama in each case2

A That,'s correct.

$ 8 A 'Witness Gormly) May I add one thing2

I believe we can add that during the course of
our evaluation we need not go into that, discussion about did

21„~ we exceed allowables As Tom has pointed out~ we accepted
.g

these allowibles in our analysis. He'xe saying we'eet these

allowables, we are within these allowables entirely through

this discussion Tfe established what the allowables were by

the code, and as our witnesses come forvard and are discussing
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the work they'e Cone when they met they al3.owabl,e> they'e
WRB/wb3

(iC"y
talking about they meet Che code allowab1e for Che particular
con6ition they're discussing

10 .

- A (N.tness Esse%man) Nay X also con.mt thaC the

stress aHowables Chat are developed by the cede give a

conservative protection against disruption of Che pressure
'' retaining boundary, and meeting the code allowaa3.es, ox'eing

IX

ve~'lose to the code allowables is not, and should not be

interpx'e'te'd as being close Co failux'e of .Che piece of equip-

ment, Heeting the code allowables gives a great ct'al of

$ 2-

assurance that the component wil3:'noh fail. Being close to
r

the allowable should not be detenained as close to;failure
for these mechanical components,

15

Q Xn other words, you'e saying allowablei'oes not

equal failureP -reaching allowable does not equal failure'P

That's correcto

HR. HOPTONe Mrs, Bowers, Chat's al1 X have on

$ 8; 6irect, and we would pass Che panel fox crosso

19 'RS. BGHEBSs Nr, Kristovich'P

KR. HORTOHe Excuse me~ Nutso Bowers. Before X

21: pass the panel we would ask Chat the written testimony be

physically inserted as though rend.23.'RS. BQNERS! Hro
Kzistovich2'R.

KRXSTOVXCH: Hrs Bowers, we hive no obgecti

at &is time, but wa would 1Q:e to reserve the right to mete
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.motions to.striteo

MHSo BOWERS' The Staff2

MR. ZE:TCHENs One mcrnent, R:s. Bofors.

ich gust said
ll

ÃRS. BOWERS s 'Hell he learned before Christmas

(Pause)

- MR.'OURTEXLOTTE! Are ve talk9.ng about now

objections.to Me testimony? I don't understand what
C'i Mro: Kristov v

)

14

16

17 .'

18.

to protect himself, from any future desires to make 'motions
r

to strQceo But what is before us now, Mr. Morton has asked
~ '

that the testimony be physically inserted in the transcript.
P

as'f reado

o TOURTELLOTTEe I have no obgectiono'

,-.,MRSo BONERSa Hel2. the testimony villRe~
1

I

physically inserted. in the transcript as if read.

~ ~ (The dccumant follows:, Introduction and
\

Eva1uation of Plant Systcmso)

20
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TESTIMONY OF
H. J. GORMLY
ON BEHALF OF

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
DECEMBER 4, 1978

DOCKET NOS. 50-275, 50-323

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

INTRODUCTION AND EVALUATION OF PLANT SYSTEMS

This testimony covers the seismic qualification of
the Diablo Canyon Plant mechanical and electrical systems

which are required in order to assure:

(1) The integrity of the reactor coolant

pressure boundary;

(2) The capability to shut down the

reactor and maintain it in a safe

condition;

(3) The capability to prevent or mitigate
the consequences of accidents which

could result in potential offsite
exposures comparable to the guideline
exposures of 10 CFR.

19

20

21

22

23

26

This testimony and more detailed testimony which follows
show that the seismic design of mechanical and electrical
systems at Diablo Canyon meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50

and 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A and is responsive the the

Intervenors'ontention.
As stated in previous testimony, the original

seismic qualification of mechanical and electrical equipment
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10

12

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

at the Diablo Canyon Plant was for two postulated seismic

events. They were entitled the "Design Earthquake" and the

"Double Design Earthquake." All Design Class I equipment as

defined in the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report was shown

to be capable of withstanding these seismic events and

performing their required design function.
It was recently required by the NRC staff that the

plant be requalified for a greater postulated seismic event

which was entitled the "Hosgri Earthquake." The requalifi-
cation of mechanical and electrical equipment is discussed

in detail in Chapters 5 through 10 of the Hosgri Report.

The purpose of this testimony is to provide an overview of
the systematic process adopted to perform the required

requalification, the results obtained 5rom this process and

the modifications made or required in order to meet, regulatory
requirements.

The following general classes of components were

included in the requalification: reactor coolant system,

auxiliary mechanical equipment, piping systems other than

the reactor coolant piping and electrical equipment.

The process that was used for the requalification
of the mechanical and electrical equipment for the Hosgri

Earthquake was broken down into seven basic steps:

25

26

1. Determination of the seismic input to the

required system.

2. Identification of systems requiring evaluation.





2

3. Definition of the functional requirements. of

the equipment within the required system.

4. Establishment of the criteria for evaluation.

5. Establishment of the methodology of the

evaluation.

6. Performed the evaluation, determined the need

for modification

10

7. Make modifications where required.

Each of these steps in the requalification process

will be described in more detail below.

12

13

14

15

16

17

20

22

23

24

As discussed in Mr. Ghio's testimony, seismic

response spectra for all relevant locations in those structures

significant to the plant were developed by URS/John A.

Blume S Associates. These spectra are contained in Chapter 4

of the Hosgri Report and provided the seismic input for the

qualification of the equipment of concern.

To determine the systems requring evaluation we

=first identified those required for plant shutdown, we

evaluated the systems and procedures required to achieve and

maintain hot shutdown and long-term cold shutdown conditions

after the postulated seismic event. This evaluation is
consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.29 and was done assuming

that:
1. Only systems qualified for the event would be

25 available.

26 2. The single failure criterion will be satisfied.

»3-





3. Off-site power may. be lost for an extended

period of time.

10

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

A tabulation was then made of the equipment and

components comprising those systems and the functions that
the equipment was required to perform. This included a

determination of whether components were passive or were

required to mechanically function during or following the

postulated seismic event. Also, piping systems which were

required to retain their structural integrity were identified.
We further identified equipment not required for shutdown

but which would be categorized Category 1 by current
regulations .

Stress criteria were developed for various components.

For components which were required to perform 8 mechanical

function in addition to retaining their structural integrity,
additional criteria were developed. The appropriate criteria
were established in conformity with the applicable industry
codes and standards as required by 10,CFR 50.55a. The

criteria for mechanical equipment and piping were taken

primarily from the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and

the criteria for electrical equipment were taken from IEEE

standards. More complete discussions on the criteria used

for the reevaluation are included in the following testimony
on each general class of equipment.

After the equipment and systems of concern were
I

identified and specific criteria were fixed for such equipment
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and systems, the specific evaluation commenced. The evalua-

tion was accomplished by either detailed structural analyses,

seismic testing, or a combination of analysis. arid testing.
The. details of the analyses or tests performed for this
equipment, can be found-in Chapters 5 through 10 of the

Hosgri Report and these details will be summarized in testi-

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

,26

mony which f'ollows.

The results of the analyses and/or tests were then

compared to the criteria developed for acceptability. For

instance, the, results of a structural analysis would define

the'stresses,'developed in the component from the postulated

seismic event. These seismic stresses were then combined

with other stresses which would be caused by normal operation

or, where appropriate, stresses that would be'aused'by

design basis events. The total stress was then compared to
the stress criteria. Where the stresses exceeded the stress

criteria, an evaluation was made as to the action required

to satisfy the stress criteria, such as equipment modifica-

tion or replacement.

In general, the major area where significant plant,
'

modifications were required by the requalification was in
the piping systems. As a result of exhaustive stress analyses,

modifications .have been made in 900 of the approximately

5000 pipe supports. These modifications range from a minor

stiffening of the support to complete replacement. In no

instance was it, necessary to modify or replace the piping
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itself. In addition to the piping system modifications,

some modifications were required for approximately 80 percent

of the above-mentioned tanks and heat exchangers. These

modifications were generally minor and were related to

increasing the support capacity. Other modifications were

made in various electrical components in the plant. These

other modifications will be addressed other witnesses.

10

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

In summary, mechanical and electrical systems
t

necessary to accomplish criteria (1) (2) and (3) stated

earlier were originally designed for both the Design Earthquake

and the Double Design Earthquake as established in the

Preliminary Safety Analysis Report. They have subsequently

been requalified for the postulated Hosgri Earthquake, and,

in certain areas, this requalification required modifications.

This requalification, which I have briefly summarized, has
1

demonstrated that the plant can withstand and is entirely
adequate for the postulated Hosgri Earthquake, and that the

design of the mechanical and electrical systems meets the

requirements of 10 CFR Part, 50 and Appendix A to 10 CFR

Part 100.

21

22

23

24

25

26
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>Ra/Wl
(, (

PM XHSERT

MRS. BGAERSe Do you have cross»emminationP

MRo KRXSTOVXCHa Yeso

CROSS EZAHXHATXON

BY MRo- KRXSTWXCH.
'»

, 9 X'd like Co starC off by deCexmining»for the

record whether each and eve~~,m mber of the panel is adopting-.

the wriCCen testimony as his own.

Mr. Esselman, do you adopt this vziCC(3n testimony

» as your own2

'JO

f2

(Nitness Esselman) Yes, sir.

»

A

»

9 Mx'angloff2
t

(Mitness Cangloff)„'es, X do
»

MRS. BOMERSs Mz. Norton, did you check Co see

if there vere any coxrections?

'l5
MRo .NORTON'es, we made the corrections,

t

MRS. BCmRS: All right. rine. That4s right.
BY MR, KRXSTOVXCHe

Mr. Qormly, directing your attention Co page l

l »J

19

20

21

of the written testimony, aC lines'2 and 23, do you mean

all of the. requirements: of l0 CPR 50 vere meC2

A (Hitness Coxmly) The equipment in the Diablo

Canyon plant meet the earthquake requirements thaC have been
»

px'eviously defined. Ne meet Che requirements as stated for~

N

2S
/

an SSE, we maeC the requirements of the Hosgrg and for our

OBE or design basis earthquake as defined we meet the
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recplire?Gents g yes p size

WRB/vb2

3

Q ttel3. what do you mean, then, by saying you meet
k

: the regni.rements of 10 Cpz 50@

A b'e have used the require?Mnts of 10 CPR 50o55(a)

in establishing the acceptance criteria, developing acceptance

cxiteria for this plant for all uechanical equipmsnt.

0 - 'So, then, do you ren3.1y —for 3.inc 22 do you

really mean 10 CPR. 50o55(a)P

Yes, sir, That vouldI?e the extends of ap testimony

IC - Yeso sire

17

I8 c

19';

20

2I''>

g : '.Xs that-also true for page 6,.3.ine 19g rater
i i

: than saying "meets the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50,

would it be ??are ccxzect to say "'0 CFR part

HR.i ICORTOHa Bxcuae me, Res.Bearers, The sentence
i

has',to be read in context, "Gesign of She mschani'cal and
1

~ J

e3.ectxical systems meets the requirements of 3.0 CPR Part 50o"

,'-; And.the par't of 10 CPR 50 that app3.ies to those, is ..5'0 55(a),
I"-'o,they do meet 10 CPR Part 50~ pex'iod,

i

HR. IQQSTOVXCHa 3."m merely trying to'1arify
'I

~, . /:. that*for the record, I<so Bo?ters,

,
' WXTBESS GANGLOPP! Xf X could::: The f9.'est .leone:of

the 'testimony says "This testimony covers the'seismf.c
i (

qual'i.fication of the 09.able Canyon mechanical and'lectrical ~

'. systems." And to.the extent there 'are applicable requirements

in 'Part 50 and Part l00 this and foll.owing test9.mony will Show
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1

wzb/agbl .

flwsMPBr'wb2>
that Chat is complied with.

BY HRo KMSTOVXCHC

Q ¹. Gozmly< dS "ecting your aCtenCion to Page Three

Line 22, which revision of Reg, Guide l.29 axe you referring

- =?

A {Hitnass Gorily) To be absolutely. sjecific< when
'

I 'was preparing the test&mnyf X IR referring Co the zevic&7 ~

,9

" which was done with the Staff —by the Staff with the people
\

in Bethesda who aze zesponsQole for the daveloprnant. of that

Regulatory Guide and~ as such, X believe we'ze talking about
I

latest revision of ito X'm not sure wheth*ciz Chat's

RevisS.on Three oz Pour

~ $4'

But. at the ~~ we we-e doing tNe Hosgzi evaluatio -™

inc( X believe in SER Seven there's a specific smtemant that

„;, 16.:;.

the Reg. Guide 1.29 crite ia was reviewed for the equipment
J

we have qualified,

.$8'.

$9iv

;... 29

Hell there is a Revision Three'ated September<

-1978 of Rag Guide i~29,

A And we were at that thaa, X heXievei <ozkMg

w9.th that particular- version when we were zev9.mring the ~ ~

9 Did PGsE, in thoir classificationsq"Cake any

'.exceptions to Reg, Guide l 29, Revision Threes

A As X recall the discussion and the'zeviewa Chare

'were no exceptions that the Staff found.
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Q Do you have a copy of the transcript with

Page 6912, M"o Hoch's test3stony of December 22?

MRo MORTON: X believe he answered the question no

MXTHESS GOKK~Ys Ho, X don4to

MR KRXSTOUXCHi Coul'd counsel'rovi'd'e him a copy2

MRS BQNBRSs X think you were asked if you could"

provide the witnesses with a copy.

MRo FRXSTOVXCH Xet the. record shawm Mro Morton

indicatinq -no.

BY MR~ KMSTOUXCH

Q Nell Mr Gormly~ with regard 'to Rog, Guide 1o29

division Two, on December 22 Mr Hoch at Paga 6912 beginning.

on Xine 20 statede

To the hest of my 1cnowledge, there's

only one exception to meeting the latter o'f the

criteria, and that involves cooling sysCenS for

the spent fuel storage pool ~"
t

Was this exception to lo2& taken2

(Hotness Goxmly) X really ma not" ''d have to

look again at li29 to see if o X do not recall', during the

course of the discussions with the Staff and their review~

what we hack done to find that we were noh in confonmmce

with their desires, That's the best X can answer that, questi

Q Mr Goxmly, was an OBE ~lysis done for the
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wrb/agb3
2

..3

Yes@ sir'

9 Mhat equipment, if any, was limited by the OBE?

To my knowledge~ no equipmant in +~e Diablo Canyon

Plant is limited by the OBP analysis,

Q Xn Che OBB analysis, did you use cons'~~C vertical

accelerations regardless of elevation?

,9

$0

Moo sir~

Can you'escribe what you did lme?

Xes, but, X thixQc Dro Bssolman could do a better

)ob of it> so X would like him to cacplain why thi't scatemmt

is correcto

(Mitness Esselman) Will you repeat +We question,

14'

15

1G

17

f8

19.,

2p.

please

9 X asked Hr. Goxmly if, in Axe OBS 'analysisp he

used constant vertical accelerations regardless of e3evation~

and X believe he stated no, And X'm interested'n finding,

out what was used in the OBE analysis,

A For some components of the Diablo Canyon Plant+

the vertical acceleration was C@1 en as 2/3rds of the acceler

Cion at the floor elevationi Por oCher compceents in Che

plant, Che vertical acceleraCion was wakan as 2/3rds of Che

ground acceleration.

Q So theo, a dynamic vertical analysis was not done

i25
I

I

l

for All of the components for the OBE cQ?alysis? "'

Ho, sir~ that's incorrect. Vertical dynamic
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Q'wzb/agb4

3

analyses wexs performed for the components.
F r

I

g = . Would you like Co add something to Chat, Mr.

Gormly2

;,5 A

A (Witness Goxmly) Ho.

(Hitness Esselman) - 'My previous respQnse was Co

A7

8

10

the response spectra that vere used in,that.vertical analysis~.
I E

9 'as a different analysis used, then<"'for the

vertical acceleration of the OBE than for the SSE2
4 4

A (Hitness Goxmly) X wish ve.couM use Wma6aology

that we used, during C'ae planto

Q DE and DDE2

A Mould you repeat your question, please?

'X wish you would use Chat we could use the

same texminology. X Wink X could understand it ]setter.

f.6

f7

Hell, was a different. a~er of obtaining the

vertical accelerations fox the Hosgxi SSE 'analysis used Chan

for Che OBE analysis2
1

A Yes g sire

Clat was the difference2

20

-21

A The floor response spectra:is not within our range

od expertise. Xt. was previous witnesses who explained how ..

you got floor spectra for different earthquakes,

A (witness Gangloff) The ansvex 'Co, the question is
;. cLi.fferent floor response spectra vera used as input Co the

components fox the Hosgr9.~ for the DDE and for 'the design ~
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orb/aab5
2.

aar8~uakeo The analysis methods fez'e basically She same.

9 'fe didn't ask above 'Me DDH, va 'sked about the

Hosgri and the OBE analysis

A '(Witness Gory) Xf you would 'ask Yas qmsCion

,7

8

ag'ain~ maybe X could do a bette: job anmeringo-
'Ro

ERXSTOVZPAs Pw Bloom, could you read

back the ques)i.one please2,

{thereupon> the Reporter read frora'Ch'e record<

as rscpx8sted o )

~
12

.

HiTMHSS GOHMZiYa X guess one good answer is

the sama analysis methods were used, the inputs 'wsre dif creat,
t

~,, BX HRo KRXSTOUXCHt

$.4

3.6-,

. CouXd you explain,hem ~&a inputs wore'.differentP

OU.tness. Gorml ) Mell,. the were. differenty

magna.tude earthquake spect a Chat ~re were give'n 'to define

OBB at. individual floor levels "ox DOE at, incLivid~~ floor

~ ~ levels or Hosgri at individual floor levels e R1QQB are pro

v'i'ded by Hr. Ghio to us and ve then use —dapiidXng on the
19

20

location
'e auld

of either the component, its location in 5ae plant-
Jl

then from that point. on use the ippiopiA;ate input

; 2RB

b~l

I',,

spectra
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Q Okay, Mr. Gormly, X dan't believe you have a

copy of the regulation 10 CPR 100, Appendix A, part 5,

sub-section A, pax'agraph 2.
~ g

HR. NORTOH: Tlould you give us that again2

MR, KRISTGVXCH: This is the 1978, Part 5<

sub- saction (a), paragraph 2. Page 499.

X'd just. like to read a couple sentences from

Xt, states:

"Xf vibratory ground motion exceeding that of
'I ~ a the op.mating basis earthquake occurs, shutdcnm of

the nuclear pover plant. vill im required. Prior ~
resuming operation, the licensee villbo reejuired

to demonstra e to the Commi sion tha".. no function@3.

damage has occurred to those features necessary for
~

"" '."; continued operation vithout undue ris3c to me health

: and safety of the public."

BY MR~ ZRXSH)VXCH!

'O'r. Goxmly„have you at this time de've3:aped a

p'ost-OBE inspection plan for determining whether functional
I

'amage has occurred folloving an OBE2

A (Hitness Gozmiy) Mr. Kristovich, X believe the

answer to that. question is yes, but as part of the n xt panel
~ ~

v ''illhave "as a witness the supervising operating engineer
i )'s(

from the plant, and I believe he is much more f~~ liar vith
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that and he would he happy "o discuss that with you.

And who is that individual?

t>.'aes Shiffer.

Q ?i-. Cormly,- in the piping systems did you use the
'1

'eg. Guide 1.92 method of combining loads?

A Mog'ir~

Q Nr. Gozmly, did you use actual materials strengths

for calculating al3.avab3.e stresses?

$ 0

A Eo, sir. X believe wa tried to explain'hat in

some detail earliex to you, Mr.
Eristovich.'.,;,

*

Q arith regax'd to aging, Mr. Gorm3.y, does the

electrical equipment meet the criteria specified in XEEE

14

Standard 323-3.9742

51R. NORTON- X object, Hrs. Bowers. To ask

15

1G

18

20

somebody —that's a multiple question, first of all. What

. is"the cx'eria in XEEE? X mould like to know. iMd X think

the'- ~cation ought to be Spoken doux, with further foundation

as t'o what he's 'talking about.
t'-

MRS. BORDERS: Millyou do that, Nr. Kristovich?
~ ~

J

MR. KRXSTO~lXCHs Mrs. Boorers, referring to gage
H ~

4.'o'f the written testimony, beginning on line 18, it"is
stated-
A

N

"The criteria for mechanic 3. eauipment'and

piping were taken primarily from the AS|.'L> Boile and

Pressure Vessel code, and the cxitex'ia for electrical
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equipment vere taken from ZEEE Standards."

BY MR ZRXSTOVXCH:

), 3 Q Hr. C~naly, which criteria for electrical

eauipment vere taken from XEEE StandardsP

A (Witness Gonnly) Ne vill have a panel a little
later, and ve have a witness vho can discuss this in far
greater detail than X can.

Hovever, X would say that our reevaluation

criteria vas specific. Xt is stated in a number of documents

which'XEEE standards ve used.

Ne did use XEEE-344-74'or our seianic requalifi-"

12 cation

Ne used the XEEE-323-7l as a bas's for evaluation.

14 For seismic criteria the appropriate code is
7

XEZE-344, and it's l974.

16 Q Nith regard to the aging, does the electrical

equipment meet the criteria as specified in XEEE S&mdard

-323-742

jlease2'R.
NORTON: May ve have those numbers again,

21
MR. KRXSTOVXCH: Nhich

numbers'R.

NORTON: Xn your question.

MR,, KRXSTQVZCH: 323 1974 ~

MR. NORTON: X'm sorry, X thought X heard Mr.

Go~~'y say they used a different number from -74. That's why
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.'fITHESS GOHM:.7: was in error. Xt's 344-75.

'!R. ~lORTOil: C!cay.

BY !tR. KRISTOVICH:

' Can you'nswer'. tlie question?

A- . (Witness Gormly) I .~ish you'd repeat it.
r

', 0 - -With regard to agihg does the electrical equipment

.meet the criteria specified in XEEE Standard 323-1974?

NR. NORTON: Mrs. Bowers, I have the same

10
objection.. Nhat is the criteria? Maybe'he witness knows,

and maybe Mr.. Kristovich knows, I doubt it. But.'I don'

know. And I don't think Hr. Tourtellotte }cnows. And I
4

doubt if all of the Board, Hembers know'which, criteria we'e
'alkingabout.

BY ."4R. KRXSTOVXCH:

Goxmly, do you !cnow the criteria?

17

20

(Nitness Gormly) I'm vaguely familiar with it,
and the only answer I can give is we didn't use that—

HR. NORTON: Excuse me, Mr. Gormly, there's an
)

objection pending, and I expect, Mrs. Bowers, that Hr.

Kristovich allow the Board to rule on the objection before

he pursues the witness.

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Kristovich, the objection will
be sustained. Can you identify the particular criteria
you'e after?

NR. KRXSTOVICE1: One moment, p'lease.
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(Pause. ),

MR. NORTON: Mrs. Bowers,'hile Mr. Kristov'ch

is looking it up, I'd. like to remind the panel members that
f

they are not to answer questions while there is'n objection

~pending, but to wait for a ruling from the Board.

MR. KRISTOVZCH: - Mrs. Bowers, Z'm referring to

ZEEE Standard 323-1974, entitled, "IEEE-Standard for

Qualifying Class 1-E Equipment for Nuclear. Power Generating

Stations." ' //

10
Paragraph 6;3.3 is entitled, "Aging." And

r

paragraph 6.3.5 is entitled, "Vibration." And the fi'rst

12
sentence in that paragraph state

",The aged equipment shall be qualified for

expected seismic events in accordance with

'15
IEEE S tandard 34 4-19 71

I'm getting co the question. „
/

BY MR. KRISTGUICH:

Mr. Gormly, the question is:

19

20

22

Has the 'aging required by 323 done berore the

testing in accordance with 344-1971?

MR. NORTON: Mrs. Bowers, I'm sorry. I'm
l

hopelessly confused. I thought he asked about the aging
/

of this test. Now he's got 1971 in it, and he didn': read

anything about aging. He said something about vibration.
He read a sentence from the paragraph entitled, "Vibration."
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He said paragraph '(a) was Aging, and paragraph {b) was

Vibration, and that he'd "ead a sentence from that. He

read a sentence, and that deam with a 1971 code, trhich has

no&ing to do with his original question.

I'm hopelessly lost as to what the gues'tion is.
MRS ~ BO'HERS:

the question'?

'1r. Kristovich, could you rephrase
I

10

MR. KRISTOVICH: Yes.

JMRS. BOWERS. S art out vxM the aging.

MR. KRXSTOVXCH: Yes. .Ne're going to get some-

thing from the„SER.-
I

(Pause. )

BY =MR. KRISTOVICH:

Q What we'e gettin'g at, Mr. Gormly.:. could you
give's

the .name of the person on the'later panel that could.

discuss electrical equipmentP You mentioned someone would

be more able to discuss that.

{<Fitness Gormly) May I answerer?.

MR. NORTON: Yes, there's no objection to that

20
question.

WITNESS GOR'KY: Our fourth panel„will consist

of Mr. Young, Bob Young; Mr. Esselman, Dr. Esselman, who is

here today; and myself, but I doubt I'Z.l be of great help

at, that point in time.

BY MR. KRXSTOVXCH:

Referring to SEP;7 at. page 3-72, I'l read you the
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2

top paxagraph of the page, which states:

'This, updating to- current criteria applies to
'I

seismic qualixication methods, including shake testing

methods, and the type and. severity of shaking employed.

Xt does'ot, however, include the aging requirements

and other general environmental . qualification

recommendations that are reflected ip oux; current

position for new plants and are referenced in Regulatory

Guide 1.100. Our current criteria for environmental

qualifications for new plants are described, in

Regulatory Guide 1.89, Qualification of Class 1-E

32

, 14

equipment. for nuclear power plants, Novemb r, 1974, and
\

XEEE Standard 323-1974,. XEEE Standard for qual'ying
Class l-E equipment fox nuclear power generating

~ )g stations, February, 1974."

Xs this an accurate statement of the qualification
methods used by PGSEP

{Witness Gormly) Well, I think the Staff is going

20
'l

to attest to the SER, but to the best of my knowledge that

is an accurate statement, yes.

HR. KRISTOVICH: No further questions.

MRS. BOWERS: We'e ready for the Staffs

23 cross-examination.

BY MR. TOURTELLOTTF:

Mr. Gormly, I believe that Mr. Norton asked you
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about average actual material strength versus code allowables,
I

and asked you"wnether average actual. material stzengths were

used. And I believe you answered that no, they «eren't used,

that you used. the code allowables.

Xs that an accurate representation of what that
exchange vasP

(H'tness Gormly) Yes, sir.
I do believ I specified for the Hosgxi seismic

10

reevaluation vhen I made that statement. Xf I didn', I
should have.

9 , Does that mean that in certain instances actual

12 material strengths vere used
then't3

A 'he Staff has equired us to do a numbex'f

specific specialized combination studies on this plant. Ne

15 have done tnose studies at their xequest and in accordance

with their guidance.

17 Xn one or tvo instances, on a certain type of
multip3.e loading and. combination of loading, we did have a

19 component where the calculated stxess vas som vhat higher

20 than the minimum specified for that material.

21

23

Actua3.ly, that component, had been qualified by

test, and we did have the matexial for that component. And

for that particular specxalized case ve did use a material

stx'ength justification for adequacy.

25 Q Xt's true, is it not, that at the time of the
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design of the Diablo plant that the ASME code d'd not cover

certain parts of the plant?

3

Q

That is certainly correct, sir.
So that, later on it was decided to examine those

parts, not necessarily, in light of the code but in light of

actual material. strengths?

, A -
~ (Pause. },

9 X'm trying to un'derstand what. the consequences of,
P

Diablo being a vir age plant might nave been in terms of

using actual material strengths versus code allowables. So

12

if the question isn't well put, X'll t y to r phrase it.
n

A One,answer that comes to mind, sir, is that'he

loading combinations that we were studying at that time

certainly were not a design criteria for the plant at the

15

16=

time it was built. These were special criteria that the

Staff has, required us to,evaluate.

17

18

19

?tR. TOURTEEiIOTTE: He have no other questions.
C

MRS. BONERS: The Board has no questions.
'I

Of course, we understand there will he l'ater

panels who vill deal with more specifics.

YiR. HORTON: ?mrs. Bowers, we'd like to take a

short break at this txme.

23

24

t:ls

'~RS. BOWERS: Fine.

(Recess . )
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ELON4
c9 mph'.

2/')
3

MRS. BOWERS: Can we resume?

X think before the recess the Boa"d announced it
E

had..no questions of this 'anel.
KR.. NORTON: X have 'just one, ox perhaps C,ro.

REDZRECT ZRQiiÃAVXON

E ~ E, l ~ 'Y ~R,- NORTON:

Q ', The question came up regarding performance .of

'IO

l0 CPR Part 50. Xet me ask this question:
E

Xn your area, Xntroduction and Evaluate'ion of
E

Piant Systems, Qo you have an opinion as to whether the

Applicant has complied with all appU.cable parts 'of, l0 CPR

'art
SM'Hitness

Gormley) Yes, sir, X believe we have.

He fauve.

't5 Q You'e supposed to sav yes, and X'm supposed to

$ S ask" you what the opinion was, hut you'e already done that.

.17 11R. NORTON: So X have no further questions.TS'RS. SMITHS: Yir. Zristovich2

20

hat. ERXSTOVXCH: One mament, please.

(Pause.)

" RECROSS-EKBfXNMXON
E

BY HRo KRXSTOVXCH:

Q Okay. Hr. Cozmley, was the average of actual

, A

material strength used in the OBE analysis?
I

(Witness Corm~ ey) No, sir.
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Q ,.= Has it used in the DDE analysis?

A No, sir.
Was it used'in th6 Hosgri analysis?

No, sir.
HR. KRXSTOVZCH:, No further guest" ons.

MRS ~ BONHPS: Mr Tovztellotte?

MR., TOURTEGLOTTE: HoI questions.

MRS; BOWERS: The Board has no
questions.'R

NORTON: All right
Mrs. Boxers, at this tinm,ve would ask that

j2

"Mr. Laverty and Mr. Shiffer replace Dr.Esselman on the panel ~

(The panel excused.)

Wh'ereupon,

I

I i

ROSS ><. LAVZR~c

H~ JACKS COKE~

NXLMER C~ CAHGLOPP~

I8 JAMES D~ SHXPFER

resumed the stand as witnesses on behalf of the Applic'.ant,

20

21

'and, havtng been previously duLy sworn, vere examined and

testified further as fo13ovs:

HR. NORTON: Fw. Laverty is on Mr. GornQ.y's

immediate right, and Mr. Shiffer, S-h-"»f-f-e-r, is on Nr.

Ganglaff's right.
MBS. BOILERS: And they'e hath been previously
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"mpb3 sworn'P

lM. NORTON: A11 of the remaining panel mmahers

3 were &vorn this morning e

DXRECT
EZM~ZVATXON'Y-?Stan

NORTON-"

6 '' -And, Nr. GangLoff, X understand. you'e. going to

suimnarize the testimony.

Let me ask you first if there are any corrections

$ 0

f2

14

to that test n .

The positive ctisplacement charging pump is shown

imo

A - (Ã5;tness Gangloff) Yes, there are corrections to
F

two of the figures. BnQ X believe Kr. Ni13.iamson is passing

. out copies of the corrected figures. Xt's a minor change Ln
4

th'h'arging system.

as going through PCV 128--

16 MR. KRXSTOVXCH: Recuse me.

Could you wait until >m get the figuxes2

tS

$ 9

NX&FBSS GANGLOFP c Yes

(Pause.)

20

21

HXTHESS QAHGLOPP: The changes in discharge

piping in the charging pumps, the positive Gisplac~~t chargin,

pump 'goes directly to the,HCV 142 inlet as opposed to going

achro'ugh the f1ow control valve first, PCV 128.

The same change applies on Figure 5.

That's the only corrections X have to the written
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testimony.
- MR. NORTON: Mrs. Bowers, as w9th the prev9ous

panels xegarding the structures, we will not ask that the

pzofess9.onal qua3.if9.cations of the —X guess-we could call
4

them subpanei:- members be placed in the zecord. However, they

7 ~

are already ~ evidence as exhibits.

BY MR NORTON:

8 Q . And X suppose I should'ask Mr. Shif'er and Mr.

'l0

Laverty if those profess'ional qualifications that aze already

in:evidenci-are true and correct copies of your professional

qualk.ficationsP
t

. A ' {Witness Shiffer) Yes, they are.
I

A —
. (Mitness Laverty) 'es.

Q All- right.
At this time, Hr. Gangloff, would you please

summari"e the wx9.tten test<~ony?

,,17 ''W9.tness Gangloff) Hy testimony has to do with

f9

20

the systems analys9.s which was performed in the course of the

zeev'aluation of the Diablo Canyon Nuc3.ear Plant fox'he Hosgri

earthquake. The pmpose of the systems review and evaluation

was to establish. those systems and components which were

x;ecpxired to shut down the plant ard ma9ntain it 9.n a safe

shutdown condition.

My testimony summarises the evaluation .that was
I

~de. That evaluation consisted of a group of systems
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Q

engineers of Ãestinghouse and Pacific Gas ~md Hlectri'c who
r

reviewed in detail a scenario which staztcid arith normal opera-

Cion and proceeded through the hot standby condition, which

'f0

$ 2

has."since. the early design of this p2.ant beenk the safek shut-

"'own condition that is referred to in the kregulationi. Xt

went kbeyond that and considered the systems and compoknents
k

required to cool the plant do~~m to, a cold shutdcnre 'condition.

The equipment and syste~ which +me ident9.fied
I

I''s being required to do the function involved in cooZm< g the

pl'a'nt down and shutting it do<~m'are listed in the Ho-'g'r'i
~ I

Repar't."'I
I'ndthat fairly summarizes my tes~~ ny.

*, , $5L~ NORTON airs Bowers we have no direct
I

And we .ask that the testimony, the m'iCtken

tes'Simony, be inserted in We. record as though reiid. And

I''hat'.the panel be'assed for gross.

)7

18

20

E

adopt the
r*E

MRS BOWERS: ', Ãr. Fwistov9.cd
I

MR. KRXSTOVXCH~ Do each of the panel members

testimony as their own P

I

HR. NORTON:= X should ask that auestion

BY MR»
NORTON'"'Q

Do each and every panel member adopt N". Gangloff'

mstimony as their ovn2'. i

*" ''"A (Chorus of yes.)

NR." KRXSPOVXCH: Ho objection ~
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'RS.

BOeTERS: Nr. Touztellothef

MR. TOURTELLGTTE: No
objection.'RS.

BOWERS: We3.1, the 19.sech testimony vi13.

be physically inserted ~~ the transcx'ipse. as if read.

(The Testimony oZ Nv.m~ er C. Qangloff on

Systems and Functions, and the conected Pictures

4 and 5 fo3.low:)

17

20

21
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TESTIMONY OF
WILMER C. GANGLOFF

ON BEHALF OF
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

DECEMBER 4, 1978
DOCKET NOS. 50-275,

50«323'YSTEMS

AND FUNCTIONS

= Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 100 includes the require-

ment that nuclear power plants have the capability to be

brought to a safe shutdown and maintained in a safe condition

9 following a Safe Shutdown Earthquake. This capability must

10 be achieved in a manner that complies with all applicable

design criteria set forth in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A,

including, of special significance to maintaining safe

shutdown, Criterion 34 which requires provisions for removal

of residual heat.

15 Heretofore, safe shutdown has been defined and

approved as the capability to bring the reactor to a sub-

critical condition and to maintain the units in a hot standby

condition for an extended period of time. This basically

19 includes the requirements of heat removal from the reactor

20

21

22

core to maintain fuel integrity and primary system boration
to maintain the reactor subcritical.

In this proceeding, we have gone further and have

23 established the capability to achieve and maintain cold

24 shutdown, as well as hot standby, after a postulated Hosgri

event assuming:

26





1. Only equipment qualified for the event would

be= available;
2. 'he single failure criterion is satisfied;

and I

5

6

10

12

3. Offsite power may be lost for. an extended

period of time. *

Under normal operating conditions, the heat from
4

the core is removed by -circulating the water in the reactor

coolant system (RCS) by means of the reactor coolant pumps

and transferring the heat from the coolant through the steam

generators and subsequently boiling the water provided by
h

the feedwater system to the secondary side of the steam

13 generator. The steam thus. produced, having removed heat

'15

-16

17

from the, reactor coolant, is subsequently sent to the turbine.

For a normal shutdown,, this same heat removal method is used

until the turbine is tripped, the control rods are fully
inserted, and the reactor coolant system is appropriately
borated. That is, the reactor power is reduced to subcritical

I

19 condition, the reactor coolant average temperature is reduced

20

21

from 540'F to 350 F, and the pressure is reduced to 425 psig.

At this point, the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system

(reference Section 5.5.7 of the FSAR) is put into operation

23 to further reduce the temperature and pressure in the reactor

coolant system by circulating the RCS water via the RHR

pumps and removing heat through RHR heat exchangers via the

26





Component Cooling Water system. Details of a controlled

shutdown are given in Section 5.1 of the Hosgri Report.

12

13

15

In order to demonstrate the capability to achieve

and maintain hot standby and cold shutdown conditions a

systematic evaluation was performed (i) to determine func-

tional requirements, (ii) to identify those systems qualified
to be available following a Hosgri event and (iii) to

determine the capabilities of such systems.
I

Accordingly, it was first determined that the

following key functions are required: (1) heat from the

reactor core must be transferred to one of two heat sinks:
/

the steam generators, or the residual heat removal system

heat exchangers; (2) the steam generators or the residual

heat removal- system heat exchangers must remove the residual

heat; (3) the proper shutdown margin must be maintained by

boration of the reactor coolant system; and (4) makeup must

be provided for the contraction in reactor coolant system

water volume caused by the cooldown. These functions are

1g also used during depressurization of the reactor coolant

20 system and to permit operation of the residual heat removal

21 system. Pressurizer spray is also used to reduce the Reactor

Coolant System pressure.

23 The key functions were then studied to identify
the systems and equipment which would be relied upon to

25 safely shut down the reactor to the cold shutdown condition
following a postulated Hosgri event.

3 4
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.F It is assumed. that following a Hosgri event,

offsite power is lost. 'he turbine is tripped, the control

rods are tripped, and the units automatically go to the hot

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

standby condition. The reactor core being the heat source

and-the steam generator the heat sink causes natural ci'rcu-

lation in the reactor coolant system., Natural-circulation
E

through the reactor is maintained and reactor heat is trans-

ferred to the steam generators and removed through the steam.

generator safety valves. The plant is subsequently taken

from the hot standby condition to - 350F and - 425 psig

prior to the utilization of residual heat removal system.

The reactor coolant system and all other necessary systems

and components, including appropriate instrumentation, have

been designed and evaluated'to be functional (reference

Chapters 5, .6, 7, 8', 9, and 10 of'he Hosgri Report).'

Examination of.natural circulation during the shutdown

resulted in the identification of the reactor, core, reactor

vessel, reactor coolant loops, reactor coolant pumps, and

steam generators as equipment which had to be evaluated for

20 the postulated Hosgri.

21

23

25

26

From-hot standby to 350 F, heat removal is accom-

plished by venting steam through the steam generator 10%

atmospheric dump valves and adding water via the auxiliary
feedwater system. (This is shown schematically in Figure 1.)
Examination of this function resulted in the identification
of the steam generator 10% atmospheric dump valves, the





auxiliary feedwater pumps, the condensate storage tank,

3

6

10

various valves in the auxiliary feedwater system, portions
of the auxiliary feedwater system piping, portions of the

maj.n steam system piping, and supporting auxiliaries such as

electrical power as equipment which had to be evaluated for
the postulated 7.5M earthquake. Depending on the postulated

duration of hot standby operation, the fire water storage

tank and the raw water reservoirs could be called upon
for'eserve

feedwater. (The identified equipment, and systems

are shown schematically in Figure 2.)
From 350'F to cold shutdown, circulation of the

12

13

15

16

17

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

reactor coolant and removal of residual heat is by the

residual heat removal system. Examination of this stage

resulted in the identification of the residual heat removal

pumps and heat exchangers, various valves in the residual
heat removal system, the residual heat removal system piping,
and supporting auxiliaries such as electrical power, as

additional equipment which had to be evaluated for the

postulated 7.5M earthquake. Also identified were the com-

ponent cooling water heat exchangers, the component cooling
water pumps, the auxiliary saltwater pumps, various valves

in the component cooling water and auxiliary saltwater
systems, portions of the piping in the component cooling
water and auxiliary saltwater systems, and supporting

auxiliaries such as electrical power. (Figure 3 shows

schematically the involved systems.)
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3

7

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

,,The boration and- makeup function is performed by

the chemical and volume control system. Examination of this
function resulted i'. the identification of the boric acid

tanks, the refueling-water. storage tank, the boric acid
transfer pumps, the centrifugal charging pumps, various

valves and portions of piping in the chemical and volume .

control system, and-supporting auxiliaries such as electrical
power. from emergency diesels, as additional equipment which

had to be evaluated for the postulated Hosgri event.

Depressurization also involves the use of the

chemical and volume control system. Examination of this
function =-resulted in the „identification of'dditional valves

and piping in the chemical and volume control system, and

supporting auxiliaries. (Figures 4 and 5 show schematically
the, Boration and Makeup Water systems and equipment.) The

r

evaluation generally showed that no system changes were

required to ensure safe shutdown following a postulated
Hosgri event. However, backup safety grade air or nitrogen
supplies were added to ensure the operability of certain air
operated valves, in the event of loss of power to or a

failure of .the non-seismic air system.

22

23

25

26

The single failure analysis that was conducted

showed that sufficient redundancy in equipment was provided
to accomplish the required functions in spite of postulated
random single failures with one exception. As a result of
this in-depth review, only one system change was identified.
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3

This was to add a bypass valve around the single auxiliary
pressurizer spray valve in the chemical and volume control

system for the depressurization function.

Section 5.1 of the Hosgri Report discusses safe

shutdown of the units following a postulated 7.5M earthquake

and also describes the single failure analysis Which was

conducted. Details of the qualification efforts for the

equipment identified 'as necessary for safe shutdown following

9 a postulated Hosgri event will be discussed in the testimony

10 of others.

12

13

h

As a result of this corn rehensive s stematicp Y

evaluation for conditions assumed to follow the postulated
Hosgri event, it has been demonstrated that the Diablo

14 Canyon Units are designed in accordance with NRC requirements,

15 ., that the plant can be safely shut down and maintained in a

16 safe condition following the postulated Hosgri event and,

17

18

additionally, can be brought to and maintained in a cold
E

shutdown condition.

19 En addition, other Category 1 equipment not required

20 following a Hosgri event has been analyzed using the same

basic methods and criteria used to qualify equipment and

valves needed following an earthquake. The results of this
are given in Section 7.5 of the Hosgri Report and summarized

in Tables 7-6, 7-3C and 7-8 and Chapters 8, 9 and 10 of the

25 Hosgri Report. Thus, the capability to mitigate the conse-

26 quences of accidents which could result in offsite exposures





comparable to the guideline exposures of 10 CFR Part 100 is
assured.

3

8'

10

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22,

23

24
I

25

.26
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mpbl MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Kzistovich, do you want to

proceed with cross?

MR. ZRXSTOVZCH: Yes.

CROSS "XANXNATXON

BY YiR ZRXSTOVXCH:

Q >Ir. Qangloff, )ust initially, why wore the

changes made in Figures 4 and 5?

A (~h7itness C~g2.of f) Because it was a mistake

10

That's not the way the syst.mn is piped up.

Q Nr. Gangloff, how does the Applicant propose

12

1a

to transfer water from -the fire water tank to the aaxiliary

feedwatex pump suction lines?

A Perhaps to he most accurate, X could let Nr.

Shiffer —Ross, is that yours2

15 A '(H9.tness Gormly) Ne have installed a U.ne for

that express purpose.

Nhat 'do you mean "a line"2

18 A pipeline.

A pipeline'2

Yes e

21 Xs the pipe designed to withstand the postulated

Hosgri eaxthguake?

A Yes, it is.
Has that modification been completed?

Not to my 3mowledge.
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But you have developed the method

8e have developed tho method. Ne have analyzed

the line, ve've issued Vie drawings. X don't knov the status

of'the field work.

Q Mr.'Gangloff, axe all of- the indicators needed

by the operator to maintain the plant in cold shutdmm or

hot. st'andby dieplayed in the control room2

A (Witness Gangloff) Yes, they are.

(Pause.)

10 IKS ~ .BOWERS- Mr. Norton, vill She copies that

you'e furnishing 'the Reporter, are they updated to shoe the

MR~ HORTOH: Yes-

(Pause.)

BY MR KRXSTOVZCH:l

' Yw. Gangloff, in the reactox coolant system. vill
- the boron conc'entration be monitored in the control room2

T8' (Witness Gangloff) There ar tvo %Fays o

monitoring the boron concentrat9.on, the most accurate'eing

20'y chemical analysis, vhich is done in the chem lab;
'I

0 What is the other method2

A The other method is the hoxon concentration

mon9toring system.

X'll have to Qefez to Mr. Shiffer to tell me
/

Crhether that's in the contxol room. I believe it is.
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2

Me. Shiffer?

(Witness Shiffer) Yes, that's in the control

room ~

And >;hat does that indicate?

Parts per million boron.

Excuse me?
II

P
~ w, J I

Boron concentration in parts pex mi2.lioh. Boron
'I

as a concentration in paMs per nd.llion.

Q And why is that important for hot standby and

iO cold shutdown?

12

A Well, it's important because it assures that the

reactor is adequately shut down and has adequate shutdown

biR. KRXSTOVICH: No further questions.

MRS ~ BOWERS: I4r. Tourtellotte?

NR. TOURTRLLOTTEs No questions.

EXAHXNATIONBY THE BOARD

|S BY NRi BRXQHT:

tust one simple clarifying question, and X hopa

20. it's simple.

2t On page 4 of your testimony you @so the term

steam generator 10 percent atmospheric dump valve "~ X 'm not

familiax'ith that particular texm. I'0 percent aMospheric?

'A (Witness Cangloff) That's referring to ™he

capacity of the damp valve system. There axe what we call
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2

3

40 percen"'. steam dumps which go to the condenser, and there'

are what ~ie call 10 percent steam dumps, and these are related

to percentage of full load capaci"'.y, full load steam flow,,

percent of full load steam flow which could he. passed through

those 'valves.

So we can pass l0 percent of the full'oad steam

'l'ear"throughthese l0 'percent, dump valves and that goes to the''

atmos'phere. There are, others which. we call 40 percent steam

dump ~

10 Q
. So it's the measure of the capacity of the'valve

That.'s right,.

12 Pine Thank you.

14

16

.MRS. BOEVRS: Mr. Norton, I raised the question

yesterday with prior panels as to whether particulir equip-

;ment was essential for" the operation of the, plant And I thi
I

'We'n it was an auxiliary salMrater piping or something.,

,How"9.s this —you said later panels would be

18 able" to respond 'Xs this the later panel2

MR. MORTON: Systems and Functions Required. This

i's "them;

I might also point out. that -- I guess X shouldn'

'b''oing this for Xntervenors, but, they asked a question which

was'*pas'sed to this panel, and then when this panel cams up

they failed to ask the question.
0 ~ I don't Rnov if that was intentional or an

~ ~
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oversight.

MRS. BOr7EHS: Are you trying to ma1ce him feel goo"

or b@d2

(Iaughter. 3

MR. NORTON: I guess they don't rem"'aber the

question. Bu a question was specifically passed on by Mr.

Gomnly to Mr. Shiffer, and I arras just curious as to whether

they didn't want to hear the answer,.oz....

MR. KRXSTOUXCH: I thought Nr. Shiffer was going

10 to be on later panels.

MR. NORTON: Mr. Shif er is on this panel only.

I~A. KRXSTOVXCH: Just a second, please.

(Pause.)

MR. KRXSTOVICH: Sorry you'e wiW us so short a

17

18

time, Mr. Shiffer.

MR. NORTON: T7ell, Mrs. Bearers, in light of that,

nay ve suggest that the Xntc4.venor complete its cross

exaniination before the Board asks its questions, even though

it is slightly out of orde-.

20 MRS. BOW=.RS: The Board has slightly asked a

question too.

MR, NORTON: Yes,

{LRughter )

MR. NORTON: QTe11, ~re're not intending to not

answer the question, but I knower there was a question passed on
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Q

to Mr. Shiffer that .chey. didn't ask during their czoss-

6ZBQLLnation o

HR. KRXSTOVXCH: Mrs. Bowers, you can go first if
4 you want.

MRS. BOWERS: No, go ahead.

CROSS-EZANXMATXOÃ (Resumed)

"BY 2%i. KRXSTOVXCH!

g Okay,'r. Shiffer. You vere here, X presume,-
I

Shen we asked fAe previous question'when we read from the

10
" regulations.

12

(Witness Shif er) That's right.
He xead from 10 CPR .100, Appendix A.

l4

X will reread it for you..
I

Okay, X'm reading from 10 CPR 100, Appends A,

Part 5, Subpart A, paragraph 2, which'tates in pa'~:

"Xf a vibratory ground motion exceeding
t

~ 'that of the operating basis earthqua!ce occurs

$ 8 shutdown 'of the nuclear power plant wil3. be

20

2f

required. Prior to resuming operation the

Licensee will be required to demonstrate to
E

the Commihsion that no functional damage has

occurred to those features necessary for con-

tinued operation without undue risk to the

""'"health and safety of the public."

Has the Applicant developed a post»OBE insp ction
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plan to determine whether functional damage has occur..ed2

Yes, we have. E

3 Could you describe that plan?

Nell, the plan consists of —if this eazthcpxake

occurs, this plant would be shut down. And at that time we

would'start a multi-faceted pzog am of collecting the infoxma-
4

tion on„ the seismic instnznants and then followed by a general'

inspection of the plant, and coupled with a functional testing

10

of certain components.

Q Is this plan in written foxm?

A - Yes@ it is ~
"

j2'4

Where could it be
found't's

found in..our. procedures,. plant .procedures.

Xs it in the technical specifications2-

No it isn'.
16 Has it been submitted to the NR 2

19

A ,No, I don'. believe so. That has not been

submitted. Xt's available onsite foz inspection by the

NRC inspectoxs, but, it has not been a foxmal submittal.

20 9 ~ Do you know when it was issued2

21 A Vel3., the version that exists at the moment was

issued in 1977 't's going to be updated here shortly,

though, when we receive all this new equipment that is being

24 supplied to the plant. So it needs to be revised in that,

sense.
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Ne have, as you'e aware, a lot of new sensors

Chat are going in, and also a seismic reactor trip. And so

as these features are incorporated, the procedure will be

r'ewritten for that to incorporate those.

MR. NORTON: Mrs. Bowers, I eton't see the

relevancy of the cpxestions regarding submittal and so on and

7 so forth.. Xf Counsel could point out in the regulations where

that's required, then it might have some relevancy.

But the regulations require that something be

done. Ke. Shiffer has said yes, indeed, there's a plan to do

that something. And I don'5 see the relevancy of pursuing
4

who it. was submitted to and so on and so forth.

.MRS. 'BOHERS: Do you want to respond to the

objection?
gp g I ~ . ~ MR. KRXSTOVICH: Not really.

MtS. BOWERS: You haven't established a recpxire-

ment that it be done, and you have to base that foundation—

MR. KRXSTOVXCH: That was the extant of my lime

19 of-~estioning.

20 MRS'(WERS: Nell, the objection is sustained.
\

There was no foundation laid for requizement.

MR. KRXSTOVXCH: Pine.

BY MR~ KRXSTOVXCH

0 Did you conclude that it would be practicable to

conduct a post-OBE inspection in all cases?
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2

(Mitness Shiffer) Yes.

MR. KRXSTOVXCH: No further questions.

MRS. BONERS: Mell, I think we should repeat

the order.

Mr. Tourtellotte2 Does the Staff have any'~< g=

further considering the questions gust asked by the Joint

Xntervenors2

MR TOURTELLOTTE." No.

MRS ~ BOMERS: Redirect2

MR. NORTON: Ne have Board, questions, X believe.

EXAHXNATIONBY THE BOARD (Resumed)

f2 BY MRS ~ BONERS!

f4

Q Hell, my question yesterday, and it may be that

this is not very relevant, but in considering some of the firs
fs testimony we vere talking about containment, turbine, intake,

and we understand those axe rathex essential parts of the

plant.

18 But when you go to, fox'nstance, the outdoor

19 tanks, and the aced.liary saltwatex'ystem, undexground fuel

20 storage tanks, how essential are those kind of things for the

operation of the plant2

A (Witness Gangloff) Nell, there probably is

something that would help the understanding.

Mhen you do a seismic evaluation you have to tel1

the en'gineer either the item is requix'ed or it is not required.
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Q~~

And if it.s required, it ought to function in accordance with.

the design intent.

A lot of these things, like tanks, couM

'ertainlysuffer, some kind of damage and you couM 'still have

operation of the plant. Xn other words, you couM develop a

small leak in. a tan!c without sevexely affecting the plant

operation.

Howeve , when you do a systems review ind you

s'ay X need water from that tank fox one of these functions,

%0 one of these crit'ical functions, either heat removal< boration

makeup, whatever, you have to teU. the engineers tfe need

8)
12

)4

It's difficult to tell him He need most of that

tank.. 'led so the tmQcs that were reported on and so fo~
are" 'xequixed in that context.

The context includes such assumptions as we

)7

f8

will certainly lose offsite power, and therefore we -have to

have the diesel generators. That requires fuel oil; therefore

the tanks are required, and the p9.yes between the tank; and

20

21

the diesel generato . That's the way you get that; kind of a

1585 d'f requirements.

An additional thing that's thrown in there is

you have to postulate a single random failure of a component.
I
2

So,if you need something like a tank or like a pump, you have

to'ay you can tolerate the required single failures ns well.
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mpbll So you may need two instead of )ust ore.

Clearly you don't need l00 percent in a33. cases.

You can 3.ive with some degradation. But it's difficult to

specify that ca an engineer other than in black and white

And that would include the auxiliary saltwatex?

Yes, it. would.

9 X don'4 know whether this is the right panel or

not. X have problems getting the xight panel.

10 But we 3mow there ax'e a couple of ponds or

reservoirs, or whatever you call them. Now what would happen.

to the operation if there was some sort of an earthquake

and the watex was lost out of those2 Hhat's their function2

15

A Nell, the function is strictly a backup. And

for a lax'ge number of hours nothing would happen. Xt would

again depend on what had happened to a lot of other. things in

18

'the plant

The reservoirs were used as a-backup souxce of

19

20

feedwater to the generators, and in our evaluation for the

Qo'sgr9. earthquake it was —X've forgotten —a second or

third'order baclmp to give longer time at hot standby, when

you 'would be blowing off steam, and you would need water to

make up for that steam that you'e blowing off.
You can do that, for so many hours, and then you

Nun out of tank water, and then you need something else, and





so on. So you carry the scenario on out into time until.
paop3;e agree that that's long enough.

9 Hel3., and, Mr. Shiffez, you ment"oned that if
a'n earthquake occurred„ that there would be the shutdown and

examination folio>Qng your procedures.

Ax'e ve to assume that would only happen if it'
a 7.5 earthquake?

(Nitneas Shiffer) Zo.

Ne base ou- criteria for shutdown on the earth-

quake force monitor. Xt's an instnment in the cont'rol room

that reads out in percent of g. Ouz'. shutdown occurs at .2g.

Ho@ X don'. relate that to a Richter magnitude

pez'ee
1

(Nitness Laverty) Xt relates closer''to the OBE,

Ws. Bowers. Xt's the OBE level he's talking about shutting
4

davn, not the Hosgxi level.

EiRS. BOILERS: The Board has nothing further.
Let me check'with the parties.

Mr. Norton?

MR. NORTON: Nothing further.
MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Eristovich?

MR. KRXSTOVXCH: Hothing further.

MRS. BOWERS: ?W. Tourtellotte, do you have any

questions based on the Board's questions?

lE+ TOURTELLOTTE: ko
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MRS. BOWERS: My questions certainly stimulated

-a lot, of interest.

{Laughter. )

MRS. BOWERS: Xf there's nothing further needed

of this panel—

MR. NORTON: Yes, Mr. Laverty and Mr. Shiffer

could be excused.

MRS. BOWEHS: Any objection, Mr. Keistovich?

10

MR. KRXSTOVXCH: No objection

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Touxtellotte?

12

17

18

19

MR..TOURTELLOTTE: No.
/

MRS. BCPAEHS: Nell, they'l be excused.

(The panel excused.)

MRS. BOWERS: Now we have a little logistics

problem. Could those of us in the room who do not have to

be back here by one o'lock delay slightly whila the rest of

us get to the dining room to get an order in?

(Laughter.)

MRS ~ BOWERS: He found the crowd that was causing

20 us the problem was the crowed fxom the audience in this room.

. (Laughter. )

MR. NORTON. You could always leave and tell.us
to stay here for five minutes.

(Laughter.)

, MRS. BONEHS: We seriously considexed that.
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2

(Laughter.)

MRS. BOlKRS: Or just call a recess and not come

back.

(Laughter.)

MRS. BOWERS: deli., we w3.11 recess for the

'luncheon breath.

(Whereupon, at ll:45 a.m., the hearing in the

above-entitled matter was recessed, to reconvene at

end. 9
MADELON
WRBLOOM 10

flws

1-00 y.m., this sama day.)

16

17

$8

19
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AFTERNOON SESSION

,(1:OO, p.m.')

P2 MRS'ONZRS: Ne'd like to commence

Two mat ers'we'6 like to talk about, 'and X'll
r

mention them briefly and then we'd like to go on to the first

...7'ine o

The first matter concerns Dr. Trifunac and Or ~ .. ~ '

Xuco. That's thehfirst matter

$ 0

The sscond matter was a position stated by the

Staff this morning that they did not want to proceed with
h'nyof their case until tAe Xatoxvenors had concluded, axd we'-d

f4

f5

I
lh

<1.9

l
20'I

gl ~

like to talk a-19.ttle bit more about that

-First, in considering the matters -of-Or. -Trifunac * .

and Dr. Luco~ contact X think was going to be made or attempt

.to be made with each of them to sea if, because of'he changed=

attitude on the part of —well I won't say changed. I'm
r

going to get in trouble no matter what I say X won't say.

attitude or position, but on'he different approach acxw being

suggested by Appli.cant and the Staff, that perhaps they might

fee1 comfortable appearing voluntarily.

Mr~ Norton, X know you said you got in touch with

Dr leuco

MR. NORTON'ell Mr. Trifunac's line was busy,

and we found out whyo X guess t4e Pleischaker was talking

to him, so we weren't able to talJ". to Mr, Trifunac.
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MRS. BQNERS: Hell Hr. Pleischaker, X don't know

how much Hr. Krf.shovich has been able to br'ef you on what

was said this morning

6

7

Hr, Zristovich, did you have an opportunity to

brief him on what occurred this moxningV

MR, PXBXSC~~R: 11@. iCristovich briexed me on

most of what, t anspirad this mornina and than called me, and

when he called ms X called both Dr, Trifunac meed Lucoo Nhan,

X called Dr. Trifunac his line was busy, too.

12

.|4

~ 15

(Laughtero )

X assumed he was talking to someone from the

Applicaut, so X thereafter called Dxo Luco to find he had

already spoken to someone from the Applicant so we had a

short discussion anyway, then 3.ater on in the'orning X

was able'Co xeach Dr. Trifunac So that X have determined. —.

)6
X think X understand what their position is,

2.7. But what X don "c understand from my discussions

with Mr Keistovich is the nature of the stipulation that'

20

being proposed by the Staff, X believe.

-MR. MORTONc X believe it was our proposal< and

X believe the Staff joined in it, and that is that we feel

that the Board —we have no objection oto the Board's issuing

subpoenas for Fwssrs. Luco and Trifunac to coma to this

hearing o

NQ do noh feels howevers that Gxceptional
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circums~~ces"h'ave been shown at all, and as it is a Commissi

policy that exceptional circumstances be shown> .this could

have ramifications fo other "ases nut pending or in the

future, not to which ve are a party but that other Applicants

and the Huclear Regulatory Commission are parties too

So we don't think the subpoenas should be issued

under the theory that excaptiona3. circumstances have been

shown when Chey indeed have not but, rather., the subpoenas

'hould be issued simply because the parties agree that those

Cwo witnesses should appear at this proca dingo

That, X think< fairly sums up our position:and,

if the Staff doesn't disagree, the position of the Staff

VMS. BOW"ES: ICr. Tourtellohba.

MRo TOURTELLOTTE- hell< X Mink what we'e

talking about is really an agreement among the parties. Chat

these witnesses can be subpoenaed without really facing
the'uest9.onof whether or not exceptional circumstances. have

been shown, would be a betmr way Co put it.
X undexstand Chat the Xntervenors feel Chat

they'e shown exceptional ciroumstances, and X dxin?c it is

c3.ear on the record that both the Applicant and the Staff

believe those exceptional circumstances have not been shown.

However, it really is of no particular consequence

if the parties agree Chat the witnesses can be subpoenaed

and can. be required Co appeax'nD agree to more or less waivin
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any rightstha> they have relative to whatever xaquirezn~~~i-" are

ou'tstanding o

X guess that's kind of >e proposal Chat w have

befoxe the Board

I don', know how much more wa'ra going to talk

about this g so I don 0 kElow whether co give you everyth1xlg

X've got, rigM now.or wait and sea. But there were a couple

of things, I thinM-

To begin with although< perhaps, iC is or would be

a stipulation or would not be a stipulation, depending upon

whether the Intervenoxs agree that eh+ subpoenas can issue

Q3 .

simply by reason of agreement of tae pres, I 'don't really

see hew the Xntexvenoxs can request tha" subpoanas issue

and then be heard to complain about the fact, that no finding

is made relative to ezceptional circumstanceso Because, in

effect, the only thing that they should really bo inCerested
II

in is whether, in fact, the desired witnesses do appear and

are available for quesQoning,

X would point out< however, that. in" Section 2 753

of 10 CFR on stipulations it sties
MaC:'Apart

from any stipu3.at<ons made

during or as a result. of a prehearing conference<

the parties may stipulate in writing't. any stage

of the proceeding or o ally during the hearing

any relevant fact or She contents or authenticity
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3

df any Qocumen

Such a stipulation may be eceived

in evidenceo The parties may also stipulate

as to the procedure Co be .fo2,lowed in the

proceeding or Such stipulations may g on motion

of all parties, ba recognised by the Presiding

Officer M govern the conduct of the proceeding."

Now, that i a verba"im reading of that section+

., I think the part that pertains hexa is that the parties may

12

4.6

stipulate as Co the procedures to be followed in the pxo-
'I

ceedinge

Nhat that indicates there is that., as a procedural

matter, it seems to me't can be argued that, as a procedural

mattex, if we choose among ourselves to accept the fact that

subpoenas can issue in th9.s case without regard to whether

exceptional circums~cas have or have not been shown

t2)at is, reserving in our stipula&.on the fact that that

question was not really faced in this case —then X think the

20

Board has the powex to do that unde= Section 2,753 ~

X would also point out that if Were's any

u
I

l23

question about whether it's regular or irregular, Boston Edison,

Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station Unit Number One, PAAB 231,

stated that absent extraordinary circumstances, an Appeal Board

villnot consider alleged procedural irxegulaxit'es unless an

appeal has been taken by a party whose rich'cs may have been
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'l. sd»stantially affected by such irregularities.

Me13. hhe only paz"ies in this casa are the Appli-

cant and the Staff and the Xnterv(.nozs~ And tho agreemanrt

to bring these -people in or.to have these people subpoenaed

is something which only we could disagree with and only ve
P

could appeal from.
*

And s~<ce the Xnhervenor.has requested their

appearance and"he is'oing to be'getting what ha 'vants ard

$0:

the, Applicant- agrees and the Staff agrees, none of us are

in a position to app al. Consecjuentlv, it doosn't seem like
rit would be any kind of appealable issue if we all agree

as to what the procedure shouM be, and va do.

t'4

So X guess what X would urge is that the Board .

make it clear in its ruling not that this —there is no

l'5 exceptional circumstance —X want to make this is a footnote
'I

5'here is no zeal exceptional circumstance to the fact that we

|7 'gree. X think that would be a perversion of using, the tezm~-

"exceptional cizcumstanceg," although it certainly is an

excceptional circumstance, it.'.s not one that, appJ.'ies to the

)$3a.'

25

X do think't is important, howevers foz the Board

to note that if we strike this agreement, if everybody agrees

that-the subpoenas aze being issued because Ch'e parties agz e..

:- and not because of the resolution of any issues-about exceptio al

circumstances.
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orb/agb? MRS. BONHRS: Xs it your position that a stipulati
2

can have the same end result and yet tho parties have a

different basis for arriving at that agxeement2

MR. TOURTELQHTE: Certainly that's vexy common.

5 Nhen you make a stipulation in any court, you frequently

8,

KO ~

stipulate as to a given set of facts or a given consequence

without passing upon how you arrive at that consequence~ and

the parties do that to protect themselves fxom possible attack .

in other cases that they may haveo Xt's a very common thing

An'd X would certainly say that's the case

14

T5

MRS. BONERSc Mr. Tourmllotte, this morning you

mentioned Black Pox, the Appeal Board decision 'that dealt

~ with wel1 f X 'uess the Licensing Board considered cexti-

fication to the Appeal Board of a motion for reconsideration~

is that coxrect2

1IRo TOURTELLOTTE: Yes

MRS. BOWERS- Xn that case~ had the Appeal Board .

a3ready acted and issued an orders That's what wn have here»

'0.

t
2'

I

I"

HR» TOURT~TTE: The Appeal Boaxd has not yet

issued an order

MRSo BOHERSs NE11'ccording to my office this

morning, they got out an order giving App3.icant and the Staff

'4
l

h 25

15 days —until January 15 to respond.

MR, NORTON: X have that in front of me, and X

~
don't believe it's an ordero Xt's a message from NRC Appeal
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Board and it just says:

"Ha have Xntervenors'otion served

December 31st, 1978 for di"ected certification

of the question when the Xicensing Board

erroneously denied the request to
subpoena~'ihailo

Trifunac and Andrico Tuco to testify
- in this operating license case

"The Applicants and the Staff 'ar'ei

directed to respond by January 15< 1979 showing

causewhy the Licensing Bomd's order in question

should not be reversed suaznarily and the 'sub-

poenas, issuedo Because %MAL is of the esse'nce,

requests for additional time will be looked upon
a

with disfavor "
s

MRS. BOWERS: rlell. you'e directed to do something
'

NR. MORTON> Yes, but it's not a ruling on the

issueo And if the parties ma3'e that moot~ then the'esponse...

of the Applicant and Staff will simply be that the subpoenas

have issued< the witnesses are scheduled to 'appear, the questi n

is Root/ peri cd+ The Appeal Board Mi11 deny a request for

certification, X'm sure X mean, Chere's nothing that—
MR TOQRTBTLQTTE: Ny view on that telegram, in

texms of an order issuing., X haven't seen an order X know

my office receive'd a copy, or received a tel'ephone call from

a member - from, X think, Mrs. Duflo, But the.ordinary limo
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for responding wouM have been january 22nd

And what X get from this message is. Chat. instead

of Ch 22nd'hey want us Co answex it a week enzliero.on

the 15th, and that was the only pmpose for that'. X don'C

'hink they intended to say Chat at this time'they're Caking.

any -kind of special jurisdiction over ito
Xn any avant, iG seems Co me that the Black Pox ":...

4

rule would say that whatever the Appeal Board is doing with,:"
'h*

it~ that the Xicensing'Board may consider the requests, con-

currently or at'he same time, 'and if the Licensing Board

comes out with a decision before the Appeal Board'oes, th'en"

the Appeal Board will simply ignore it as a moat. issue

MRS BONERSc He3.1 X don'C know Chat: there was
4

another piece'of paper> because this is the information

my secretary gave me and it, could well have been in this foxm

only.

HR~ HORTOHx But. it really doesn'C maka any

difference, ?mrs. Bowers, because we intend Co x'espond, we

in~d to fU;e something by January 15 Ne intend Co comply

even if you construe 9,C, as an order, we fully intend Ca

comply with it,
But it just doesn'C make any logical sense at all

Co not all'ow the parties Co go ahead and do what the Xatexveno

'is complaining ofi l mean> Chere's no way in Che >mxld an

Appeal Board would say wall> gee< you can'C do that. if
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1 everybody eagreas to it, it gust doasn't maRe any Logica2.

sense that ve vrould then have to go through vith the appeal

instead of mooting the appaalo

MRS, BOILERS: Ne2.1 let's hear from Hz Pleischa1ter,

0ndlC
'

t,7

,8,

10.

20

21

23
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MR. PXZXSCHSGZR." I gather that there. are bash,eall.
/

two matters that are being cansidexedo he fix'st is vheC'.ir

the parties v9.11 enter into a stipulation which would permit,

this board to Asses suhpoenas to Drs. Trifunac and Xuco
' *

without making the finding required hy 2 2VQ(5.) that'exception
h

al circumstances existo The second matter is whether the "

Board can on its owe reconsider its decision and'ake a

12o2QO

8

9

$0

14.

15

$ 8

f9

2f

are binding on the intervenors, on the applicant> on the

And the regulat'ons 'statestiff, on the Licensing hoax'd

as fo3.loves,'

"The attendance and testimony of the

Commissioners and named NRC personnel. at a hearing

or on deposition may not, be requi-ed hy the presiding

officer by subpoena or othen<seg provided that the

Presiding Officer. may, upon a showing of exceptional

finding of.exceptional circumstances and isiue subpi'enae,
/

Let me address the fizst egestion,

, Me cannot agree to enter into a stipulation that

iubpoanas issue fto Drs Trifunac and leuco without ma&kg

'thi. finding of exceptional circumstances~ for one reason!
/ .

'hat reason---is-that--we-can't agree that vs shouM ignore
/

the express 1anguage of the reguXa ions. The regelate.ons

cixcumstances such as a case in which a partiuclar

named NRC employee has direct personal knowledge of

26
a materiaL fact not known to the witness'es made
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i. )

available by the Executive Director of Operations.,

require the attendance and testimony of named

HRC personnelo"

7

9

10.

35

f.6

f7'8.

. 2 read that provision to require Chat this

Licensing Board make a finding of exceptional. circumstances

before it; issues the subpoenas requested to Drs, Trifunac

d Lucoo Auld I dolL t. think that the parties can agree by

st'ipulation'to ignore that regulation and to perad,t this
II

'","Board to issus,a subpoena vhich, in essence violates that

regulation. So we cannot be a party to that stipulation,
if

X'd like to say that there is. no one Wo is more

;.interested in getting Trifunac and Luco to this proceeding
i'" than we are. He started in August the process. of 'trying to

get those two men into this proceedingo RTe submitted exten-
* sive requests for subpoenas to the Board. Re follcmed that

up y pursuing before the NRC the question of the palicy to

be established on requiring ACRS consultants; or mating ACRS

-; consultants amenable to Licensing Board subpoenaso And when

that process was out« or before the process ended ve also
'' indicated to this Board our desire, through letter< to raise

the issue,

So we'e interested, Ve're the most interested

party in getting those Vao wiMesses to this proceedingo

X also want to make clear that we'e not that, ve

wi13. not participate in the stipulation because of any particu
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noble thoughts on the parC of the intervenozog rather< it.'.s

been my experience that the intezvenozs'nterest 's best
'ervedby. strict adherence to the rules of procedure, That's

been my experience -in licensing proceedings, and that tthen,
P

corners are cut, and when fle&Me intm~retations are given

it is usually at Che XntezIenors'oss and to the benefit
' of Applicants and the Staffo

-'And so my experience teaches me to require, and-

to insist upon strict adherence to the regulations, 'nd in
this case X believe a faix and stx'ict adherence to the regula

tions requires an express finding of exceptional cizcnmstances

before the'..subpoenas issueo

14

As to Che second question, whether Che Board can
41

reconsidex its decision, that'8 totally beyond our@ X QliBIc

the Xnterven'ors'aver Co have anything to say ahouto I mean

it's totally beyond our discretion,

.57
I

58

~ At the time, however, Chat X indicated to the

Board Chat X was going to file a request for directed

certification X requested Che'Board, or indicated to the

20

25 i

I

~ Board that X would be willing to file that request to the

:. 'Board,and. 'at that time X did not zeceive an indication from

the'oard Chat Chat Mould be useful or necessary. And, fox

Chat reason, X went ahead and filed the dix'ected certifica

24';
I

Cion with the Appeal Board.
l

So it seems to me that the'bottom line"i's this'
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Subpoanas can issue,but only on a finding of excaptionaX

VKS/wb4
(>

5

3

circumstances, for Trifunac and Xucor ox the Executive

>irector of Operations can decide that they will.produce

Tzifunac and Xuco, in vhich case there's no need to issue

subpoenas. Otherwise we sit and wait for the App al Board

to make its decision Or, finally~ this licensing Board

can reconsider its decision and make a finding of exceptional

circumstances and issue subpoenas.
e

HR. NORTON'urs. Bowers, that's absolute3.y

fascinating. Xf X undexstand the scenazio correctly,

Rr. Fleischaker has been complaining bitterly since August

that this Board won4t issue sthpoenas. And now he doesn'

want subpoenas issued unless there's a finding of emceptional
<t

circumstances o

He never, of course, argued ezceptionaX, circumstan ei

in August, he never argued exceptional circumstances at any

~~ until the Couuaission said that'hat's what wad required

18

f9

20

2i.

He then made an argument that because they have a difference

of opinion, therefore or that fact, therefore, creates

"excaptiona3. circumstances."

Even in his petition for certification, or his
'- 'equest for certification he doesn't axgue how exceptional

circumstances exist, 'e never'addresses that question at all,
Now he's saying, though, that this Board must find that

befoxe they subpoena these witnesses
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The qu stion that remains unanswereda Xn what
4

way is Intervenor prejudic d by issuance of, subpoenas without
t

a finding of exceptional
circumstances%')

,1
7.-

J

Xf the witnesset3 are here, which they say are
h

so critical:.to their case —which is what they say. they'e
* ~

;,".go't, to have, is to.have these witnesses here. -'-,'this's a
'I

~

method Co allctr them to have the witnesses here:t'o':.'testify
I;-"'o be 'cross ex~~ed.

How .on'eaxth do they have the baiis 'for'-"appeal

when there is absolutely no prejudice to them wh'at'soever

And I thirkthe record should be perfectly clear

that they are rebec'ting that opportunity< the.opjportunity to .

have these. two .vitnesses here, because the e's no way this
Boa'rd can find exceptional circumstances. They don't exist.

And you can't make whole cloth out of thin air,

17.

18

20.;

21

MRo'LEISCKQKRs May I reply to that br'9.ef le'

'MRS. BOHERS- Very well.

MRo . FLEXSCHAEMa First of all> Mr Hortccfs-

memory is short. Xn the supplemental motionp or response

„that we filed hack in September following the Appl'icant and

the Staff's reply to our initial recymst for a subpoena I
argued exceptional circumstances at length. The argument

was made, therefore, in September in an extensive" pleading

that I filed with this Board

The argument of exceptional circumstances was not
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made in the request fox directed ceztificati'oa foz one simple
~ V

reasons The issue wasn4t before the Appeal Board The

3.ssue before the Appea3., Board was whether Cbwy should accept

direct certification. Once they make the decision of whether

to cert'.fy the 3egal issue hh n ve brief exceptional c9.rcum-

6'tances.
As far as the cyaestion of our position, 'X'll

S re3y on the record to reflect my statements instead of
Hz.'orton!"s 'ntezpzetationo

MRS. BOllEPN! Nr. TouMollotteV

25

elm. TOURmzrorrE> >rell,q. mink it's important

to consider. the regulation that Mr. PIeischakez has referxed
j

t> in its proper contexho The regulation that he's referring
I

to Section 2.720(h} (2) (i) ~ and it sCazts
off'I

"Xn a proceeding in which the HRC

is a party the HRC Staff will make available one

27;

IS '.

22:

PZ 'h

ox more witnesses designated by the Emcut9ve
1

Director for Operations as appropriate oz by
othex'esignee

for oxal exmnination at the hearing ox on

=deposit9.on regarding any matter not privileged

which is relevant to the issues in the pr'oceeding

The attendance and testimony of the Comraissicners

and named HRC personnel at a hearing or'on depoai-

= Lion may not be requd.zed by the Presiding
Officex'y

subpoena or otherwise, provided that the Presiding
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'Officer may, upon a showing of exceptional cixcum-

stances, such as a case in which a particular

3; named NRC emoloyee ha's direct personal knowledge
~ ~ I

of a material facC not known to the witnesses made

7",

8!

available by the Executive Director for Operitions,

require the attendance and testimony of the named

NRC personnel,"

Now if you recall the way we got where we are

with the ACRS consultants, it's not because of any direct

10 language in the regulationo And ifwe'xe going Co insist

upon nothing but the direct strict, language of the regula

Cions, then you'e not. ever going to be able to subpoena the

~ 14

ACRS consultants, because they'xe not. mentioned as being

those who are among those whom we can subpoena,

What we have is an interpretation by Che Ceneral

17

18

19

Counsel of the NRC that, in reading this regulation Chat you
1

, can encompass within that framework you can encompass ACRS

members and ACRS consultants on occasion, And what he also

says is that the occasion is a shoving of exceptional circum

stanceso

So, to begin wiCh, the idea of subpoenaing ACRS

consultants is not something that we arrived at thxough a

strict interpretation of Che regulationo And Mro Pleischaker

can't have it both ways, Either we'e going to interpret it
strictly and ACRS consultants are not going to be subpoenaed
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at all, or we'e going to construe it in a reasonable way~
~ . e' 4

whiqh is what She Genera3. Counsel has done, crhich the Ceneral

Counsel's office has Gone, and &en you'e going to inclu8e

the MRS consultants But ifyou'e going to do that then

you have to continue to be reasonable about it.'ou can'

suddenly get- strict againo

End 1D
LMOON fls

7 ~ .And what 9s the reason behind 4h's particular

section of the regulationf

$ 0
W, fls XmDOH

$ 4

I8
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Well, obviously'what the regulation is saying is

~ that. the NRC, has hundreds and hundreds of peopl'e working

for it, and they work on each case i'n differ'ent respects,

and the NRC is the one that's going to have to make the

final.analysis, the final judgment, about who their spokesman

C13 10

is going to be.. Ne can't possibly have s situation that
h

would. be judicially efficient or administratively efficient

if you allow someone to subpoena every NRC staff menSer that
I

ever worked on any given case.

So we let the'„NRC decide who it is tYiat they'r'e.'

going to present. That's what the beginning of that pari-
W

graph says.

So the NRC is making its selection.

We have selected the people who are going to

)5 represent us in the areas that. Dr. Trifunac and Dr. Luco

would have their testimony about.

It'.s only because the Zntervenors wanted Dr.

j8

20

Lrifunac and Dr. Luco here, for some reason known only to

themselves, that we'e even considering bringing them here
4at all. Now, if there is any right in this par icular

regulation, the only people who can insist upon that right

are the people in the NRC staff, because that particular

section is designed to protect the NRC staff from a

multitude of subpomas being rained down upon virtually
every member of our group.
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If we agree that in this case we aze going to not.

3

require that exceptional circumstances be sholem, then I Ron't

see that someone who is requesting tne subpoena 'n the first
place is in any position to comp ain about that, because

it's there for our protection. It's not there for the

pzotection of the Xntervenors.

The Xntervenor also has to consider, it seems to

me, aside from the fact, that. their interpretation
is'nconsistentwith their own request and is very unreasonable,

'IO they have to consider. the fact that if indeed we are going

I2

to come down to this business of arguing exceptional

circumstances =™- whether they exist or they don ' exist.

14

that the Staff would then be 'required to take the position

which we'e previously taken, and I'm relatively certain that,

we'l.win that on appeal, and X'm not concerned about that.

But what X am concerned about at. this point is

judicial efficiency, administrative efficiencyg and I am

Ia

20

25

willing to forego the rights that the Staff has under this

section to those ends. And if we'e going to get into a

straight legal argument about this other issue, and if that'

what the Intervenor wants to do, then we'l argue it
straight.

But we don'0 believe that that's necessary, and

we also believe that the Xntezvenor has to make up his mind

whether he wants these people here or not.
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AIRS. BO'PiHRS: bIr. Pleischaker, you really are the
a

movant in th.-:s matter, so we'l give you one more opportunity.

lIR.'LEISCHAMR: Thank you.

X'd just like to respond to Hr. Tourtellotte's

last argument..

l agree with Nr. Tourtellotte, but only in part,,

t0

12

14

16

and that's the very fixst part of his statement. That is,
there was some doubt as to whether 2.720(h) applied to

consultants to the ACRS.

X believe X brought. that up in the very first
p'aper I filed. But that doubt was erased on November 29,

when the Commission issued —or when the General Counsel

issued the interpretative memorandum.

Xn that interpretative memorandum, the General

Counsel made clear that 2.720 {h) was to apply to the

consultants to the ACRS, and that they were to he provided

the limited protection of the exceptional circumstances

test.

19 So that X don'0 think that thexe's any doubt

20 today as to whether 2.720{h) applies in the case where the.

Boaxd has be.ore it a request to subpoena consultants to

the ACRS.

The second, matter on which X disagree with Mr.

Tourtellotte is his statement that it is the NRC Staff's

interest that is being protected in this case. X think Nr.
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4
Tourtellotte is os base.

The interpretative memorandum from the General

Counsel's office again makes very clear that the interest

sought to be, protected by p oviding to the ACRS consultants
4

the limited protection of the exceptional circumstances

test, is the interest of the ACRS, and that interest is that*

they will have access to consul'tants.

The concern was that by making .iXCRS consultants

-amenable to subpoena, chat the ACRS would lose its access

10

12

12

to consultants who didn'4 want to be bothered with the
II

hassle of appearing before Licensing Boards.

So it is the ACRS interest that is sought to b

protected here, not, strictly speaking, the NRC Staff.
4

interest that is sought to be protected.

17

18

20

2'1

En fact, as E recall the interpretative memoran-

dum, the General Counsel's opini.on balanced on the one hand

th interest of the Licensing Board to obtain the useful

information rom ACRS consultants against the:'hassle factor.

Furthermore —or finally, in that decision, i:n
l

.::the i.nterpretative memorandum, the Commission directed the
t

~\

'icensing Boards to resolve,- on a case-by-case basis the

question of whether exceptional circumstances existed, and

then they provided a brief interpretation as to the

'exceptionai. circumstances.
I

So E believe that both the clea- language of the
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3

regulation 2.720(h) and the interpretativ decision indicate

that before subpoenas vill issue to ACRS consultants, the

Licen.=„ing Board vill make a finding that exceptional

circumstances exist.

X don't believe that we can stipulate around that

requirement.

$ 0

12

MRS. BOWERS: 'One point that l want to clear up,

the first Nednesday morning that we were in session, X think

one or more of the parties referred to the Commission

issuance in the same way it's been referred to here. And

that is, the memorandum of the General Counsel's offic'e.

I had a phone call from the Acting General

Counsel, saying, "Xs there any question on the part of the

1'7

parties as to whether this is a Commission positionP"-

I said, no, that I had raised that, as to

whether or not. there was a challenge to the document as

not being a Commiss'on position.

But again today T. hear this bus'ness about the

20

General Coun'sel's memorandum. The cover letter attached is

an interpretive Commission statement on the question of

whether ACRS consultants can be subpoenaed to testify in

licensing hearings.

So I assume when reference is made to the

document--as an opinion of the General Counsel, that does

not mian that you'e challenging i" as a Commission position.
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MR. PLEXSCHAKER: No, we are not challenging it.
MR. TOURTELLOTTE: X was going to.add that it

has the fo "ce and, effect of a. Commission pos'tion until "

the Commission takes some other action.

MRS. 30'r/ERS: Ne3.1, apparently what was said that

Nednesday morning in discussion reached the ears of the

Acting General'Counsel, and he had concern that if it
actually was being 'challenged's not representing the

. Commission position, that then some further action needed to

10 be taken.

12

',X;assured him that, X had faced that que'stion
t

head on, and the answer was no.

'13

14

1!1r. NortonP

,; -, MR. NORTON: Mrs. Bowers, X'm just absolutely
II

puzzled by how Xntervenor is in any way prejudiced by the

issuance of subpoenaes to Messrs. Luco and Trifunac without

17
the showing of extraordinary circumstances.

There is absolutely no prejudice to Xntervenors,

anQ if this Board chooses to issue the subpoenae's, there is

20 no basis for Xntervenor to appeal that, decision —just

absolutely none —because there is no prejudice.

To-,the contrary, the prejudice is to the STaff

and Applicant, who could argue that exceptional cir~m-

stances had not been shown, but who are willing to

stipulate in this case —in this limited situation —that
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that showing is not necessary?

Now, howeve-, there are two other parties that

can xaise that argvment. &md that is Messrs. Luco and

Trifunac. Xf they receive those subpoen~es and they really
don'C want to come, then they can go out and hire a lawyer

and go to a judge anc get those subpoenae. quashed, because

ther'e has been,no showing of e':traordinary circumstances.

They ran argue that, but Xntervenors are in

absolutely no position to argue that. EIe's the one Mat
10 wants them here. And so he's not in any way prejudiced.

This is folly.
NR. PLEXSCHAKER: lIrs. Bowers, can X address that?=

l)RS. BO7iERS: One last shot.

NR~ PLEXSCHhKER: Okay.

15

16

KR. TOUP~ELLQTTEs Hell, before —maybe it. would

be b tter if X say something before he has his one last

19

shot, then it would be one last shot.

(Laughter.)

EBS. GO%EBS: All right.
i~ ~ TGUVZZLLOTTE: X Couldn' help but think p

while Hr. Norton was ta3king, that if the Board would issue

the subpoena then the Xntervenors would be in the unique

po~li~on of wanting to quash their own subpoena, because

extraordinary circumstanc s were not passed upon —which

would be a unique legal experience for —.a.
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However, there's one thing that cari: up as I,

was talking and Nr. Ketchen was reading, and I did want to.

bring it to dxe Board's attention, this one additional

factor.

5
1

In the statement of considerations for the change'.

in the rules, part 2 —and that appears in- 40 Pederal

Register 2973, starting the third'paragraph, it says:

"To conform. the regulations'n Part 2 to this

Commission deci ion, Sections 2 .720(h), 2.744(d) and

'l0 (g), and paragraph IV(d) to .Appendix A are amended,

and Section 2.744(e) is deleted, to permit the

presiding officer, in his dd.scretion, to compel the

attendance and testimony of ~WC personnel, and to

require the STaff to answer any written
interrogatories.'ow,

the reason I mention this is, this i"
the. underlying basis for the regulation. As we know, in

17 the past the statement of consideration has beon used in

18

20

interpreting the regulations.
P

!Nile'Mr. Pl.eischaker says that the regulation

on its face tells us what to do, the statement of cons-'dera-

tion gives us an indication of what the Commission was

thinking at the time they put those regulations into effect.

And what it clearly says is that this is a discretionary
.'- matter with the Board.

25 Cons'equently, it. seems to me that no one could
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Sault the Board for exercising i'cs.discretion to accomplish

a given end, which all the oarties agreed upon. And it
would be extremely unusual for the Board tc not issue the

subpoena in. a case +here the parties agreed, except one

pa ty felt, that. a certain finding should be made as a

condition precedent to.the .issuance of the suopoena, even

when the parties who are affected are not complaining.

That's what X wanted to present for the Board.

ln the. final analysis, issuing the subpoena or

not issuing, the subpoena is a matter of discre ion for, the

12

. Board, and X believe in this case if the Bo~~d uses its
I

discretion to"issue the subpoenas, that. that would not in

any event ever be held to be an abuse of discretion.

HR. NORTON:. Excuse me, Ms. Bowers. I just

want to say one thing.

lt. just occurred to me actuallp ~L ~ Purbush

brough it to my attention —that Hr. Fleischaker is sitting
here insisting on this strict interpretation of the rules,

but, X'm afraid he's a little bit pregnant. He stipulated in

20 all of the submittals of the ACBS by Nr. Trifunac and Luco,

'and I'd like to know where that is in the rules. '

,C3
KR. FLBXSCHAKER: X didn'0 stipulat~ anything.

You'e wrong.

NR. NORTON: You did not?

MRS. BOWERS: l believe—
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HR. NORTON: Excuse me, Hrs. Bow rs.' don'-

believe he objected,to those going into evidence in any vay.

He allowed them into evidence.

NR. FLEXSCHAKER: X've reviewed the transcript of .

r

December S, and X don't think anywhere in the transcript vill,-
the Board find a stipulation, nor will the Board find that

it. requested any of the parties as to whether it objected
"to'ts-,be9.ng

marked into evidence.

Xt's true that, X d"'dn't voice an objection at

10 the time. X was never requested as to whether X was objecting,

X'm happy they'e in evidence, frankly.

But let's get the record straight. X never

---stipulated that into evidence, and at the time that it was

proposed that we stipulate those statements in o the record,

X objected and held to the position, which X still hold,

17

. that. they should be subpoenaed and brought Co the proceedings

to testify in person, so that .they can speak for themselves.

20

MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Mrs. Bowers. Xf Chat's

the case, we ask that those exhibits be iv~ediately removed
'

from the record, and we object to them.

NRS. BOMBS: One thing about. this proceeding is
it's never dull.

,24

(Laughter . )

X think ve have a
notion.'R.

NORTON: You do have a motion, and that is
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?

that those e."rhibits that vere marked for Messrs. Tzifunac

and Luco be removed from the zeco."d as evidence ipmediately,

based on Mr. Pleischakez's position that, they aze not

properly in ice record, and there was no stipulation that

they be entered in the record by the paxties.

MR. PLHXSCMER: L t's set the record straight:

Pleischaker has never taken the position that

they vere improperly in the eco d.

Mr. Fleischaker has only taken the position that

10 he would not stipulate, agzee with the parties, that those

should be placed 9nto evidence in lieu of calling 'them.

12 That's all I did, vas reject the offer to

16

stipulate that they be placed into the record instead of

calling the witnesses to testify.
HR. NORTON: Hell, Hzs. Bowers, if that's the

case, then they'e not. properly in the zecozd. here's no

stipulation between the parties, as IJr. Pleischakez has

repeated again, and there is no vehicle to get them into

19

20

the record then without a stipulation between the narties.

'Kou have to have a sti.pulation by all the parties.

23

Now, if Messrs. Luco and Trifunac ~e going to

be here, then they can lay a pzoger foundation anQ .get

those documents in.
Xf they'ze ot going to be here, and Fm.

Pleischaker doesn't want to stipulate to them coming here,
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then fine, let's get the records out of evidence.

llRS.. PO¹RS: Mr. Tourtellotte?

NR. TOURTELXOTTE: X was going to say also that

if —X'm not sure that.'X understand. all of what's going

on here—
(Laughter.)

—but if Mr. Ple'schaker believes that. those matters are

pxoperly in the record, then X think the question that

remains is where is it. in our rules that specifically says

that you can get, evidence into the record that way?

Xf it,'s not specifically in the rules, and he

insists on having the rules be complied with to the letter,
then maybe they should be taken out.

MRS. BOWERS: Nell, as you know, we heard

axgument from the parties on this matter —X guess it was

December 8, Nednesday, X know, of that first week -» and
V

when we heard that the primary purpose of having Drs.

Trifunac and Luco appear was to sponsor the introduction
U

.'- 'of, those documents, we made them Board Exhibit Number 2,

with the thou'ght that while we di'dn't. believe that
exceptional circumstances existed to subpoena the Wo

witnesses, that we would, in effect, by going that route,
have'he information in the recox'd that would be considered.

And it wasn't really on the basis of stipulation.
Xt's just that we felt that was the accommodation that would
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make all parties. happy.

YiR. NORTON bell, I4rs. Bowers—

NR. PZZXSCHAKER: Thank you, Mrs. Bowers. Ne

agree.- ,Your recollection is the same as mine. X did not

object, and X did not agree to stipulate.

6

Bowers'<JR.
NORTON: That's perfectly coxrect, Mrs.

j

Ynur= recollecticn is correct. Xt's not the same-

10

, as Mr. Pleischaker's recollect'on, however.

The po9.nt is that if blr. Pleischaker is going to
I

irs9:st on th9.s str9.ct letter-of-the-law, X don't undexstand

how,those documents can be 9.n evidence and yet. we can'.

12,

13

subpoena Messrs.. Luco

Therefore,

and Trifunac.
4

we are objecting to those documents

14 being in evidence. X don'L- cari whether they'e the Board's,

the Staff's or my own. X'm objecting to'hem heing in

16 evidence, and moving this Board to remove them from

17 evidence, if Mr. Pleischaker 9.s going to be successful in

18

20

'having.his request for a subpoena denied.

MRS. BOXERS: lw. Norton, do you agree in just

the general pr9nciple that the Board can make a document

21 a Board's exhibit in the absence of a stipulation by the

.parties'

MR. NCRTON: The Board can put any&ing it wants

into evidence, but if a party objects then the Board can

create erxor if the Board is wrong. The Board can do
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6 anything it wants in terms of putting stuff in evidence,

but that,'doesn't make it. right.
liRS. BOWERS:. Ne discussed this at'length overC'he luncheon break, but I think we'l
(Laughter.)

and see if anything has
happened.'Recess.)

take ten minutes now,

MB fla 8

9

10

12

15

17

19

20
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MRS. BOWERS: Ne'd like to proceed.

He actually have two matters before us, the first
b ing the subpoena of Dr. Trifunac and Dr. Luco.

The parties did not enter into a stipulation

that these witnesses be issued subpoenaes. Xf the parties

had entered into a stipulation, the majority opinion of. the

Board would have been that it was inadecpxate, unless it
'ecognizedthat exceptional circumstances had to exist. X

woulcL have had a dissenting opinion if there had been a stipu™

10 lation.

But here we are faced with no stipulation. And

12

J3

so it is the opinion of this Board that exceptionaX circum-

stances must exist. in order for these witnesses 'to be 'subpoena

J4 'ed e

15 Now a second matter is the motion to purge

16 the record of Board's Exhibit number 2. And we have deter-

mined, since the matter of subpoena is before —well, in

IS

19

essence we'e reconsidered and, determined that our position

remains the same.

So we'e also determined that since this matter

i's b'efore the Appeal Board, that we willwithdraw''oard

Exhibit. number 2.

Now if the Appeal Board determines that the two

witnesses should be subpoenaed, of course that would also

automati'cally bring into the picture those documents.





mpb2 (Vfhereupon, the document

previously marked for

identification as Board

Exhibit number 2 was

N3.thdrawm. )

MR. PLEXSCHMNER: 'What is the Board determines

7'ot Co subpoena theme

8 MRS BOfERS He 1 e were in to work ut~ 1 e 1 g w try g 0

an accomodation that didn'C fly very far, and we now have the

10 matter —our thought at the time by taking the documents in

:was that the Xntervanors would feel they were getting their

12 .day in court on the documents. He now know Chat's not, true.
W

And so'e see,no reason to leave them in the record;

14 And if. the Appeal Board, determines that 'the
L

witnesses should not be subpoenaed, we would make no change

as far as the record.

17 So the Board's.&chibit number 2 is simply with-

18 drawn.'R.
PLEXSCHAEER: Nell, let me see.

The basis for the Board's decision, then/, is

that —'could you explain the basis for the Board's decision

in wit!uRrawing those documentst

HRS ~ BOWERS: Ne admitted them in the first place

Chinking that thaC would be a satisfactory solution to all
parties',. We know now that that's not a satisfactory solution
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mpb3 because we have a motion before the Appeal Board .that

Drs. Txifunac and Luco be subpoenaed. So our purpose is no

longer 'ccomplishing anything.

So we simply will withdraw the'ocuments. And

if the Appeal Board feels that the subpoenaes should be issued

then the ctocuments of course would come back in.

10

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Xf offered.

MRS'(57ERS: Yes, if offered.

MR. NORTOH: klxs. Bowers, the basis for oux

objection fox having them removed is that if there was no

stipulation fx'om the parties, as pointed out by Nx. Pleischake

f2

j6

then'there's no basis for the records t'o be in evidence> be-

cause there is no~ foundation for those ex'.bits, and that was

We ba'si's for our objection, of course.

MR. PTEXSCHAKERs Ne3.1, X gust want to poi'nt

out 'fOr the record that everybody agreed to their'authenticity
17 first".

$ 9

20

Second, there was no stipu3ation. Howeve~, there
4

was'o oh)ection at the time.

Thixd, that while they are heaxsay,'t's perfect-
'= ~ I

3y .proper for the Board to bring that, kind of heaxsay evidence

into the record.

And as X understand the Board's ruling, it is

PA bee'au's'e the Xntervenors chose to pursue with the Appeal Board

25 the request for subpoena. They have now determined that their
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mpb4 decision to accept this into the record is ob)ectionable.

KRS BObERS: Nell, we understand the entire

matter is now before the Appeal Board.

NR. PLEXSCHAKER: Xs the Licensing Board going

to make the Appeal Board awaxe of this decision and, the argu-

10

ments and the basis fox this decisiont
4

NRS. BMlEBS: Well, we would assume that the

paxMes, who have' responsibility to file by January the 15th

villbring out this situation.

NR. NORTON: Nrs. Bowers, you can rest assurred

that'e will make the entire transcript of this afternoon's
a

s'ession to this point in time, plus the appxopx'iate portions
I

— of the December 6th arguments, available to the'Appeal Boax'd.

NRS. BOWERS: Can we* move on to other matters'P
I

51R. NORTON: Mrs. Bowers, we do have some cyxes-

l6 Mons about scheduling. And that is, Rx. Pleischaker has

aever informed us as to when Dr. Hal1 is going to appear.

18

20

2I

'efore We left he told me that he was coming

b'ack into the country ar'ound the first of January or the first
A

~part of January. And we would certainly like to knoM'»-'nd

X 'think the Staff would too —when he wiLL be availabl'e for

deposition and wh'en they intend to put him on as a w9.tness, if
I

they'-'-intend to put, him on as a witness.

NR. PLEXSCHAKER: X thought we were 'going to talk

about Dx' Brune'ixst.
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Q

MR. NORTON: X'd like to talk about Dr. Brune

too, both of them.

One of the problems with Dz. Bruno is this

morning X think Mr. —Counsel for Xntervenors said he .wou3d
\'be avai1able Wednesday the 9th, and X'm not suze Mednesday is

the 9th'. Xs it? X don'. think it is.
E

Okay And that had me confused, because. 'X'idn'.t

know'whether he'd be available Wednesday or Tuesday 'the 9th.

MRS'ONERS: Be are we get, into this t'oo'deeply,

Dri"5iaztin feels the record may not show that the Board ruled

on-your motion to delete the Trifunac and Luco documents. X
' .-

f2

ia

tho'ught, X had m~ressed it in a way that did contain a ruling.

But the motion is
granted.'MR.'LEXSCHAKER:I guess one problem I have.in

16

terms of keeping the record straight. is that there may have

been'x'eference to those documents in cross-examination 'at

s'everal places along the way—
MR. HORTOH: Mrs. Bowers, that is not the case.

Hone of our witnesses were cross~amined on those exhibits

a't 'al'l. They were referred to, of course, by Counsel in his

arguments to the Board about why exceptional circumstanc s
'I

existed. But there were no references whatsoever to those

documents in cross-examination, because we would have objected

had 'ther'e been and X would have remembered so.

MR. PIZXSCSMI;ER: Nell, X don't recall
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mpb6 specifically. I know that I referred to them on several

occasions. I would rather not. rely on your recollection at

this point, Mr. Morton.

And so what I would suggest, gust in terms of

housekeeping, is that we leave those documents marked as

Exhibits as Joint Xntervenors exhibits f if necessary f or

as Board exhibits, recognizing that they haven't been admitted

into evidence, but to the extent that they'e been referred

to ei'ther in argument or in cross»ex~ation.

MRS. BOWERS: Nell, they would re~in a part of

the'ocumentation because if something is offered and rejected

it'i a part of the—
MR. PLEISCHAKER: Okay.

, Xt is still the Board's Zxhibi,t number 2, but
II Iit. i's"'now deleted from evidence, hut part of the record.

f7

MRS. BONERS: Right.

MR. PXZISCHAZZR: Okay. Pine.

MRS. BONERS: One other matter, and of course

th9:s "goes to scheduling.

As I mentioned, the Board was somewhat disturbed

2R

by what seemed to be a very rigid position on the part of the

Staff that you would not consider b ginning any of your

direct case until the Intezvenors had completed their case.

Now when we had two weeks of hearings on the

environmental issues there was very fine accomodation among
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mpb7 the parties in order to have each party's witnesses avail-

able when it would best, fit their schedules. hnd of course

we recognize that we'e deal~< g here, maybe even more so than

in other px'eceedings that I'e been in, with university

professors who have obligations. Ne're dealing with people

who have 'other outside obligations.

So perhaps you'e been able to wor+ out an

accomedation during the luncheon break. But we do need to

face that issue.

IO MR. NORTON: Nell, hfrs. Bowers, franfDp'e find

i't''most'irritating that —you know, we have our witnesses

-- which'you've heard, and they wex'e university professors fxom

Mashington and Berkekey and Stanford and KtT and all over.

Ia In fact:, the man who came from MXT hack to bxing a teaching

assistant with him and the exam papers to grade during the

I7

IS

T9

2I

'ear'ing,
during the nights. And yet Xntervenors seem to be

able to have a special circumstance for every single'itness,

that he can only be hexe —that he's going to go on a

cruise, one of them was going to go on a cruise and he had

to be here early. Somebody else has got to go someplace, so

they can't be here until then.

X don'5 understand why the Xntervenors get

special treatment in terms of their Qitnesses when neither

the Applicant nor the Staff -- and I don't mean 'to say that

exclusively never get special treatment, but we do whatevex
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mpb8 is necessary to have our witnesses here in an ordexly fashion.

And we think Xntervenor has an obligation to do the 'ame

thing. They don't have Che right" to interrupt the Staff's

case willy-nillywhenever they want to.

X think they have an obligation to put together

their case. These hearings have been scheduled fox a 'long

IO

12

13

time', and they have an obligation to put together their case

in an orderly fashion Just as we do. And believe me, we had
I'o

do an awful lot„of >ogging around.

As X said, we had Co bring a man's teaching

assistant out here to.-help him grade his papers. while he was
I

'ere. .And X Chink Xntervenors could go a little out of their

way to accomodate the Staff.

14'- X'm )ust- very tired of heaxing about
Xntervenors'7

is

pxoblems.
j

*

MRS. B08ERS: He3.1, has Staff been able c'o dis-

Cuss this matter, Hr. Tourtellotte, with Mr. Ple9.schaker2
2

MR. PXZXS(BGQtEK: X think X discussed this with

21

Hx.',.Tourtellotte and Mr. Pleischaker before the break, about

a,'w'eek before the bxcak, and indicated Co Chem Chat Mr,~ Brune

had e'ommitment which would require that. he be in Texas from

January'th through the 8th, and thaC he would be flying back

the''ni'ght of the 8th, and therefore would be available, X th

'at "the 'earliest, for the morning session on the 3;0th."

Now at that time X bel9.eve X had Hr. Norton's
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mpb9

(4

agxeement that that trould be okay Maybe I misunderstood him,

hut he has a different- position today.

X discussed this e9.th Mr Tourtellotte before

the bxcak and 'again today.. And our problem simply is that on

the basis of oux'iscussions that ve had a >reek before the,

20

break,' indicated to Dr. Brune that he could keep his

commitment and, that -taking him on the 10th would be fine.

Ne don't have any desire to interrupt the 'Staff's

, case ox go before the Staff, but that's not, the point. ,But

Dr. 'B~e is in Texas now and he vi31 not he available unti3.

the morning of the 10th

22 MR. NORTON: May ve ask +here Clarence HaH. fits
in this'situation?

MR., PEEXSCHAKER: I'drather ~e one person at,

'a time

26 MRS. BONZRS: Hell, hut mould Dr, Hall be avail-

27 able Monday?

28 MR. PLEXSADQCER~ Dx. Hall X think gets into the

29

22

country 'today.. X have only corresponded ~ith Dr Hall by

Letter,, and my understanding is that- the earliest he wou3.d be.

available would be the 15th.

Vle intended to bring hiza on in rebuttal.

'MRS. BOWERS: As 'part of. your direct case?

MR. PZZISCHAKER: As. a rebuttal witness.

MR. NORTON: Hell, that's brand new nevs to us.
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mpbl0 1 Xt's the first time ve've heaxd that. And I'm not at all sure

vhat. that means.

. They put hd.s art9cle in evidence. How does that

mean that he's not go9ng to testify ~> out his article at all2
r

I don't 'unde@'stand. Xs he gust. go9ng to talc about @hat our

s<itnesses have said, because that's;rhat xebuttal 9.s fox.

Xs he not going to talk about his paper, his 'o~ pape ,'is
P

area -of expertise2 X don't understand that.

MRS. BO>TBRSs Rr. Pleischaker, could you give an

6xp3:aziation2

NR. PXZISCHKMR: Yes ~ ~
*

@
'l2

$3

What 9.t means is that've intend to bring Dr. Hall

on as a v9.tness as the rebuttal part- of our case.to
anat'he

arguments that have*been made by the Applicant's x<9.tnesses

t5 concerning continuity along We San Simeon-Hosgri 'fault zone

- and evidence for accumulated offset. That's +hat it means.

l7. NR. NORTON: Mell, Mrs. Boxers, ~re oh)cot most
a ~

strongly to that, because what that means is he 9.s going to

put on his direct case —Mr. Hall 9s going to put. on his

direct case in xebuttal.

You put on your dixect case during youx direct

case, and that's exactly @hat he said 9n his opening state-

mant„ „that Nx. Hall mould be hexe as one of,the9x vitnesses,

not as a xebuttal v9.tness. And they don', intend to use him

as a-. true rebuttal @itness, but part of his direct case.
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mpbal They in fact brought out. his papers and aiked

our witnesses if they were familiar with them, and Chen'hat

our witnesses thought of them. And our witnesses to'ld him

what they thought of this paper, and now they'e going to

bring him in as rebuttal, but in fact it's direct testimony

. obviously. Just because he brought the papers up with .'our

w'itnesses doesn't somehow make Dr. Hall a rebutt'al witness.

,He's still part of their direct case.

10

And now if he wants to gast come in and not talk
'bout. his paper whatsoever, nothing to do with that, but

talk about the research done by our people and comment on

th'at, that's fine. That would be true rebuttal. But what
r

he's suggesting is clearly not rebuttal.

MR TO

what "X t'alk about2

MRS., BOWERS: Mr. Tourtellotte2
URTEGLOTTEs Do X have a choice as to

(Laughter. )

$ 8

$ 9

20

2$

s Xs it any of the'above2

(draughts= ~ )

MRS. BOWERS: Pirst 1st me say, I think Mx'

Norton did a survey of the room and decided that it was

all"r'ight to smoke again.
~ ~ (a ~

~ '

Xs there anyone who objects in the audience2

(No response.)

MRS. BOWERS: %Tell, it's thinned out. There are
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mpbl2 a lot of vacant, seats, and it's not as crowded.

So ve'll relaz it again. But it, may be reeahah-

bU;shed.

5

Mr. Tourtellottef

MR, TOURTELLOTTE: Hell, X guess X'd Uka to

'sk some cp2estions before Z go on.

Hhat is Dr. Bnme doing in Texas?

MR. 'PIEXSCHAEER: X don'h knox. Do you want me

TO

>4'
35'o

Cate the oath and get on the
stan'R.

TOURTELXCTTB: X'm asking, Mrs. Bowers„ if
h

you".~iill gust find aut what Dr. Brune:is doing in Tempts, vhy

he 'Eas,to be in Texas instead of heing at these hearings, and

why''it 'is Chat he's flying in the night of the 8th and <B>y it
U

I is that he can't be here cn Che 9th instead of
waiting'nother

full day before he gets here.

l6 ' don't und road vhy ore're tak.'mg all ~Ad.s

17

'j8'9

21

timd.'or Dr. Brune. And X think any time that anybody asks

for in accomodation it's one thing. But when we have a series
\

of 'accommodations,it means that roughly 25 percent'f the

.party's case is going to he put on in time, and the 'other 75

percent 'of the case is accomodation, then X thM: wa're go3"g

a li'ttle bit far. He're stretching acccamdation beyond iCs

recplirements e

And X want to knox where Dz. Bruno 9.s beca "se

whit 'X may do is gust "aik that his testkzrnny be str3:cken and
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mob13 that he not be allomed.to testify at all unless he can testify

MRS. BGHEHS: Ãr. Pleischaker, can 'you respond

to thatt Do you Ram' it is a professional assignmentt

HR. PXXXSCHAKER: Yes. X'on't kncm apecificaUy

~at,.9.t is. He's in Texas addressing some meeting., I didn',t

'xp3.'ore it with.- hen in full. 4

He i's there not on a vacation, but M connection

arith'his vorR. He is'here bacause X thought X had an under-

standing ~d,th Counsel for S+wff and Applicant. X discussed

thi's 'on.'at least two occasions with both, and neither raised '

.a red'",fXag.--
4

Xn fact, Mr~ Tourte13.othe ~~d X discussed the
/'-last day —Thursday, the last day that X @as here, that the

Staff would go on before Dr. Brune, and sonm oZ the SEE people

auld ge" on and present their testhmny. So he i's i,n Texas

because 'X thought X had an understanding.

And finally, he cannot"ba here until the 3.0~~~

because he is, flying to San Diego on the 8th, he rei13.

- probably p8.cR uy 'the materials he noeds in San Diego on the

9th, 'fly here on We 9th, and then villbe prepared to,'go on

the'stand wednesday the 16th.

HR. HORTOH: K'so Bovezs, excuse me.

About this conversation about he ~ s in Texas
"4 ~ i

-bec'iihse he thought he had an agreement, X was told on Thursday

~ ~





when Mr. PLeischaker left Chat Dr. Brune would not be here,

that he had to be in Texas. And now, because X was told that,
that's why he is in Texas. I'm gust baffled.

MR. TOURTELLCPTE: That L guess is also a

19ttle bit irritating to me because my understanding was Chat

. he had some other commitment. At the time I did not question

the commitment.

Now Mr. Pleischakex is sitting here and telling
me that he made up some conanitment for Dr. Brune to get me

to agree to Dr. Brune's not being here. And now that Dr.

Brune is not here, he's only not here because I agreed to

Chat. And that is terribly disingenuous, and k.t outrages me.

Yeah, we talked about D . Brune befoxe Che.week

or two week break, and.we also talked about the pos'sibility

of having someone ~'come and sponsor the SRR into the recoxd.

But also that was preliminary talk. And I agreed to Dr. Brune

not being here because X thought he had some k9nd of firm

commitment.

But the reason I incyxixed today's because we

'ave a parade of exceptional circumstances here that precludes

any of the. Intervenors'itnesses from coming. 2Lnd it seems

to me that what we gust heard from Nr. Fleischaker is tlat
Dr. Brune has no reaion at al1 not to be here on time except

that he thought Chat he'd rather ba somewhere else, when the

rest of us axe sitting'around expending much time and much
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manpower waiting on Dr. Brune to go dom and address some

of his professional'ociety membexs.

Now maybe it's important to. him and maybe it'
not. But maybe that's something that we should have known

'before. And Dr. Brune could make up his mind whether he
I 1

wants to be a witness in this proceeding, or he wants Co
1

txaipse around the country giving speeches to. his profkssionaL
1

society-. ~ „

k

MRS. BONERS: Mr. Tourtellotte, wasn't there a

20

22

t

rathex'ecent Appeal Boax'd decisi,on that talked about the

difficulties that intervenoxs have in obtaining witnesses

22 and encouraging the other, parties to be as accommodating as

possible, something recently2

HR. TOURTELLOTTE: Zes, and of course that'
one of the reasons that we do try to be accommod'ating.

But I'm also telling you that what we have in

28

20

this case is setting up the case with roughly four witnesses

to be coming from the Xntervenors and onLy one out of the
H

four witnesses being available to appear in the proper time.

,The other three witnesses*all have to appear out of time for
one reason or the other.

'23

And I'm telling you that —X'm expressing the

opQi90n"that that 'does'ot meet the responsibility that the

, Qi
--24 Xntervenor has to these proceedings, to pxesent his case in

a direct and forceful manner.
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mpb16 Hoer I could see giving way to one witness or

giving way ta another witness. X could even see- accommodat-

ing somebody for a good reason. But X don'5 have any good

reason right now for Dr. Brune e..cept the fact that. I was

tol'd that he couldn"r. be hexe, wheh in fact, he could have

been here if I had gush. wanted hhn tc be here. But s'inca I
agreed. that. he could be somewhere else, upon the

representa-'ion

that. he had to be somewhere else, now it's okay for him

to, be here.

MR. PLEISCHAKER: Can X- respond to that2

IiRS. BOWERS: Yes.

'|2, But let's face the fact, that Dx ~ Brune is in

')3 Tczaso

NR. PXZISCHAKER: Yes, that s coxrect.

l5

16

And X think maybe I owe Nr. Tourtellotte -an

explanation, beCause I think he may have misread me.

'l8

20

2]

Dx' Brune is at the annual meeting of the

American Association for the Advancement'of Science, I think.

That's in Houston January 5th through 8th, I understand,.

I'e gust been'handed a note to that effect.

X explored this matter with both Counsel before
'he

last day, maybe four or five days, perhaps a'week before

23 we adjourned. And X understood that I had an agreement from

both Counsel. For that reason I didn't explore it any

further And that's all.
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KR. NORTON: Hell, Has. Bowers, the thing that

bothers me is that I was told that Dr. Brune could not be

here under any circumstances. And I was asked Xs that okay.

And X said Hell, if he can', be here, he can't he hera;

But what X'm hearing . now is because I said

that, he's not here. And that's the Uv'ng that irri'tates me.

Dr. Hmd.lton —excuse me, Hamilton and bil19.ng

both had papexs to present on Pxiday morning at a Geology

section meeting in San Pxancisco. They didn'0 do it. They

had somebody that worked for them go up and present. their

papers that they authored, at that m eting They stayed hare.

-Dr.-Bolt and Dx. Seed both had a commission

meeting on the Auburn Dam thing on Thursday of the week they

were here that they had to'ttend. They didn't attend its

they stayed here.

X don', understand why we have to follow the

rules of having our witnesses available uninterrupted so

20

that the proceedings don't proceed in a hilt and lurch

fashion, but those rules'don't apply to Xntexvenors That'

the thing that irritates me. Xt.'s kind of like the txan-

scripts: we have to pay a handsome price fox the transcripts

24

and the Intexvenors get a free one. Xt.'s a topsy-tmmy >world.

I don't understand why everything has to go

their vray in terms of accommodation.

MRS B@7ERSs Hell, the free one is gash a loan.
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Xsn't 'that understood2

KR. HORTOHa Mell, is mine a loans

MRS. SO%EBS: He3.1, X only have one Co 2.den.

(TARughter ~ )

MRS SONRBSe kh', Tou zellotteP

MR. TOURPELXQTTE: tIell, X mould also Xikci Co

point out that our discussions-» my discussicns eath Mr

P1'e9:scheer about +hat msmbors of the Staff mould appe'ae

w'aiie vexy preliminary discussions, or @hat might appear
*

XM specifically ve vere only referring ho possibly intro
ducin'g the SER n

How also at that time it +as ay understanding

that Dr. Brune ~muM be hexe on Tuesday, not on Ãaanesday.

So X H.~d that vo could get the SER in QQ PAlnQRy p 4QEct

whatever questions needed to be asked of the Pro)eat Nmagor

could be asked on Ho'nday. And that weald do the tricdc.'ad
the'n htaybe that vould ta'bs care of Monday. X didn't kern< hew

much'ross-examination it auld ~e. But X planned nci

othex witnesses.

20

22

And the SER is Rind of a general dommmnC,'nd
.l

X felt that that,'s perhaps a time that ve could use. 'Also

thee was no clear indication of when Mr, Hubbard would go

on 'the stand or even get oM the stand. So thaC X felt there

w'as 'a possibi3.ity —'e felt there mns a possibility th'at,

he mnxld go on Saturday end perhaps it mmld hoM over 'to
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HoncLaya

'o tklen again Me~re set Qp. ac]~ for Gz' RMne

3 on Tuesday. ital Dr. Brune is no4 going Co he hem untie,X,

Hednesday. That' number one. ~ c

Somber two, my Project Meager, Dennis AXiieon,

contracted pneumonia,'ncL ho ia no4'uppocecL to CraveX until
Meaday. Wad io that gives me some soM of a problem o8 even

getting him here on- Sunday. Aad the Staff certainly cEdn'4:

plan for hha to have pneumonia so he couMa't, he heie on

Honctay. '-

22

23

16

..~u< She fact. is that Dr. Brune is in Teide and.

Dr, Brune is not going to be here until H~~esday«X m~pcpao

that's the way it, has to be. But: X don't want, to go aheacL

and--'-'veLL, 'what am X going Co do newt . Put on part of my

seisnic case ancL'hen go bach and pick up my SRR2'nd 'then
7

after'larence Hall does his rebuttal X can thrower in a

27 structural engineer or two2 That'e noC the ray Co ~eacL ~

X have a case and X have eh orde-Ly preeentaLLon,

19

20

and X'cL XiRe Co give it that +ay, and noh be Mtexsparce@

vit5 vhaCevcm viM'esses the Xntcewenor drags in off the
A

street,

MRS BOHERSs Hell, one unhuman Chat we .Con'0

23

Could both Applicant and Staff give an oaths&»
k

of c'rossmzamination of Hr BuhbarcLV
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mpbaO > NR. NORTON: Someplace hemeen very shor" ~Q

3

vexJJ long.

(Laughter. )

MR. MORION: Aud that's the hest me can do.

I believe that. goes for the Staff too, seeing as t~, I go

first.
MRS ~ BOWERS'oes the Staff have an opinion eo

Co the time involved with cross-examination of 8e. Hubbard

30

E: I don't really inticipate
thit,the actua1 cross-ezamination.is going to take very Long.

There. villprobably he a considerable amount- of discussion
t

an iaotions Co strike.. But I'have very Little cross-eucCakaatio
l

for Mr. Hubbard.

16

fact that Nr. Norton willbe going first, whether he goes

short or lang, we'x'e going to go short, on the actual cioae»

exa'mination, if there's anything Left to cross-moraine

He actually —this may heLp you too —me don'C

be1ieve there willbe any testimony lefC Co cross-e-amlme om

20

2l

when wa get through

(Laughter ~ l
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MRSo .BOLfBRSs Nell Pwo Plaisch@Rer> haye.you

,explored the possibi3.iCy of gaCCing Dx.. Brune here earlier2-

A 3oC.of these scientific meetings kind of ~crap up, I think,

'"6

'.8

Sunday afternoon, Sunday evening, and whether he. could ba
h 4

„''ere

Tuesday2

MR PXBXSCHAKBRs I Calked Co Dr, B'rune yesCerday,
I

an'd aC that, time X +as still operating on ~Me".asimapCion .

th'aC'X had some agraemenC and X told him. thaC Wednesday nmrnin
A'

t

'nuld be the earliesC I have no idea hctv'Co ge4 hold'f

4SO

0

him'in Texas, so X haven'4 explored i zilch. Mm end I don'4
3

1

.'now thaC it„ is feasible to explore iC tsi~W hi'm'"aC t4is point.
k

~ ' '

p'Ro

HORTOHs %el"-'rs~ Bcmersp,"X'd li3ce to exp3.ore

th'is.business of Clarence Ha3.l a lU~e bit. further, 'coo,

because

"': aeati
MR PIEISCHAKBRs 'X'd like Co finiah"these one

f7. MR'ORTOMs X don'C Chink Chere's anything more

Co do vMx Dr,.Bruneo Xt's a fait. accompli. as I see it.

l~p'r

',Sf.

MRS e BO'PKRS s Did you say Dro Hall goC back

the country Ccday2

NR PLHISCHAEBRs I dans t, Jmov, X understood

from a telegram thaC X received thah he +ca due hack today,
i

buC X don'C knur vrhethaz thaC means he was 'due Co 3.and on the

ScisC Coast today or whether he's in,L.A. today+

X received a very shoz Cablegram which said
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G

f
MPBgagb2

2

5

6'omething
like Be back in UoS, Januaxy 5o

MRS, BOWERS: Hell what ~re'd like is t> get hack

to the'estimony and, .Mr Pleisch&c-, txnight if you could

further exp3.oxe the situation w9PW Dro Ha3.1 and Dro Bruno

and see if there can be any change to pull them up fox @he
1

first, part of the week

9:

MRo NORPONc'el2. Mxso Baze sp ifDx'all is

going to testify as a- direct case xi~ass, then we want the

opportunity to take his deposition first. And ve've insisted

upon that and Mro Pleischaker has agreed with that. since Wsy

first suggested him as a wiCnoss~ )ust because they'xe

making him - not because they'xe making him —because he'

unavailyb1e prior to the time he's going to tesCify doesn'

mean we don't have the right to do our discovery and we

definitely want to depose him. Xf we have to do 'it cu a

f.g.
~ .

Ts:.

-,f'9.

.po:

'h,

.PA* ~

lr

-24'-
1

gS ~

Sunday afternoon or whenever,ve'll do it, but .we <sant to

depose him before he testifies if he's going to be part of

his direct casey ELhd we ve 24Lde that v~~ cleRf'inc4h Last

fait,-when we took Dr Hubbard's and Dr Brune's and Silver's
1

depositions o

MRS BO!MRS'e have how many more panels of

'he Applicant?

MRo NORTON! Not that many There's actually

'hree ox four or five separate pieces of testimony~ Xt looks

something like five> but the panel members are pretty much
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MBgagb3 the 88108o X Chalk Qro EsselGRNtg ihnd Ch6il ve add one or cNQ

G
.3,

people to each panel, but ~Way'ze basically who sameo They

should go quite rap9.dly~

,6.
~ ~

w7

„:S,

HR. PT>BISCHAEERc I'6 like to rospon6 to one Ching.

XicLst-fall ve nevex'iscussed +ak~lg cate deposition
5

oE Dr. Hall because the Applicant's posibipn at that time vas.-
3 '

at Qr Hall vasn't part of our case, so that I'hink the

'uestion of taking his deposition stil3..has to he resolvedo

MR, MORMM> Excuse me, lirso Batters," I don'
5

b'elieve what X gust heard: the -App&~cant tooh 'Che position

that Dxo Hall wasn't part of their casaP '~e-oh EarCh
3

'oes that stataeaant come fromt-'.
5

MRo F4ZXSCHAEBRc Nels. in several private dis-
r 5

cxkssions that X had or whatever, I had the 'faelin'g Chat

'24r Hoxton vasn't recogniring that ve vouM try'o bring Dr~

q, . )~7.

...-.S,

-..79 ~

Hall to the proceeding in any caseo Ne cUd. not discuss

ti00%4lg his deposition last fall, I believcl l42 'orton mantion

it once at a bench conference~ but X don't believe that there'

bien any ruling on it,or argument~

r
~,5

. )23'3r

;,p4, r

lr~

X'm not stating a poiiCion< I )ust mant to make

the record clear that X havan't agreed Co anythXago

MR HORPONe I4rso Hcnesrs~ Xntsxvenoz's - I agree

that Mr~ Pleischakor has never agreed to ahythmg> but his

answers to interrogatories vm™g clearly states that ho's

'calling Clarence Hall as a witness i$ he returns Co the country



0
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1

MPH/agb4
2

3

4

in tJsm+ those are in his answers to interrogatories vhich

vere last, fall
X don'4 undexshmd what. he's saying> CmC ve

said ha @ash'5 part: of their caseo I can'4 imagine +here he'

getting thaC stabament, from.

.7.

'8

MRS. BOHBBSc Ffall one place might he if Qxa

hearing had gone as originally aneicipaLad, ve.muM have

concluded in Decomher and Dr.- Hall would have bean out of the

U

14

18

21
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MR. NORTON: Xn that case we wouldn4t Have

.2A WRB/wbl ~

ls mnzroM
3

taken his deposition, very clearly. Bar would he have, been

part of their, caseo

,"'X just, can't imagine theix thinking we didn'C

believe he was part of their case if the hearings went into
F

'anuaxyo X don't understand that at all.

coveryo

And obviously we have the right to canduct dis-
W

X don'4 think Mx. Pleisch~ker is arguing that

we don'0 have the right to take his deposition

MRSo BONERSe Let's go back to the Staffo Xs

there any possibility that you can put any of youx'ase on

an Monday and Tuesdays 'a realise that this is asking
I

something, that should not happen.

C7

jB

19

,... MR. TOURTZLLOTTEs .Nell,'s X indicated, Dennis

2Q.isan has had pneumonia, actually contracted while he was

out here during the first paxt of the heazings, and he'

still under the doctor's careo And the doctor requested that
he nattravel until next Nednesday. And X taDwd with him

I

22

'his marning and ha saM he would, nevertheless, teel next
I

Tuesday out here,. which would'~ 4t get him here in tkme to do

anything on Monday and Tuesdayo
I

The other witnesses X have are mostly tied up

'in the Senior Seismic Research Review Group meeting and the,
ACRS Subcommittee on Rctreme Environmental Conditions an the
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8th and 9th. Those axe two meetings that are going on in

Las Vegaso So all of mp people —for inotance Car3. Stepp<

Dr. Newmark, I suppose Dr Hall, and that general group who

would, ordinarily start out. the case in an ordinary fashion are

tied up on the-8th and 9th. And they4re tied up on the 8th

and 9th because I had some sort of a reasonable belief that

we would probably be taking either the zest. of hir~ Hubbard

or at least introduce the SER on the 8th and then have

Dr. Brune on the 9tho That isn'4 the way it turned outo

So they have these other commitmentso

And while X might be able to get some of them

here, I don', particularly want to put my seismic .People on

before Dro Brune goes on I gust don'C believe that's a good

way Co proceed

15

16

17

18

MRS'OWERS'7el3. there's no point in having a

Saturday session if we are going to be recessed on Monday

and Tuesdayo

HR. NORTON< Hrso Bowers, X would suggest the

thought gust occurred to me because for a moment I assumed

25

we were going to go, tomorrow. But maybe the thing Co do is

to finish with our panels, and if that takes overinto

tomorrow morning we will do that, and we'l finish with those

People, so that the people from Hestinghouse don't have to

stay here over the weekend to be here for anhour or so on

Monday. And Chen we start with Hr, Hubbard on Honday, as
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opposed to tomorrow..

X don'0 want to do that. But, you know, I don'

think it's right to make the Staff put on a disjointed

case. Because this is'a— I think as you saw from our

, case, it s a case that kind of naturally f3,o>rs from beginning

to end. And.if there's a jump in the middle'it's a, very

awkward way to proceed And X know I sure wou3.cin't want to
have to do ito And I don'C Chink it's fair for'hem to 'have

to do it.
20 So maybe that is the answer, to not. go tomorrow

and to go Monday with Efr, Hubbard starting off Y~nday morning,

Unfortunately, he may be done at five after nine.

MRS BOHERS! But your suggestion was Co proceed

25

with the panels this afternoon and, if we don''onclude,

why, then they would finish up tomorrow'P

26;

27

'8'

MRo HORTOHe Tomorrow'hat's righ~, use Comorrow

-to finish up our panels~ if it's necessary, if th~don't
conclude. And ifwe keep talking much longer there's no way

they'e going to conclude this afternoon

MR. TOURTELLOTZE: They'e not. even going to

2f 'tart,
(Laughter)

MR. HORVONs X was going to suggest th'at 2: can

testify Monday afternoon if Mro Eetchen has no obgectiono

(Laughter)
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MR. FLEISQKER: Xf that s the cas I'd like to

say we'l have a lot of cross-examination, so we had better

plan on going into March.=

(Laughter)

MRS. BOWERS'ell if you find out Dr. Brune

8,

can come earlier will you please encourage it'P ',
7.

- MR. FLEXSCHAKER: X'11 try Co get ahold of him
I

in Houston X know Chat, Dro Hall cannot be hex'e next week be-

g, cause He may be in Che counCry today: .it's the first day

10: he's scheduled to be in the countxy. But I Chink ve're going

to have ta resolve that at scms Curie. Anc? I'uess Nr. Norton-
/

and X will talk about it and see if we can't at 1'east fx'arne

14.

the issues forthe Boardo

MRo HORTONs Well X don'0 Chink there's 'anything

to resolve. Our position is that if he's going Co b'e part

of 'the direct case we get to-take his depositi'ono Xf he4s

17 going to be parC of x'ebutta 1 Chen he ' better be part of
rebuttal and not'he direct case. And X think Nr. Pleischaker

has to work out the timing vith the Staffo Xt's the Staffos

case he's proposing to interrupt, not mineo

21
MR, PLEXSCHAKER: Well we vere going Co put him

on on part of rebuttal, But I Chink Mr. Norton and X have a

very diffexent idea of what Che .proper scope of rebuttal vouM

25
MRS BOHERSe Well, let's go ahead with the direct
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caseo

I think if you have discussions that maybe you

had better employ Nr, Bloom Co,be there.

HR. NORTI Or do it in w iting,
All right, X'd like to call back —X4m not sure:

X think we'e on Reactor and Reactor Coolant System.
t

Dr. Esselman, Jim Gormly and Nr. Gangloff, please.

MRo KRXSTOVXCH$ Mould this be an appropriate

time for a five-minute break?

8,

f0

12

f3
'4;

f5

16.

f7

MRS BOWERS't s a3.most three o clock. Me had
\

one at two 0 ~ clock
F

fIell, let's take a ten minute recess.

(Recess)

MRS. BOWERS're we ready to proceed2

thereupon,

THOMAS C o ESSE%KB

Ho JAMES GOOKY

20

2f

mXMER C. GANGT.ore

were called as witnesses for and on behalf of the Applicants

and< having been previously duly sworn, were examined and

testified as follows:

proceed2

MRS BONERS: Are the Joint Intervenors maiy to

MR. KRXSTOVXCHs Yes.
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3

MR. HORTGHs Has Mr. PleischaI:er left again?

MR. KRXSTOVICB: Tempoxarily, yes.

MRS. BO8ZRSs The Staff, ar you ready to proceed?

MRo KETCHEN: Yes, Ma'm.

MRS. BOMZRSs Nr. Ho@ton?

]0

MR HORTOH: For purposes of identification ve

have Mx'ormly, Dro Zsselman and Hr,'anglo f at the table,

in that order from left Co right.
'The subject matter is reactor and reactor coolant

system.

XZXEXCX DIRECT EKQIXNM~XOH

BY MRo
NORTON'Q

Dr. Esselman, do you have any corrections to that

testimony at this Cd'

Q

(Nitneos Esselman) Ho, six.

illxight.

Could you proceed to give us a surmaryp please?

f8 My testimony on the reactor and the reictor

20'oolant system describes the evaluations that hive been per

formed on the reactor coolant system for the Hosgxi earthquake

Xt describes the mathematical models developed, the seismic
1 r
~ 'na3.yses performed and the. results of that

analyseso't

desex'ibes briefly the oth'er cond'Cion's that

vere analyzed fox the reactor coolant system, and summarizes

'that the reactor coolant system @as capable of withstanding th





~ 1 ~ ~

Hosgri event without loss of function.

WRB/wb7 2

5 a

MR. NORTON'rs. Bowers,.we would ask that'the

testimony with regard to the reactor~and reactor coolant

system of Dr. Esselman he physically Plac d in Che record at

this timeo '

' BX MR, NORTON'

Before that, 1st me ask Che other members of the

panel if they adopt that Cestimony as their own?

Mr.. Goxmly?

10 {Witness Goxmly) Yes.

0 Mro Gangloff2

f2

>a.-

A =
. {Nitness Gangloff) Yes, X do,'

1

MRSo BOWERS: The'ecord should show, to'oN that
r

", these witnes'ses have been previously sworn.

Mro Kristovich?

t6. i', KRXSTOVXCHa Ho obgectiono

MRSo BOWERS'r. Ket.chen?

f8 MR KETCHENs No objection,
1

MRS ~ BOWERS c Nell Che testimony described will—

INSERT

0

20'$

be physically insexted in the transcript as if
read.'The

document follows: Reactor and Reactor

Coolant System,)





TESTIMONY
OF'HOMASC. ESSELMAN

ON BEHALF OF
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

DECEMBER 4, 1978
DOCKET NOS. 50-275, 50-323

10

REACTOR AND REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 100 includes the

requirements that the nuclear power plants have the capability
to assure the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure

boundary following a safe shutdown earthquake. This testimony

summarizes the evaluation of the reactor and reactor coolant

12

13

15

16

17

18

system for Diablo Canyon units which demonstrated the ability
of the reactor and reactor coolant system to withstand even

the postulated Hosgri seismic event'coupled with a simul-

taneously,occurring postulated pipe break in the main reactor
coolant piping.

The reactor coolant system for the Diablo Canyon

units is made up of four similar reactor coolant loops and a

central reactor vessel containing the reactor core. Each

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

loop has a steam generator.and' reactor cool'ant pump with a

system of piping connecting the reactor vessel and these

components. A single pressurizer is attached to one loop by

a surge line. (See Hosgri Report Figure 6-3.) These com-

ponents are attached to the containment building by steel
frame structures.

The seismic analysis of the loop system and com-

ponents, described in detail in Chapters 5 and 6 of--the
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12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

Hosgri Report, were performed using as input the seismic

response spectra resulting from the building analyses per-
formed and reported in Chapter 4 of the Hosgri Report. The

damping used in the Hosgri evaluation of the reactor coolant

system was 4 percent of critical damping. This damping

value was determined from small displacement vibration
testing of a similar nuclear power plant and has been

accepted by the NRC for general use in analyses of
Westinghouse reactor coolant systems.

Mathematical models representing the reactor
coolant system were developed for the seismic evaluation.

An overall system model, consisting of the reactor vessel,

reactor vessel internals, and four reactor coolant loops,

was first developed and analyzed. The modeling for each ~

loop contained the reactor coolant loop piping, a reactor
coolant pump, a steam generator, and the component supports.

This system model is used to evaluate the interaction of the

entire system and to determine the structural support reac-

tions and the interface loads between the piping and the

components. Detailed analyses were then performed on each

of the components as described in Chapter 6 of the Hosgri

Report. The allowable stresses used to evaluate the calcu-
lated stresses in the detailed analyses are the same as

those presented in the FSAR; for example, the stress limits
for the components are in the FSAR, Table 5.2-12. and are

repeated in the Hosgri Report as Table 5-2. The summary of
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10

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

the stress ratios between the Hosgri stresses and the allow-

able stresses is presented in Table 6-2 of the Hosgri Deport

and demonstrate that the stresses due to the Hosgri event

are all less than the allowable stresses. Thus, all components

of the primary system were demonstrated to be acceptable for
withstanding the Hosgri event.

As required by 10 CFR Part. 50, Criterion 2 of
Appendix A, the effects of postulated accident conditions

have been analyzed and combined with the seismic effects.
The criteria for the pipe break analysis are set forth in
Section 3.6 of the FSAR, and include the basis for consid-

ering complete circumferential double-ended pipe breaks be

postulated at eleven locations in the reactor coolant system

piping.
4

The subsequent analysis of the primary system was

performed by calculating the time history of the depressuri-

zation forces in the reactor coolant system following a

postulated break and applying these forces to a mathematical

structural model of the system. The resultant stresses in
the system were then compared to and calculated to be less
than the allowable stresses.

Additional pipe breaks have been postulated in the

reactor coolant system and analyzed. The analyses of these

pipe breaks, which were located at the reactor vessel nozzles

and the reactor coolant pump discharge nozzle, included

consideration of additional forces which have been called
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10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

22

23

25

26

reactor vessel internals asymmetric forces. The conclusion

of these analyses was that the system was adequate.to with-,

stand the effects of postulated pipe breaks in the primary

piping.
A report was submitted to the NRC in November of

1977 (Appendix B of the Hosgri Report) to demonstrate the

integrity of the primary piping at Diablo Canyon. This

report presents a fr'acture mechanics evaluation of the

primary piping using the stresses from the seismic

evaluation. The evaluation included the calculation of the

amount of fatigue crack growth expected during the seismic

event and the calculation of a critical flaw size. A critical
flaw size is the size that a flaw must attain before it can

sustain unrestrained growth. The results of the analysis

showed that a flaw conservatively postulated to be one-

quarter of the way through the pipe wall (approximately 0.7

inches deep and at the most, highly stressed location would

grow less than 0.1 inches during the postulated Hosgri

event. The critical circumferential flaw size was calculated

to be a flaw which would have to be completely through the

wall and be over 2 feet in length. This extremely large

flaw would have to exist. at'he time of the postulated

seismic event for it to propagate. Since a flaw of such

large magnitude 'could not exist without detection, the

report concluded that the simultaneous postulation of a

seismic event and a pipe break is unnecessary.





This information was presented to the NRC to
demonstrate that the postulated pipe breaks considered are

3 so unlikely that they need not be combined with any other

4 design basis events in a stress calculation to assure the

integrity and safety of the reactor coolant system. The NRC

Staff, however, required that the stresses or loads result--
ing from the postulated seismic event be combined with the
stresses or loads resulting from the postulated pipe rupture.

The results of the combination of the =stresses and

10 an overall stress summary, which is presented in Appendix F

of the Hosgri Report. This appendix demonstrates the accept-
abilities of the reactor coolant systems. It is, important
to note that the allowable stresses used are determined by

14 various Codes and Standards groups to conservatively assure

15 the structural integrity of the structure or component.

Thus, as long as the stresses are determined to be equal or
less than allowable, there is ample margin in the design of

18

19

20

22

23

the system. The acceptance criteria used provide substantial
additional margin to failure.

The reactor fuel for Diablo Canyon, described in
Chapter 4 of the FSAR, could conceivably be affected by the
postulated seismic event and from the ZOCA event. As a

result of a seismic event, the motion input to the fuel
would cause impact loads on the fuel grids. The fuel grids
are spacer elements which maintain the spacing of the fuel
rods to permit adequate cooling. Each fuel assembly has
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3

eight grids along its length. Dynamic testing. was performed

on the grids to determine the load at. which they would first
experience permanent deformation.. Testing of the grids in

which the grids were at temperature during the test was

performed. Tests were- performed on-many grids and the

results statistically analyzed to obtain an allowable grid

8

10

12

14

15

16

17

19

strength.

Loads from the seismic event and the worst postu-

lated loss of coolant accident individually and combined,

are below the allowable grid strength. This provides assurance

that the fuel grids wi.'ll not. deform and that the geometry

for adequate cooling will be maintained following the postu-

lated Hosgri event and' concurrent loss of coolant accident.

,'The NRC Staff did, .-however, request that fuel. grid
deformation be postulated. Assuming, fuel grid deformation

the resultant modified geometry of the grid was used in an

ECCS analysis. It was demonstrated that with the postulated

maximum credible deformation of the grid, the. core would

remain eoolable.

20

21

22

The fuel was,. therefore,=. shown to be acceptable by

two different methods:

1." The calculated loads indicated. that-deformation

23 of the fuel grid would not occur, and

2. Even if the maximum deformation occurred,

25 that the core would remain in a eoolable geometry.
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MRS. BONERSc Does that end your di ect?

MRo NORTON: Yes, Mrs. Boxcars.. X pass the pw:el.

MRS. BGtKRSs Hro Kristovich?

zlLzxzx

4 CRQSSoHZANXHZZXOH

.BY KRo» KRXSTGVXCHs

6»

)7

8",

g
»

f0

)»»'2

»

13,'.

14'

= 'ould you briefly describe) the ecgxipe~nt covered

,by the reac4or and the reactor coolant
systems'»

A:;-'Nitness Esselman) KRis testimony) covers — the

~ma'ctor coolant loop. Each loop is n~ade up of p3.ping~ a
)

pump and a steam generator. The system has a central reactor
»

»

vessel, wh9.ch. has on it the control rod drive mechanisms

'and'the fuck inside of it.,
»

Also included in'th9.s is the pressurize= vhich is
attached by piping to one oP. the four loops.

Okay.

16,

18 ~

)

20',

21

'2»»

X have some preliminary questions regarding the

seismic re-analysis criteria for the reactor and the reactor
I

coolant systemo

Nr, Esselman, vhat was the floor response spectra

that was used?

A .The floor response spectra vere those generated

in the building analysis and covered in previous testimony

..: contained in Chapter 4 of the Hosgri Report.

9 So was that the spect-a r3xat had been reduced

from l.15 peak instrumental acceleration to ..75 effective
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6 .RIB/Rgb 2 iccylemtien+ and then further reduced for %au ffeeh md

damping?

A Xt was the final spectra ~Pat ve're 'Chbula@ecL m

Chapter Peur, X'm net, familiar enough with the details Co

he ab3,e to agree with yeur ccmmen4.

Q ÃouM the other Wm membars of the pan@i, be able

to dG1RRexLM

MR. SORZQH! Mrs. Sewers, excuse me,

'f,)
a

1g..

ti6'».'6

These gent16meng 88 were Qlcplv-&Gd 9Ãi C.ls very

first panel, vere supplied response peaty by USS /3lmua,

that's +here @hey vere origina~, whether @bey "get. them
a

directly from Slums or through PGGEo BuC these'people do not

have any axperU.se to ccammat. on those spa~a, 'hone they vere—

. arrived at,, only that tha 's vhaC %hey uses'< and h'nose

'= m.tnessss have testified ~ to vhaO tdmse zespenoe speci~a,
a a

'exa and 3.t,'s anot, proper moss efcau6naMen ef this pane3.

about; ho+ these spectra wax'e derivedo

NR KRXSVOVXCH: Hay X responds

HRSo BQMBRS: Yes To the obfechieno

MR KRXSTOVXCHc Yes,

a 28r
~ r

That. vasn't, my gues4iono X merel,y vas trying

. to identify the response . spectra that. +as used "
HR+ HORPOMs And X believe She ci.Cress testified

which one thaL vas, the ore contained in Chapter Peur ef We

Hosgri Report and he doenn't. haia the e:rgert~se'to farther
a ~





'Q HRB/Rgb3'efine iC other Chan Chat,'s the response spactra they used,o

.3

4

HR, KRXSTOVXC8s X don'C understand the objection

MRS BQNEHSc X Chial i+ X rect,1< N.-o Kristov9.chq

since the memory vas less Chma total., @as Crying "co find ouC

if Che othez panel members had more specific igfo~tion
'as'o where iC came Crom or vhaC it was. Hot 'aoking Co go

4 ~

behind iC< but )usC—
HR ERXSTOUXCH: E~ws Bowers, X'm fuSC Crying

Co Cie this in arith the previous testimony and 'i4enCMy vhaC

', sy'ectra ve're using.

15

HRo HORTONt X have no objection Co identifying

,
the spectral buC questions abouC the spectra, 8i started

asking @as iC reduced by this md reduced by ChaC> is vhaC

'y ob)ection led Co and.X didn'C knot hear far'e was going

NRo ZRXSTOUXCH X donet believe ~~@

esCion, X @as merely asking whether Chat vai the spectra

thaC had been reduced by Cau effect and
damping.'QLS,

SONERSs F11 the objection is overruled,

21

I
''

I

26

buC ve're going Co watch you very closely

(Laughter )

MR. ERXSTOVXCHe X mould axpecC no less.

BY MRo KRXSTOUXCSe

Can the other members xespond2 Do they remember

the cpxestion2
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2

.3

(Vastness, Cormly) I can'C ma1ce the point any

clearer than Oro Esselman did

Hro Gangloff2

(Ãitness Gangloff) Hor Io

Q
— Xn this re-analysis< whaC dampi'ng values

'. -7

used for. ecpxipmenC2

A - = (witness Esselman) crkCical .

$0

damping»
1

9 Por all the equipmsnC2

A Yes< siro

12

17,

9 - And is 4 percsnC in accord with Rag 'CuMa 1 612-

'4 psrcenC fox'eactor coolant system eguipmsnC

was detexmined to be adecpxaCa by CerHwg thaC Westinghouse

~ performsdo - The. testing has been documented 'and supplied

'o the SCaff~ reviewed and approved for'ussby Westinghouse

fox the reactor coolanC sysCamo

9 That wasn'C the question» Xs 4 percainC in

accoxd with Reg» Guide 1»612 lies or no.

HR HORTOHe db)ecCo The witness. can'ndor Chs

Cion any way he sees fiC, if iC's noC capable df a yes ..

dr no answer ~

26„

>St. KRXSTOVXCHs 1~so Bocfers, I.'hhoughC iC +La a

'es ox no quesCion» The witness may explain after answering

yes or no ox he may say he cannoC answer y'eo ox'o.
JGt. HORTOMe tie Bcversp ifve're going to get
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1

HRBqfagb5

2

-,3

that technicalr I'm going to object for 2.ack of sufficient,

foundation as to whether this witness Knees szhat. Rag, Guide

1,,61 says, @hat 1o61 sos and so on and so fortho'

Jl

„6.„
( 'L. '.

v7

-';;

....;9'L

,grL

td2
rif-'

~

(

(( P,"3~

~ ($4~ (

LW
A

H

* SY HRo KBXSXOVXCHZ - ~

- 74ro Bsselmanp are you.faaU.diaz Mi&''Rego GuMe lo6 '2

e e LL L

(Witness Essalman}- . Yes p siro ~

Q - Qo you kumr what Rego Guide I'o6l sajri'about
L

-- damping vakues2.'',

A. Yes r sir

,'RSo BONBRSe He3.1 the first ob)erat"'on is over-
7

:i.',used. " The second one is sustained, You zieM""Co'ay a
* lt '( ((

foundation before you gumtion the vMzlessdso,

You'TLCHp thi3 business of yes QzLd no ~ and thexL,-

- -~~Xainp let. s dcLn<t get sticky on Chat,o

.f6Lt

-) -,3S..

And @hat does't say about damping vhkues2

Xt specifies a table vie accaptabLcL dmping

Q Hell could You oxplain the 4 perc8118 Qwvping values

A

values and it also stattas that testing can be'peizoxmed to
t

.derive damping values other than those in 'the Cable,

you usedr compare them to Rago Guide 1o61 valuesP

l4Ro SOECOH Z E'CCQSS me p, HXS o BCMers o

I don', understand ho+ he can compare'hem to

Rego Guide 1o61 values vhcLn the testimony is that. values can

be derived by methods of test. as Provided by Beg'o Guide le61o

He's asking him to campa w 4 percent with '4 parcento
( ~
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BR9/ahab 6' MRS BQL'P'RS i X dans

the Rsg. Guide provides Zari ~e you assuming Chat. +me P g

NR KBXSROVXCEe Na3.L Mrso Bc~e~m>"if X can

recall previous tes~~ny, X unde=a~~d the 86m'o Guide lo63..

specifies specific values< and now X'm Col4 Were's a ueQaol"--

far computing eerta9w velueso Perhaps Intro Essahian could

),6

J2

8Xpl8L9JR what that NQPBlod iso

HR. MORZOHc Hxa. 'Bofors< to help "&e Beard<

'eg, Guide l 61 which X'm reading
says'Damping

va3.ma higgle- than the ox'.es
t

daLineaCed in Table One of cJxia Guidi miy''e

used in the dynamic seiouu.c aaa3.ysis 'i8 docu»

masted test data ere provided to
support,"'igher

values

-X believe the testimony of this wihaass is Chat,

2'0.

Chose tests were done~ docuamntedo supplied <o'e Staff a

approved, and the 4 percent, values ware obtaiaacfi Sa there»

fore+ the 4 percant values are Reg, Guide 1o6X'values And

he's askiag them to comparo 4 percent with 4 pox~Co

HR ERXSTOVXCH! X don'8 Ruov if8r Norton is

answering the cpxestioa X gusC asked fox, Mao 'Esseilman, o"

whale

, g4- MR. MORTOHt X'm objecting Co your iymstLan of
-': " " askhag him Co compare 4 percent ~H.th 4 percent.,
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MR. KRXSTOVXC8s X'l reshape Cho cptestion.

MRS BOHBRS".X don't thine it <~'as cLear as to

-aaactly what 1o61 provided for~ He hasn't Ada'ntif9.ed uhat

~ <

the table says in relationship to this maberial>'o X thinL~-

ve need to back up and sa Cha ob)ection is sushaXuado
t

Xf you'l back up a little bitt. pleaseo

BY MR, KRXSVQVXCKs
7 ~ ~ 1

t

$ 0

Q, Hr. Esselman, can you m~lain @hat 1o'6l provi@ss

for with regard to damping?

(Hotness Bssolman) Can X be pradented v<W a

'f2

I:4

copy of'hat, please?

(Document handed to witness panolo)

X'.d like Co refer you to 9!ab3.e One-oii Page 1.61 2o- =-

Do you have that in front of youP

A

Q

Yes, sir
h

X guess my confusion stems fzcm the 'fact that

f,8

- — in Table One< under Structure Componont> the flax,'st 3.inc

refers to equipment, and large diameter piping iy'stems, greater

. 20.

." ~

th'aa 12 incheso.

And then you refer over to the third'olumn
4

ance it says Safe Shutdo~m Earthquake< and under that, parzQ,lol

to Equipmant< it has three for 'the percent of 'ci''tical

Lad2A

Xs that correct?

Yes'ero





= Q, Nell couM you ~~1~ to ma what .hhat mam,s in

relation to tha 4 percent, you originally st" ~ed2

A .. Bx Regulatory Guide 1~63., Regu3.ato~ Position C-1

states that Table 1 presents accepts~ la damping values to be *,

used in dynamic analyses~ Regulatory Position C-2 states chat.

damping values higher than the ones delineated'in Table 1

of this Guide may ba used in a dynamic seismic analysis 'f
documented test. data axe provided Co support h9.gh'ez values..

Nhat. X previous3.y said was that wa have performed

testing and have documented i:ha testing and have. subbed.tted'it

to the .Staff for review and it has sM>seguenWy been approved
I

for use by Nestinghousa fox'~ e reactor coolant systwao

0 . , Did you use lowe~ than 4 percent -damping fox any ..

of the equipment analyzed-as part of you~:-tastipmny2

HR. HORFOHs Excuse ma, ara we ta3.king about

this panel's testimony of the xeactor and reactor coolant

system2

MR TRXSTOVXCH: X believe that's what we'za

cross-examining on.

,NXTHESS ESSELHKl: Mo< six, as X s'Cat'ed, wa used

4 percent'amping fox the system analysis.

BY HR~ IGUSTOVXCH

Q And what did you use for the OBE analysis2

A (Nitness Eastman) The c'~ping for the OBH

.analysis was specified in ™&e PSAR< and it was one percent
4
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damping o

4

And what was used in the double design analysis?

2 percent dalQp~g o

Hr Esselman, how were She se"'smic stresses com-

normal operating loads and stresses?

A, They were added to the normal operating lo=ds and.

stresses.

Well what method was used for adding?

Ãe've been .talking about a lot of different methc s

the last few days,

5.2

Direct'additionA

Q . The absolute= sum me~&ad?

14

15

17,

Yes g Sire

Were the secondary stresses associated with the

earthquake induceddifferential motion included in the s9.esmic

analysd.s?

A No~ sir ~ They'ra.not required w be included for

th'e Hosgri evaluation

Q Could you explain why they'e
not?'1.

A 'he codes which govern st-ess calculation and stres

allowables do not require that: secondary stresses he added

to the other stresses in detexmining the total stress for

R4

comparison to the stress allo;sable.

Q Cauld you define secondary stresses for the Hoard

and for my edification also?
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6

The ASHE code defines a secondary stress as one

which is s 81f™19.miting An GP'Qmp3.e 0f a Gecont9~ stress is

a thermal stress or a stress which would occur at a dis-

cosntinuihy,.

Q ,
Por the reactor coolant. loop modal, did

the'lastica13,ycalculated smassas m:cead the.allcreable valves

s

7 '50

8,,

1.D

1.2-

at some point2

Yes, sir..
And at which points2

E

A The stresses, as compared to Me allowables, are

tabu3,ated in the Hosgri report. The locations are, generally',

at component nozzles and other locations af high stress in

the. system.

.1,6"

47s

,:$8

.;; j9."

Mould this result in inelastic deformation20

A Stresses exceeding the yield stress would result

in inelastic defoxmation.

Q How did you insure that system inhsgz'9.ty and
r

function of the system would be mai~mined2

A The'odes are developed on See basis of elasticall

r(SN >

calculated stress f and the stress al lowables as deve3.oped by

the codes assuxe the structural integrity of tie compon~t

He assured that by comparing the smesses to the a13.cwab3.es
s

and showing that the comparison was satisfactory.

Q How were the stress 1&ni,ts detexmined2

The atx'ess 3.~~ts ror diffex'ent pa~ of the syst
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3

come from different places.

Poz instance, the comron~~ts were —G~e
component'tress

limits ware derived fzom She Ewe codeo And i~'s a

simple matter of going to M:o code, suba~+utl g in the

.7

materxal allowable value foz the materzal +Brac. you'e using

and obtaxn~~g Me stress 1'4lthto S~ess liTRits for 0'tQer

'ortions such as'he piping are obtained from dae piping

codes in exactly the same manner.

Mere measured material p opeWies 'u~ilised2

A No> siro

Q Nro Bsselman, X'Q like to re er you to Page 5-7

of the Hosgri repoM, Voice Two.

14

(Document. handed. ho the witness pane3.o)

X~ll read the relevant section for &le Goaded»

16.

17

.18

19

20

.21

23:

X'm gust a &MING confused~ because you )ust, said

that measured materia3. properties were not. utilisad, and on

Page 5-7 of Wa Hosgzi report,, Volume Two, under Section 5.2,

Seismic Analysis Criteria, >lumber T~~ ee< iC states."

Stress l~ts we~a d ose currently

accepted foz evaluation of faulted cozldiavionso

Where material test data were available measczed

material properties Here us ede

Could you clear up my confusion2

A Tbe stress percentagesp or tQQ accual s¹ess as a

percentage of We semess allowable, are reported in oWer
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places in this report. Youx question '9Tas Did h~e use.!actual

materia1 properties in developing Che stress al3.o:<&~les'?

The answer to that is noy M'e did not QQQ them

the reactor coolan system.

Q 'id you use actual material values in your

ana1ysis at aU2

A Xn response to a Staff request for a comoiuation

of the Hosgri 1oads arith the loads from LOCA, ~ra had some

regions of the system where vse had minor overstress conditions.

This was fox'n absolute sum of Hosgri and L(MA'loads.

Xn these conditions, va, justified the safety and

the adequacy of the system by demonstrating the actus ma-

tex'ial propertieso

HRo KRXSTOVXCH: Mrso Boc<ersi X'd 3,ice to mark

fox identification a docum~mt PD-608< and it villbe Joint

Xntervenors'xhibit Humber 66, X believe.

MRS ~ BONKERS: Are you sure about that ne'er?

The last number X have is 63

MR, KRXSTOVXCHc That's probab1y co"rect, then~

't'U. be Joint Xntervenors'xhibit Number 64,

(Whereupon, the doc~~

previously referred Co as

Joint Xntervenoxs'xhibit 6

~ras mar!ied for identificati )

BY MRo KRXSTOVXCH:
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A

Mro EssaXmm, @hat are .dna RCP supports2

(Nitness Ess831lv3Jl) Those are the reac or coo
ant'URp

supports o

9 Have you had ar. opportunity Co review Joint
f

Zntervenors'xhibit Number 64, marked for iden~&fication2 .

A .Res g six'i

hate And is this the answer you provided Che NRC?-

i 9

10

A 'Yes@ sire.

Q -'And was Chat answer accepted by the NRC2

A . Yes@ siro

,12

9 -, Are these stresses in excess of al2.'owable2

As X,stated pxeviously—

MR NORTON> Excuse me~ Dz. Zseelman,

- X'm going Co object. until X find out
which'15

stresses.

MRSo BOMHRSi Can you xespond to the objection2.

MR KRXSTOVXCHs Yes, One raamgnt~ please

18,

. 20"

i, 22
I

(Pause. )

,'X'm referring to the second paragxaph of this
exhibit< beginning on the fourCh line in the second parag"aph,

it states:

"The mambsr in question is l5 percent

over allowable."

So X'm referring to—
MR NORTON: Please read firn ramainds'or the
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G
record o

h

MR. KRXSTOVXCH: "....over a,llowab3,e

-3
(36000 psi) fax'he 3-D case."

t4R~ NORTGHs, Mrs Bowers, my problem is X don'

know whether he's talking about the stress using the ac"ual

material strength" or the stress not using .Jxe actual material

strength~ as being over allowabl@s Because the c2.$ 8%

indication X get from reading the documanto i 'hat if you

j0

f2

l4

use the stress'or the actual material strength it is not

over ai.3.owables,so X'm not sure which s~~ess he's talking
Y

about

MR KRXSTOVXCH: t~wso Bowers, perhaps Mr

Esselman could tell us what %hie msanso a

'RS.

BOILERS: Held. the objection's 'sustained.

Can you identify what your question is?

l1Ro KRXSTOVXCLi: M. this point, no, ~h~ybe in a

j8

lLLnuteg so we 11 move ohio

BY MR KRXSTOVXCH

Mr, Esselman, can you ezp3.ain the difference

batmen a 2-D and a 3-D analysis2

'Cl (@itness EsselmGIl) Yes z si

Q Mould you do so2
ll

A 'n the 2-D analysis, one direction of hori3onta3;

shock is combined with the v~~ cal shock to obtain the

resultant. The methods used to combine these ar@ the horisonta
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wrb/agb8 . and vertical shock, are by direct addition. The hori ontal

.3
and vertical shock are added

Xn the 3-D analysis, Moo horisonta3. directions of

shock and one vert ica3. di zectiozl of shock are appl." ed to the

'system. The resultant from those C~."ac directions are

combined by a square root sum of the squares method.
I,

Q Ho+ is this support. the 30-inch beam that

is under the cold 1egs2

$p'.

H

X'm sorry< will you ask the question again2

Xs this support the 30-inch beam that is under

the cold legs2

'l4

MR HORTOiMs F reuse me, K.s. Boirers, X don', see

that as a question X don't hear a question, X hear words<-

but X don't hear any question
\

MR, KPZSTOVXCH: Xt sounded like a question to me-

MRS. BOHERS„Well X think he was trying to find
T7 out if it pertained to a particular member of the facility.

Could you repeat that question2 You started

out "iso"

MR KRXSTOVXCHa- Xt, starts out "is,"

Xs the support the 30-inch beam that is under

the cold legs2

MR, NORPOH: Mrs, Bowers, X think there's a word

missing from that question. Xt still doesn't make sense to

mao The words don't mak sense
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~

2.a/agb9 Xs he asking is this support under the.cold legs„

is that shat he's asking or ~ihat, I don't undersMzd the

question

"5

KRS, BOti"RS: Could you rephrase i'2
'Y'fReKRXSTOVXCH

'7
«

sentences

Reading 8rom the Q.rst paragraph~ '"M second

'

"The steel used in 4hz Unit l= ~> o

««9

.fO.

CP supports, specifics~ ly, the 30

that is under the cold lags~"

inch henri

;2R' states:

-In the second paragraph, the s'econd fu13. sentence

'3'.24.

h

" "The meter in question

over allowable "
is 15 percent

'2:5'6 Xs the member in question the 30 inch beam?

(Nitness l"sselman) Yesp sir.
27 Thank you

f8

;19

How, Hr. Zsselman, is the 30 inch'beam 15 percent,

over allo%able?

-204 HR NORTON: Object. Is that with —scuse me, .

an analysis using the actual material strength o" some other

'alue?
lIRS ~ BOWERS: The objection is sustained

Can you be more specific2

BY HRo KRXSTOVXCH
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'

9 .Mr. EsseZman„ is the 30 inch beam 15 oercart

ovex,'11owables without using ac~ual material valuesP

A (Hitness Esselman) Po: what condition2

C8 Could you be more specific'P

what conditionP
L

(X aughtero)

(PJitness Gangloff) The code

allovables for diffez'ent conditionso

Specifies diffezQQt

IO

$ 2

13
..'2B

wBL45tdonflw$4

MR, NORCONc Hrso Bowers, it's Cough enough to

answer these questtions without having to ask them, too.

HR KRXSTOVXCH: He'xe having the sama problem.

17

$ 8,

$ 9
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(<litness Esselman} For the Hosgri earthquake that

beam was not over 'the allowable.'

Q Por what condition?

For "*the. Hosgri earthquake.

And was that using actuaal material'alues?

6 :=* — A No, sir. -That was by minimums.
-F

Q - 'Do you know what condition .
—in what condition .

a )

'was-it over allowables, or was it over 'a3. owables in a
F

'condition?

10 MR. NORTON: Ezcuse me. My problem with .this
e 4

whole line of. quests.oning is when you,say, ".Was something '',
l*

'over al3.owables," that sounds like an abso3.ute. That

'14

question must contain the proviso of what you are using,
- actual material strength or some other Strength

neer'5

which is not representative of what the beam actually is.
Xt',s kind of a'When did you last hit your wife"

question, because it says, "Was it over allowables2"
t

Well, if in fact it was not over allowables, it
'

'asn't over allowables. So the question must have all of
'the components'9.n the question, ox it s objectionable.

21

you

MRS BONKERS: The objection is sustained. Can

take another approach, Mz. Kristov9.ch?

BY HR ZRXSTOVXCH:

'24 ?w~ . Zsselman, if X asked you —let me rephras'e
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ls the 30-inch beam l5 percent over allowables

for the 3-D casGP

(Hitness Hssewaau) The case which is in question
I

and for which this memo was prepared was a study that we

,-- were preparing for the SteM in which we.perform d 3-D
t

'analysis e

The Staff also recruested that wa con>ineI the

results of.. that analysis with the maximum loads from the

10

, 'tvorst LOCA condition by absolute sum.
I

For that condition, the stresses in that beam-
t

the calculated stresses ~vere l5 percent over 36000 psi;

The allowable of 36000 psi was obtained by

assuming that the material in that beam was an A;36 carbon

14 steel,
I

The specification for che supports said tAat

17

A-36 could be used, but'c could be replaced by AST'b1-A-441

or 'ASTM-A-572

Nhen that support was fabricated, it was

replaced with ASTM-A-441, which had a yield point of.

20' 63.,S60 psi, and by code specifications would have a

minimum value that would be probably somewhat less th~
that, but certainly greater than 15 percent over 36,000.

1

My direct answer to your cpaestion 's that that

beam, considering not the a tual material properties, but
I

the actual material, was not over-stressed. That.'s not: an
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actual, material property situation. The. actual material

used was stronger by minimum code values than what we had

assumed conservator.vely in the analysis.

Thank you.

Nhat axe faulto'd conditions, T~w. Zsselman?

7

~A: Faulted condition is terminology

,ASME Code in defining an event which has an

pxobability,of occurxence.
C

9 And what is Mat event?

used, by 'the

eztremely low

F

.10 A Xn this case, that event is the Elosgzi earthquake f

or the double design earthquake.

0 -Hx'.,-Hsselman, in some cases did the Hosgri loads

turn 'out to be less than the original DD7 loads?

14 - Yes@ siri
Can you give us some examples of the cases where

17

this occurred?
1

A There, were some places in the reactor coolant

system where this occurred. X cannot name some for you.

19

20

without reviewing it, and X don't recall those offhand.
'8

9 Can you e:~~lain how with a bigger earthquake

we could have smaller loads —with a bigger Hosgri

22 earthquake we could have smaller loads than for the DDP,

earthquake?

,25

A — -The calculations that were performed using the

criteria that we defined gave resultant loads which were
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This is caused for'-a. vax'ety of reasons, possibly

the most important be'ng the more realistic damping that

was used.

At other places in the system the Hosgri loads

were higher, certainly.

9 What do you mean, "the more realistic damping?"

A The 4-percent d'amping.

„{Witness Gormly) Could X add something to thatP

You started off the question by something about

10 a bigger earthquake or a smaller earthquake, I think when

we started our testimony, our panel,. we pointed out that

12

13

we are starting our analysis from floor spectra provided
L

to us by, Dr. Blume's organization.

And X think fx'om a layman's point of view, in .

the-testimony that Dr. Blume presented, I'm sure, it was

,obvious that the origina1 design specras which he gave: us

17

18

19

to-use very eaxly in the design of the plant„ while the

earthquake —whatevex that, may have been, it may have been

"„smaller —the design spectras were extremely consexvative.

20
"Q Has an OBE analysis performed for the reactor

and the reactor coolant systems

(Witness Esselman} A design earthquake analysis

23 was pexformed.

Q And is that now the OBE
analysis2'es

g six'
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Has the OBE limiting ~anywhere'P

A ." Generally not in the reactor coolant sys~~m.

3 .The faulted condition which we evaluated 'ncluded a
'

combination of the earthquake and the loss of coolant

accident.

This didn't occur in the reac"oz coolant system.,

And, when you say generally not, do you mean

everywhere'P

- A " To the best of my knowledge, everywhere, yes.

Q And was that also true for the reactors

Yes, six.

12 the equipment

that s
f

Q = So the SSE eras controlling for all .

'in the reactor and the reactor coolant system,
t

,included in your testimonyP

'l6

A Yes'ir.
9 Mere the input spectra to the OBE analysi.. of;

the equipment .and piping based on a vertical dynamic

analysis?

19 The OBE analysis, again, began with spectra that

20 were pxovided'o us .by the structural analysis analysts

I don't know,if they were or not.

Q Turning to page 2 of the written testimony, at

24

lines 10 through 14, you state that mathematical models

representing the reactor coolant system were developed for

the seismic evaluation. An overall system madel consisting
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3

of the xeactor vessel, reactor vessel internals, and four

reaqtor coolant loops, was zirst developed and analyzed.

= Mere these models developed spec'fically zor

. Diablo Canyon?

A'es, sir.
And have they been used in any other licensing

'8

application?
I

No, sir.
Nm<, turning to page- 3, line 2, it refers to

20

22

22

allowable stresses that are presented in Table 6-2 oz
e

Hosgri
report.''Could

you explain how you calculate the allowable
'I

24

2J

..„, stresses?.,

A

derived by

The-allowable st'"esses for. the components are
4

going to the app opriate section cf the controllin

'26

27

28

code, such as the ASf'1E Boiler and Pressure Vessel -Code,
1

taking the material properties specified. in the code
zox'h'e

material, and substituting it, in the
equations.'9

9 Turning to page 4, at line 1, which is a c'arxyover

20 'from the previous page, you refer to reactor vessel

internals asymmetric zorces.

What are reactor vessel internals asymmetric

23 forces?

A Following a postula ed. pipe break in the reactor

coolant piping, the fluid escapes zrom the broken ends of
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the pipe.

As that fluid escapes, a depressuri ation of the

system occurs. This depressurization occurs by a shock—

essentially a shock wave traveling through the system.

5 a"' r tor essel intex'nalsThe conf~gur iron of th eac v

is such that when the shock wave enters the reactor vessel,

you will momentaxily have a low pressure on one side of the

internals, and a high pzessuxe on the other side of the
4

t

internals', and the differential pressure causes forces on

the internals which are calculated and have been included.

The forces on the intexnals are known,, as noted

here, as'he reactor vessel internals asymmetric forces.

9 And whexe would these asymmetric forces affect

14 the analysis'P

B. They affect the enti=e xeactor coolant system

analysis fox postulated 3.oss-of-coolant acciden .

18

Q And where do they have the most impact? . For
"~r

.--'example, the affect on fuel grids.

19 MR NORTON: Object. Tha+ 's a multiple 'and

20

21

- impropex question. Xt,

impact, for example on

says where do,they have the mo'st '
g

fuel orids.

That assumes they have the most effect on fuel

'grids, which is certainly not a fact, in evidence.

NR. ERISTOVICH: I'lwithdraw the question and

25 xe-ask. it.
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BY NR. KRXSTOVXCH:

What is the effect on fuel gzids'?

The asymmetric forces cause the fuel gzids co

have loads. induced in them due to the motion of the

barrel.

Hhat,.are the components most affected by the

asymmetric forces?

A13. the components are affected. The components

10

12

near the location of the forces, such -as the internals and

the fuel are affected.

Q . . X'd. li~e to direct your attention to page 6 of

the written testimony, lines 8 through 13, wh re you state:

"Loads .from the seismic event and the worst

postulated loss-of-coolant, accident, individuallv

15 and combined, are below the allowab1e grid

strength. This prov'des assurance that the

17 fuel gzids will not deform and that the geometry

.'or adequate cooling will be maintained following

19 the postulated.Hosgri event and a concurrent

20 loss-of-coolaxlt accident ~

21 Could you turn to page 6-11 of the Hosgzi report?
K

Do you have'hat there?

Yes,

sir�.

The last paragraph on that page reads:

"Xn addition to the original seismic evaluation
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of the nuclear fuel assembly,.an evaluat'on,o= the

3

fuel response to combined LOCA and seismic (larger of

DDH or Hosgri) loads has been made. The results'oi:

this evaluation indicated the possibility o some

deformation of fuel grids at,a small number of
/

,'specific locations on peripheral fuel bundl s.
1

analysis of the effects of this grid crush'ng has

sholem the core geometry to- remain eoolable."

10

Could. you explain the apparent conflict vith
r

your testimony?

A En, the written testimony, if you read thee next

12 paragraph, it says that the HRC Staff did, ho~raver, request
1

that fuel grid defo~'ation be postulated.
r

The position that. ve hold, tha'he calculated

loads provide assurance that deformation vill not occur

in the fuel grids, as stated in. the written t'estimony on

page 6,- starting on line 14, the Staff did reauire that i~e

postul'ate deformation.

And this is +hat is reflected in the page, 6-11

20 that you refer to in the Hosgri report.

21 Q Referring again to 6-11 of the Hosgri report,

22 list paragraph, the second sentence reach:

"The results of this evaluation indicated a

24 possibility of some deformation of fuel grids at
small number of specific loc:ations on peripl eral
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fuel bund1.e=-."

Nhich evaluation are you-talking about'2

The evaluatio..s are identical. The Staff

required that on the basis of their criteria, that the

possibility of some deformation of fuel grids at a small

7'umber of specific locations be considered in '-he evaluation.

A parallel approach was taken on this'ssue. One

8 approach was to demonstrate that the loads by themselves

9 would not indicate a deformat9:on wouM ocn1r.

10 The second approach taken'was required by the

12

13

Staff, and 'that is that the possibility of deformation in

the peripheral grids should be considered and evaluated.

„The Staff requirement xox evaluation of the

possibility of dexormat'on is what 9.s reflected in the

Hosgri report.

17

The two-pronged approach is discussed in the

wr9.tten testimony., The first, ~J at 'we demonstrate by

.looking at the loads, that deformation of the grids wouXd

not be expected.

20 However, we also considered the possibility of

deformat9.on of the gr9ds and evaluated the consequences of

that deformation.

Do fuel bundles become brittle because of

. 24

25

irradiation'P

No, s9.r. X would not say that they became





arel 'l
? Do they increase in embrittlement because of

irradiation'

A I'm not sure what t3>e answer to ~&at.question

is ~

Dr. Hsselman, what does We term S sub H in

10

a piping analysis mean2

A That is the term used by the piping code to

demonstrate the matexial property which is used in calcu'lat-

ing the a3.1o~rable stress.

What is'he rationale for the use of 3.6 S sub

12 H as=a faulted condit'on stress limit zor the piping2

A - The original stress criteria set up in the

PSAR originally for piping was that the piping stre ses

would remain be3ow 3.6 S sub H.

The rationale for this is it. is a rea onable

level to set the allo~rable stress, to demonstrat that the

integrity of the piping is assured.

20

Xn the actual evaluation of the p'ping, the
C

stresses which were calculated did not exceed 2.4 S sub Ek.

Is the curxent ASIA code criterion 2.4 S . ub H

C.'3 for the equivalent type of analysis2

A The ASHE code requirement for piping in the

reactor coolant. loop is 3 S sub M.
J

MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Mrs. Bowers. I have to
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ask a question about the last question and find out whether

I can object. or not.

Xs he asking for the applicable —was. that the

applicable code, by the word curxent? Or is it not

applicable? If it's not applicable, then we'e fought long

and hard about that question, and it's objectionable.

10

12

MRS. BONERS: Could you respond to the objection?

MR. KRXSTOVXCH: I believe Mr. Knight has

previously explained how the ASNE code has changed, and

X was asking about the curxent ASIIE code.

MR. NORTON: Mrs..Bowers, I would object to

questions about current codes unless they are applicable

codes. Xf they axe current, and applicable, thexe is no

objection.

MRS. BOHERS: The objection is sustained. Hill
you lay a foundation, please?

17 MR KRXSTOVXCH: Yes

BY MR KRISTOVICH:

20

9 Mr. Esselman, are there any pipe snubbers in the

reactor coolant system?

21 A (Nitness Esselman)'There a e no pipe snubbers..

There are snubbers in the supports for the steam generatoxs.

24

Q How is snubbe- failure included in the models?

A The snubber failurd is not included in the

models 'that were originally run. Ne did perform a study
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where we assumed a failure of a snubber in the supports>

and demonstrated that for that remote case, that the

system waul'd he .adequate.

What do you mean by adequate?
I

A ~ lfithin stress allowekles.

How is aging accounted for 'n the Hosgri
'I

A

I

reanalysis in the'eactox coolant system?
A

MR. NORTON: Object. Xnsufficient foundation.
A

MRS. BONERS: Oo you want to respond?

10 MR. ERXSTOVXCH: X'll re-stat the question.

12

-BY.'MR+ KRXSTOVXCH:

M-. Esselman, was aging accounted "or. in the

Hosgri reanalysis in- the reactor and the react'or coolant"

system?

A '1H.tness Esselman} Aging was not included, in

16 the evaluation of the reactor coolant system, Aging is

17 not, a requirement. The, materials Qf the reacto coolant

20

21

system. - do not age.
1

Q Do steam generators experience aging'?
A

MR. NORTON: Excuse me. Xs that qua:-'-'ion

asking, do steam generatcrs get old'

{Laughter. )

X mean are they older tomorrow than &eyI are

today? X don'8 understand

NXTIKSS GOING Y:

the question.

They age at the arne rate as
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engineers.

MRS. BOWERS: The objection is sustained. Can

you rephrase it?
MR. NORTON: mrs. Bowers, before we go into any

'6

10

12

more- questions about aging of this system, in order for that.

to be relevant I think there's got to be some basis in

the regulations or Reg. Guides or something, that shows

that these questions are somehow relevant, to these proc ed-

ings.

I don't believe there is any such basis for these

questions. If counsel would show us in the regulations
'r

Reg. Guides or someplace where those questions are

relevant to these questions on the eactor portion of the

14 testimony, then I don't see any sense in proceeding even

with a rephrasing of the questio$ ..

16 MR. KRISTOVXCH: Xt was my understanding this

17

18

19

'- equipment. was designed for a 40-year operating life, and

we'e merely trying to see whether the analysis was good
c'or

a 40-year life.
20 Therefore, it seems like a perfectly appropriate

S

line of questions.

MRS. BOWERS: Nhat are you doing, Mr. Norton?

MR. NORTON: Haiting for a ruling,

Mrs.,Bowers, if the question that he is trying

to ask is: Is the analysis good for a 40-year life, then
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he can ask that question, and I would have no objection to

that question.

MR. KRXSTOVXCH: Mrs. Bowers, we'd li"; e a Board

ruling.

MH- BOWERS: The objection is sustained, but, we

think this question, which the Board had already determined

was appropriate, should be asked.

10

EIR. KRXSTOVXCH: Ne nave no further qu stions.

MRS. BOIlERS: EIr. Ketchen?

?4R. KETCHEN: The Staff has no cross.

EfR. BRIGHT: X've got a couple of questions I'd
12 like to ask Mr. Norton.

(Laughter.)

MRS. BOWERS: Don't be afraid of Mr. Norton.

(Laughter.)

EXAMINATIONBY THE BOARD

BY HR BRXGHT-

Q Dr. Esselman, on page 2, you ta'k about testing

that was —small displacement vibration testing of a

20 similar nuclear power plant.

Do you know offhand which plant that;ras, ~~d

how similar was it?
(Nitness Esselman) I'm sorry? t1hat plant that

eras?
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A ThaC a~as Ne Xnctian Point plarP..

Which?

Xniian Point 2.

Yes.

MB mls

30

12

17

l8

20

2'I
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I g

muzzy
'l3mpbl.

flvs

AM that's a Sour loop Pest3wghouse p2;an't

Zes,. sir, it's a four Soap Iles','mghiuse pLmt.
'V ~ S

So it 8 basicaXly Vie 883le machine %8 z tQXXt~

ing'ah'out2

'.','A: That'v r9.ght
C

: '' 9 I did have'ne other thing «ahich I „Chink"you
1 t

co'&.cX. )ust regard ae a general sort. of a ~es&en.

The only statement Z see in here on @he reactor

internals is about the fuel gr9.ds. 'Neer has is it determined

that this is the only part of. the reactor internals ~~~t

might be affected hy —X'm primarily concerned 'about vertical

accelerations because the plant runs vorticaDy, ~~ the feel

assemblies are vertical and the water goes ve~caX:, end She
Y

control rods are vertical.

Hov deeply did you Xoolc in'hatP Or co&.cL you,

l7

by inspection of the design specs or criteria—
'A There's basically Mo components that axe 'inNMe

the reactor vessels the fuel, in which.ve discuss She grMe

at. length, and the core support structures, the reactor

vessel internals or those structures which support the Bmoc+

2'l A11 of the components were analyzed for MCh

horizontal and vertical motion coming from seiauic events mad

loss of 'coolant events, loss of ccolant accident events. Xi

the testimony emphasis +as placed on the fuel grids became

much emphasis has been placed on the xusl grMs in -the past
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year and a half.
That is not, to say Chat the other parts-.o8 the

components inside the reactor veasel on the reactor vessel

itielf were not analyzed; those components vere anally"6'd and

are shown to be acceptame.

Mell, -let me ash you, ho+ maid yea go 'aMah

anaXysing the effect on control. rod mechan9.maP

The control res havo an czLalyskc pelfEMck gg ~

the 's'eismic and the MCA events. They are pz'Lmmily eamifhive

10

12

,24

16

t'o'horizontal motion rather Chan vert'.cd motion.

vertical motion ie calculated, bet @he ho~SmeneaX

motLon i's predominant. And ve perfoxued dyne'c anakyeca amC

cciib'i'ned the loads on hohh of these cozitrkhutions an6

oh'Xiit.'thecontrol rod drives. are acceptable

"'g 'cer vhan you did Cai,s, yea did it I sate for
a.',cold Xeg brea2c and a hot. Leg break.:

'20

fl
1/ p(y g Aatl~

I

I
r

Yes'ir e

MR. BRIGHT' thin1c th t doos it
BY 5KS 309EBS c

Mell, X @ant to learn more about this aging

21 bmiXnes6.

23

24

He'%h"heard testimony fram other panels on
t

a'gi'ng". And gash really +hat are you taHcing abouts

'"". '-
" A' AH.@ness Esae1man) Hrs. Sewers, aging 9.e 'a

phe'no'raenon which has been brought ap recontly hy ~ codes,

~ I erg w i ~
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Qi |b3 which control electrical eqcipmeat. Agivg'-'Ls not a phenomena<

of concern for anyhedy in the industry Pox W~e steels and.

st=uctures that are used in the reactor coolant sjstame.

The material properties Qcn t 88gracke viW agee

. Q So that when they do an XEEE test for egin,
thej'xe attempting to date~~ s what u9.13. lmppan in future

y'ears to that particular mater9aLT

'A Yes, that is the that o2 what the XEZE co@co

& are getting toward x'ight now. I thin".". in about Cbxee panels

)d when we discuss electrical equipment ve villprobably discuss

the potential effect'n electrical equ9pmant in greater

f2 detail.

prtÃLLQes ~

MRS BN&RSs I notice I eieays get prcedLses>

{Laughter.)

HHS. BONERSc bell, the Board has no further

questions.

Mr. Morton2

'k9 MR. HORTONe X have gust one, Z thhxR 9aet one

BY NRe MORTON

9 - Dr. Esselman, I think you mentioned CMt'he

four percent, damping which +as derived fnm Rag Guide X.SX

was based on a test and studies done hy Westinghouse euhad.tt6d

to the NRC and approved 5y the HRC.
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mpb4 Mere these studies and tests and,,approval.s Ror

the use of fou" percent damping for the reactor and She reactor

coolant system applicable only to Diablo Canyon, or'o
Meetinghouse reactors and reactor coolant systoms2

t

.
', A (Hitness Esselnuua) The tests that vere performed

7

an'd th'e reports that vere performed, apply generically to all
westinghouse reactox'oolant systems. Xt was approved for uae

on all, (westinghouse reactor coolant systems.

$ 0

All right0

So you'didn't gust pull the four percent for use
0

in this analysis2

No, sir.
13 . MR. NORPOHc That'e all -X have.

J

MRS ~ SOAKERS: 'r. Kristovich2

MR. ZRXSTOVXCH: No further cpmstions.

NHS ~ BNKRS c Ke, Eetchen2

MR. EETCHBN: No furler questions.
'I

MR. NORTONe Mrs. Savers, at this time ve AM
l9

.20

like 'to maybe shift the panels and perhaps take guet a verF

short break. I knox ve've been Caging to take five'inute
breaks= and have been stretA."hing it from ten to fifteen minutes.

Sut 'I would like to keep this one to, say, five.

And our next panel is AmSXiarv Mechanic'cal

Ecpxfpment. Xt wi11 be Dr. Esselman, Dx. Germs, and Mr.—
the. same panel that ve have up there new, and Hr. Canto&,





mpb5 1 and in addition Hr. Antiochos, .@ho ~s moor@ ~6 morning.

(The panel Cenrgeraz9.1y excused. }

MRS. aomRSc meld,, ~o'll t:ate a'rigid five minute

break. " C ~ p

(Brief recess.) '

MRS. BOHEBS: Re vouM 3.93m Co contmwng.

He'cL.MRe to get started. C»

)lj /,K ~ '<

[Ip 4 ~,f

her'e',"' '

Has the nor member of the pano%, hewn amr'nV

HR. NOR QN: I'jLL Cake care of Qae pr@Xiainarioe

ShQZQQpon g

'

12 Ho iGQ4ES CORHXZg

13
~ g 1 F

, THOMAS Co EGSEMhRg

~ ~ 'XXkKR Co GAMGMPPg
~ ~

and .

PATHOS G AÃTXCC20$

17'esumed 'the stand 'as witnesses on be"alf of &Ac AppUcanh,

.19

and,'aving been ~enviously duly mrorn, mere explained and

Ce'st'ified fu~er as folly:
20

'21

MR. HORTOH: Excuae me, the new panel which is

sponsoring the testimony af T. C. Esselman and P. G. AnCLochos~

Aihii3;iary Mechanical Equipment, consists of the same three

mhiibers frcca the previous panel,- vith We addition of Pano',

24 P-a-n-o»s< Antiochos, @ho is seated baleen Zr. Esselmin and

De Gormly —excuse me, Mr. Gangloff.

~ y ~
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mpb6 Xt must be after four o>clo

(I.aughter ~ )

'XBECT EiQQfENATXON

BS MR+ NORTON:

9 , Mr.Antiochos, are there any corrections to

the'testimony that you would U3ce to make at this time'P

- A {Witness Antiochos) No, si-.

9 'nd, Pw. Antiochos, you reviewed the professional

10

qualifications* and resume that Efas submitted Gs Sn 652LLSit p

your professional cyzalif
9.cation'2

Are they a true and correct
copy'esg

sir@ they area

14

All right.
.Cry, 5h.'. Antiochos, would you g9.ve us a bz'ief mme

of the testimony on amciliaxy mechanical equipmentV

16 A This testimony covers the equi'hat ia

hey'ohd the reactor coolant ~~stam that Dr. Esselman reviewed

before. 'nd essentially the information is in the Hoagri

report 'in the form of tables on Chapter 7 And the ashhodo

9,

20

'2'I

22

'sed. fo''he evaluation of this equipment is pz'act9.caDjp the

sime'DDT the one described for the reactor cool'ant spent~

And the basic codes used fox'his eval~tion

was the ASME boiler code. The items that vm have analyzed .

covered quite a fear tanks, pmrps, valves, heat e:ccF~gere,

filte s, and the Road combination is essentially'he same—
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the methodology for the load combination was essentially the

same li?ce the one applied for the xeactox coolant systems.

Xn addition to the analy>ical ~ror?c that ve did

to qualify the items, ve did testing in place in laboratories,

and the purpose of that 4es~g @as to dmmnstrate that the

modeling techniques that @w have used and the anatytical

methods >re have used are valid, and to demonstrate that acme

of the equipment that are required to function villba oper-

able when they ax'e used, +hen they are needed, and tc gain
H

some, kind of empery.ence to qualify other similar equipment.

, The items that.w8 have tested are listed on

Table L, and they are those that aw have tested in place, @hi

13 are the big heavy items.. Am% on the Part B of the taMe ve

have listed the items tested in the laboratory.

15 Th9.s concludes the omtmary of my testBaen~g. =

NR. NORTON: Mrs. Boxers, at this time've would

ask that the testimony be placed in the record as though read.

18 BY HRe HORTON

But fixst let me asl: the oCher .panel members if
20 they adopt the testimony as their ovn2

21

25

(Witness Cermly) Yes, sir.
(%9.tness Esselman) Yes, sir.
(Neatness Cungloff) Yes,- six.

2QS. BN~c Mr. Kristovichf

MR. KRXSTOVXCH: Ho obgacCion.
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MRS. BONERS s Yi~. KetchenP

NR. KETCHEN: Ro ohgecC9.on.

I~. BOILERS: Ma:13., the testimony which you,'Ve'

i'den@i,fied v3.11 he physically inserted in'he transcript

', as 3.f 'read.

(The CesChaony on Amd.liary Mechanic.ca3.
'

Ecpx9 pm~mt, foH.mm:)

]0

)2.

j4

j6

20

2$

23
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TESTIMONY OF .

T. C. ESSELMAN
AND

P. G. ANTIOCHOS
ON BEHALF OF

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
DECEMBER 4, 1978

DOCKET NOS. 50-275, 50-323

10

12

13

15

16

17

18

.19

20

21

22

23

25

26

AUXILIARYMECHANICAL E UIPMENT

This testimony summarizes the qualification of ;

mechanical equipment for the postulated Hosgri seismic

event. This equipment. includes pumps, tanks, heat exchangers,

valves and other items which will be identified. This

testimony is relevant to- contentions 5, 6', and 7 in this
proceeding.

I

., Equipment necessary to achieve and maintain safe-

shutdown was, identified and is listed i.n Tables 7-5, 7-5A,

7-7 and 7-7A of the Hosgri Report. Remaining Class 1 equip-

ment is tabulated in Tables 7-6 and 7-8 of the Hosgri Report.

This Class 1 mechanical equipment has been qualified for the

postulated Hosgri event.

The loading combinations and criteria used for the

seismic evaluation of mechanical equipment and their supports

are presented in detail in Chapters 5 and 7 of the Hosgri

Report. Stress limits and other associated criteria were

selected to meet or exceed 1978 requirements. Stress and

load criteria from Section III of the ASME Boiler and
/

Pressure Code (ASME) and the American Institute of Steel

Construction Code (AISC)--were used. Meeting these limits
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3

6

9

10

12

13

14

15

16

assures that violation of pressure retaining boundaries will
not occur and that supports will maintain their- load carrying

capabilities.
Pumps and valves which must perform mechanical.

motions to accomplish their function during or following the

po'stulated earthquake were. defined as "active" equipment.

For this equipment, special requirements were developed.

Reduced stress limits were specified to provide assurances

that permanent deformations will not occur; bearing loads,

shaft deflections, rotor clearances, impellor clearances
C

, plus- other essential areas were evaluated. Details
-are'rovided

in Chaptei 7 of the Hosgri Report.

Normal loads,-.such. as pressure, deadweight, and

operating loads were combined with horizontal plus vertical
seismic loadings.'he seismic loadings were obtained from

the response spectra provided in Chapter 4 of the Hosgri

17

,18

19

20

21

Report.. In the case'f vessels (tanks and heat ezchangers)

additional effects such as fluid sloshing and shell. modes of
vibration were also included in the evaluations.

It is noted that the NRC Staff has stated in
Section 3.9.3.7 of Supplement 47.to the Safety Evaluation

22

23

24

25

26

Report:

"For analytical procedures the
loading conditions and associated
stress criteria used for the seismic =

reevaluation

of this equipment meet
,.the. appropriate current design
requirements of the ASME Code and
are consistent with our recent
staff positions."
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As part of the seismic qualification effort of the

Diablo'Canyon equipment, an extensive testing program was

conducted. The objectives of the tests were:

4 1. 'o demonstrate acceptability of the mathe-

matical modeling techniques used for dynamic analysis;

2. to demonstrate structural integrity and

operability of components under conditions simulating the

postulated Hosgri event; and

10

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

,3. 'o obtain data and experience for further

qualification of other Diablo Canyon equipment.

The demonstration of acceptability of. mathematical

models was accomplished by experimental determination of:
a. natural frequencies of vibration;
b. mode shapes (responses); and

c. critical damping.

Some of this testing was performed in laboratories

and other testing was performed in-situ. The equipment

which was tested is tabulated in Table l. The methods of

testing varied according to the size, configuration and

layout of the equipment. The test results demonstrated good

agreement with analytical conclusions. In a few cases,

mathematical models were refined with information based on

the experimental data.

The results of the overall evaluation demonstrated

the capacity of most equipment to withstand loads, greater

than the postulated Hosgri .event loads. In. some cases, it
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was shown that stresses higher. than code allowables could

occur at. the Hosgri seismic levels. Typically, these stress

conditions occurred in equipment supports which resulted in
specifying modifications to the existing support. scheme.

Reanalysis with the modifications taken into account showed
P

all stresses and critical parameters within allowables.. In
4I"

no case. were pressure boundaries shown to be overstressed.
II

All components requiring modifications along with descriptions

10

'12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

'23

25

of high stress conditions and corresponding modifications to
eliminate these high stresses are provided-in Section 13.3

of the Hosgri Report.
1 /

Summary results of the evaluation of all Class l
mechanical. equipment at the Diablo Canyon site are provided

in Tables 7-5; 7-.5A, 7-6', 7-7, 7-7A and 7-8 of the Hosgri

Report. These tables identify component, locations by building
and elevation, method of qualification, level. of qualification,
required Hosgri qualification level, and'summary comments on

results of qualification for each Class 1 mechanical component.

As noted in these tables, the Class 1 mechanical equipment

at the Diablo Canyon site has, with modifications where

required, been qualified for the postulated Hosgri event and
F

been demonstrated capable of performing required design

functions for this event.

On the basis of the extensive qualification described

above, the mechanical equipment will be capable of performing
Iits required function during and following the postulated

/
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Hosgri event to shut down the reactor and maintain it is a

safe shutdown condition and to'prevent or mitigate the

consequences of accidents.

TABLE I
IIST OF MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT SEISMICALLY TESTED

A. ' Items Tested In-Place In The Plant:

10 1., Diesel Generators & Accessories

12

13

2.

'3.

Component Cooling Water Heat Exchangers
4

- Component Cooling Water 'Surge Tank

Boric Acid Tank

5. 'iquid Hold-Up Tank

6. CO2 Tank

16 7. . SIS Accumulator Tank

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

8.

9.

10.

12.

13.

15'.

Evaporator Feed Ion Exchanger Demineralizer

Seal Water Heat Exchanger

RHR Pump

Seven Limitorque Actuated Valves (on line)
One Rotork Actuated Valve (on line)
Five Valves With Pneumatic Actuators (on line)
Five Piping Systems of Various Sizes

Ten Pipe Hangers Sc Restraints

25

26
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B. Items Tested On Laborato Shaker Table:

1. Two Main Steam Safety
Valves'.

One 14" Limitorque-Operated Valve

3. Two Pneumatic-Operated Valves

10

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26
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mpbl 168. BONERS: How are you putting any ef the

3.

qualifications in2

MR+ NORTON: No+ He decked earlier to

them as an exhibit.t For these panels, with the exceptions of

the ones ve put in first, and I believe that m.s yesterday.

2%8. BOWERS: .Do you have further direct2

2IR. NORTON: Ho, ve don'."

Ne'd Like to pass Mds panel for cross«

)0

12

'eocamination.

MRS. BOHERB: Nr. Kristov9.ch2

CROSS MNXNMXON

BY,MR ', KRXSTOVXCH:

Mr Zsselman, are you She responsible engineer

for the Amciliaxy?Rchanical Ecpaipment desc ~4d in Chis

testimony2

A (Witness Esselman} Yes, sir.
And ho+ long have you baen2

X have been involved with the qualiH.cation of

20

the mechanical ecpdpment for Diablo Canyon for seve il benz's,

two to three years..

„

21 Q And hear long have you been responsible for the

auxi1iaxy mechanical ecpxipment?

A -My anger was that I have been responsible fcz

the amciliaxy mechanical equipment for Obis period of t ms,

two to three years.
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mpb2 Mr. Antiochos,. @hat was the flcor response spechr

that was used2

','A (Hitness Antiochos) They are listed in Chapter

4 4 of the Hoagri report.
-", "" 'Q,;And is that the spectra that +as redur'ed frem

I

1.1'5 peak instrunental'acceleration to .75 peak instrumental

accel'eration and further reduced for tau2

10.

12

" A Mr. Kr9.stovich, X think'hat that epsestSon mac

asked b'efore, and you have already an anmmr to that,
4

Q
- Could you g3.ve me an ansmu:, Fw ~ Antiochoe2

."A, . X have revievs4 the spectra found in Chapter 4

of the Hosgxi xeport.

A

Shat damping values vere used in your analysis2.

Pour percent+

31+105 15

17

:" '.'-- Q Directing your attention to page 1 of yom
I

m'itten testimony,'t Line 22~ what do you mean hy "Stroee

XQafi.'ts", Mr. Antiochos2 0

A 'he stresses specified — the aXlawable stresses

19 specified by the ASHE code

20 "" "
Q Mr. Antiochos, mould .it bn accurate 'Co i@etc that

the stress limits for reactox, components and their suyportc

22. are'uch that no cpwss defo~t3.ons vi13 occux and that the

23 'otive components vi33 operate. as required follovimg 'tbsp

st.imic event2
-r

'A X'm somy, X didn't get the very first ~x6.
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Would you please repeat it2
Q Mould it he accurate Co State that the- st esa

lhiits for active components and their supports are iuch that

no gross defoxmations villoccur and that the active 'cmapenente

mi11 operate as recpxk.reQ fo3.lee'ing the seismic event2
'es

g sir~

130 ' were 'there any differences in the damping values

you'used and the ones in Beg Guide 1.63;2

10

yg +A

.Q

Are you addressing the question to Ne2 "

W

Yes ~

1 I + " q ~

Moo

' ".Q Mr. Antiochos, her are the neiamic stieeses

14

c'ombined with normal operating Roads and atzeeesN"
" '"" A" That depends on the particular item +Jest you

.have 'in mind and its function.

Q Por the diesel geaeratozs ha@ are the eeisnLc

17

18

itre'sses combined vith nominal operatLng Xoada encL Nhxoaeee2
E

': A Again, Z have to reiterate that you have to be

19

20

specific on the item. The diesel generator is a very big

aomplex'set or unit that is comprised of many cceyonen8s, and

they hive been analyzed not in the same vay.
' CouM I direct your attention to Table 1 of gem

written testMmny2

Por cacnponent cooling eater heat cmchengce; bee

vere'the seismic stresses combined with nodal operating Xoade'
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A The seismic stresses vere added to the nome2.

'operating load stresses directly.

Q When you say "added" do you msan abea3ute sum2

A That's correct, absolute smn.

Q ~e you familiar arith @ac method for canbin$ ng

'loads i'ri Reg Guide 1 ~ 922

10

j2

~ ' ~ I have read the guide.

Excuse me2

I'have read the guide,

And +hat, is .that mnthodP

~. NORH)M: Excuse ms.

Is this witness being aQRed Co recite Rag 'Guide
I

1""92. or 'to give a couple of word descr'ption, 19,Re W~'so2.uter

s~ 'of +hat's reyilred?

17

18

20

~
' '

HR. XRXSTOVICH: I'll withdraw the cmesCXen.

BY &iR KRXSTOVXCH:

"''
Q Here the methods you used in caubining seismic

impresses v9.th normal operating loads and stresses 'in accord

Qith 'the method in Beg Guide 1 922

A ', (Witness Antiochoe) Ho.

And ho+ did they diM'er2

BasicaLly the coBe recpxires to combine'he

25

'stresses with the square root of the sum of She squares metheC.

And,'gain, this is not applicable to all itmae Chat ve have
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')~a
MhDBlsOH
NRBXPON
flws 2C

2

aaalysed because o< Gm coaZiguratioa oz the orienmCioe of

the Sunotiona1 chaeacteiist9,cs aud oyez Chiags Chat the car2e

aaaaot, x'easy go LaCe de4ailo

8"

9"

50'.5

52

'
54

15

25
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1

Q Directing your attention to page 1 of Hm writtan

RC-RRBfwbl 2
D RKDELON

3'll

testimony, lines 22 and 23, Nr. Anticchos, what are the

1978 requizements2
r

A That refers to-the 1978 edition of the AS&K ccrc,

Q Xs that the current or the applicaMe one for
Diablo Canyon'i

A Xt xs currmt, but it a.s not applicableo

Her'e actual materials'strengths itilized in your

analysis2

, Moo Code allowables,-

Hro Antiochos, in somci cases did the HosgriQ

loads turn out to be less than the original; DDR ldads2

.. As far as I recall from the items X have reviewed'

and analy"ed, no

Q Do the other panel members have anything further

to add to that2

f8

19

20,-

A 'Hitness Esselman) Ho, sir,-
Q . Neo Antiochos, X would lance to direct your atten-

Cion to the Hosgri Report and various tables there, Tables

7-Sg 7 SA, .-7.-6, 7 7, 7 7A and 7-8, all at once

(Laughter)

Xf you have ten fingers you can put one at each

Place and keep up with them all.

24 Table 7 5 we can look at firsto
Was an OBE analysis performed for the equipment
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listed in that tableV

RP> j'wb2

: 0

(Pause)

NR. NORTON". Hzs. Bowers, as ~~he reader of the

record will not have the table in front of. h9m when w coma

,to this portion of the Cestineny -- and I know,the-Board

6" doesn't have this in front of Chem either » 'he record should

reflect that there are nineteen separate components li'oted on

this Table 7-5. -on this page.
h

NXTHESS AbTIOCHOS: May I respond to the quezhion-

nmr2'Y
HRo, ERXSTOKfCH!

J

Q Before you do, I',merely want to state the title
1

of Table 7 5-o-:- Xt isc -Smm Lry, Seismic Qualifications of

f4 .Class l Ecpdpment recpxirod following the, Hosgxi Event.

A " (Witness Antiochos) The anger 9.s yes, except

for Item Boo, 6, the diesel fuel oil priming tannic, x&ich did

not exist until two years ago.

Q So no OBE analysis has been done, for Item 6t

A .-:Yes, s9.ro

Q ..- Mr. Antiochos, for any'f those item in Table 7 5

2f

22.

where an OBE analysis was performed, was 'the OBE analyois

limiting7

MR. HORTOHs Mr Bloom, would you, read the qmstio

M:,

25

"'leaseV

(Whereupon the Reporter read from the record
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as recyxested.)

~%KB/wb3 -'XTHESS AHTXGCHOS: No,

BY HRo KRXSTGVXCHt

0 : X'd'ike to direct your attention to Table 7-BA

now. Nas an OBE analysis performed for the equipment listed

6 . in that table'7

A {Witness Antiochos) Only for Xtem 1o

Q Axe you referring to the motor driven amciliary

9 'eedwater pumps

$0'es, siro

And, for that item was the OBE limiting'P

Ho

" Now directing your attention'to Table 7 6—
Excuse meg wil1 you repeat again the questionV

Yes,

; For Xtem 1 Ln Table 7,5A was an OBE analysis» wa

the OBE analysis 3.&niting'P

T8

.'1

j

Hot sire

Okay.

How, Table 7-6o Has an OBE analysis. performed

for the equipment listed in Table 7«6'P

(Pause)

MR NORTON'xcuse meo Let me again reflect

for the
3

28

record that TaMe 7-6 consists of two pageso

MR. KPZSTOVXCHc Cozrecto
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ms/wb4 2
. )

3

Mrs. Bowers, these are tables <A~ere the —that

descxiba equipment necessazy to achieve and aaintain'safe .

shutdown.

MRC:o BOX"88: Mr, Norton, you said something a

few minutes ago that I'e had thee to Wink abouto

When a x'ecord goes forward, whether it's within

the Commission or to Che Cou'rCs, all exhibits are includedo

And so wouldn't the Hosgr9. be a part of
ChaM'0

,. MR, NORTON! I appreciate Chato But when someone
1

says "One is not," it's nice to knots, Chere are foxty items

', there,'as opposed to the reviewer of the record are on this

table~

having
~ ~

for e'xampleo -as opposed Co the reviewer of the record

to go dig it outo

'hese Cables are not easy to fi d in Chio mann

mental record. That,'s the only reasono

17

~,)'3

t-

" MRS. BONERSc Hell„Z misurZerstcod. Because X

V.

I'hought you-.were saying that, a reviewer of the" record vouldn't
I

t = s'f
have the Hosgr9. Report, '

MR. NOBTONe No. Hhat I mean" i's'he"-4ouldn'C have
gl

" 'the table in front of him when he got to this. part of the

x'ec'ord and he'd have Co go dig it outs which wo'uld'-':"'ou know

"in 'past cases it would he such a chore it wouldn't„]be doneo

HR. KRXSTOVICH: Hrso Bcruers, this rea'XLy isn'

rekated to that, but I merely want to inform the Board that

we'e dealing with the tables listed on page l of the written
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~WRB/wb5

testimony.

MRS. BOHBRSs Yes,

HRo KRXSTOVXCHs Linea'"'o lG..

- NEATNESS ESSERMMs First of'all X think it'

}y

appropriate''to state that the title of'hat table is
- "Seismic qualification of additional Class l equipment not

'equiredfollowing the Hosgri event.." That it goes contrary
4

to what you had stated Pmd an OBE analysis had been per-

formed on. the equipment in this table,

10

12,

l4

16

17

18

BY MR. KRXSTOVXCHs

All the equipmaat2Q.

A *(Witness Esselman) Yes, sir. =

And for any of the items was the„OBE'kmiting2

ThereA, Xt. would be difficult to say eusolutely.

are forty items in the tableo X don't believe so."

Q Hro Antiochos, do you .agree with that2

A ($8tness Antiochos) As Bar as Kse PGG- scope

items listed in this table is concerned, X can tell'that the
I

OBE was not limitingo

Mr. Zsselman< might Hr, Alexander have a recollet

tion of this?

A " (Hitness Esselmnn)' don't believe he'd have a

better recollection than X do
,h

9 Turning to Table 7-7, Mr, Antiochos, was an OBE

analysis performed for the equipment listed in that table2
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(Pause)

NR. NORTON: Again for Cha reader of Che record,

there are two. pages~ approx~tely forty Co H."-ty=i.tems.

RXTHHSS ANTXOCHOSs Xt's very hard for m Co

9

I

10 .

really give you a clearcut answer 'to that. There are approx&
e

mat'ely forty items~'gain, and they're all by .numbers, which

'= is- very-hard to identify one-by~ne. X can't say if.each

and every 'item on this table has been analyzed for the OMo
'

MR. KRXSTOVXCH: faro. Bowers, g9.ven &a lateness
J

of the hour and the number oG 9.tera listed in Cheso 'tables,

~

'- it might be'a good idea to- adjourn now and give Cn.m t~4 Co
SI

'review them overnight, .and we could start with Cha"-'elm 89.rst

thing in the morning .

MR HQRVOHs. lies. Bcrwers, ve're not going to spend
14

the night going through Chase tables reviews.ngo 'For example~

16

$

8'0;

1

21:

this table Chat hees on is»Summarya seismic cglalif9.cationo

minimum required active valves for. hot shutdown and/or cold
~ ~

'hutdown,""and there are all these va3,vss. Nov iP.'they've

got a valve 'in mind that they Chink an, OM wasn't Gone fa ~

ask the Question. But to send somebody oM'

to spend the evening going through tablesand Cables of valveso

The cgmstion is vay Coo broad in scopy and it'8
not proper. XI they'e got a spec9.Sic area" of inquiry, then

0 0

24".
"1st Chem ask it

MR. KBXSTOVXCHc Ãe had expected the answer to he
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2

that they had Gone an OBE analysis for each and every one of

these items. Ne could go through them item-by-,item,

NRSo BONERSe Nr. Ketchen, does"the Staff have a

4 position?

MRo KBTCBHHe X dont think the question is obgee

tionableo Xt's material, relevant. Xt may b inconmmiento

But; X don'0 thud@-it's objectionable,

MR. NORTON. K".s Bowers, X didn't say the ques,,

tion was obfectionames X said it's ovexly. broad to reauire

10

~s
j

16
I

17

19

20

the witness.'o go out and spend the night, looking up each
) ~

and every -valve to see if an OBE was doneo Those are the

."turps'f questions you can ask on discovery, not in 'a hearing

and say "be3;l no+it."s one to- recess Hro Antiochos you go
\

:-' out amd spend the evening going through tableso"

'-HR. ZETCHBNc Let me he a little bit amre syecific-

The question was asked and X think the witnesses
4

v-'' ittempted to'espondo'he suggestion about recess''ng X think

Ls,'a different type of thing that should be separate% out,

I think it is trithin the bounds of the witness'rerogative
if he says "X don't know," or "X can't answer that<"'hen it'
Left up to the witness, if that's the ~~ay the w9.tnes's and the

App2,icant want to leave the record.

~9 The suggestion about recess is not, a question of
evidenceg it's a question of scheduling, X think, and in the

V

discretion of the Board X think we muddy it up when we get
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the two combined, and X think they should he Qea3.t with

separately-.- But X Chink She question ~&at was asked is

4

matezialo 'nd so the Staf would not object tb it
MR.. ERXSTOVXCH. Yeso Bm~ezs, X was merely trying

to accommodate Che panel memberso Ne'xe prepared to go on and

ask further questionso

MRo NORYOlt! Hzs. Bowers, the zeal problem is
thiss ~&at the question of whether or not, they were done for
the OBE in this Table 7-7 is not a relevant question in any.

]0

11

12 I

f4

$

6,'7:

$

8'9-

',

20

event. And if the prope- questions were asked as to whether
h

Chat is true or not, Chen we don'0 have to go Chrough the
,C

necessity 'of looking up each and every val'va. The question is
C

whether or not an OBE analysis is necessary or required for

these valves How you know Chose are the questions that

:.„'should be askedo And if ~&at is indeed the case,'chen to
P

go 'through them one-by~ne raay make some sense. Bu'C otherwise

. it doesn'; make any sense if it's not relevant, 8f 'it doesn'

". make any c6ffezence, in other words.

lRo KRXSTOVXCHa X didn't realise ~w were into
k

redirect already.

(The Board conferring)

g4~ .

PD

HBSo BONBHSe Nell, in considering this,'a do
-I

think it's appropriate foz the record to show whether it'
I

required or not to do the'operating base testing, earthquake
I

analysis. Xf it. is'required then we can see why it might be
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appropriate to go down through each oneo

%%/wb9 ,.But, on the other hand, at thai,s time in the

proceeding Me may he dealing with records that are,far away

~ and 'vo3.uminouso

Xt's typical of questions=on discovery,
/

Hell, the oh)ection is sustained in part and
/

— . denied in part. But Ws record should show whether this is
requ/ired or not of these valves

'IO

BI. MRo KRXSTOV,.CHc

Mo Anticchosg fox'he valves XIl'able 7 7 is Rn

OBE analysis recgxiredP

12 A,'Witness Esselman) The title cf TW~le 7-7 is
"Seismic cyxalificatian~ minimum requ9.red, act9.ve, valves fax

hot-.shutdown and/or coM shutdown," These valves that are in
/

this table are active valves and,. as such, the qualification
that's done fox'he Hosgri seismic accelerations also qualify

*
~

20

that valve /Nor an OBR type condition. . The requirement for
I

these valves in either event is that they be able .m operate<
\

. and the qua3:ification fox She one seismic event covex's both

seisnd.c events.

0 Can you excplain hov that is trueV ', '::

A %he function for the Hosgri earthquakei for these

valves is that they he able to function. They are "active "

valves, they must perform a mechanical motion, The OM

recgxiremsnts are the same, They must be able" to pexform a
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functiono By qualifying them for functional abil9.ty for a

WEB/wb10 seismic accelerat9on, which in th9.s case ~>as the Hosgr9.

acceleration,. covers that also fox the QBE accelerationo ~

Bow the OBE acceleration would ba less; The

'.valve operates and. funct9ons for the Hosgr9. eaxthquakeo Xt

wi11 therefore function for the OBE
earthquake',.'he

one analysis covers hoch cases. for these

valveso9'Zs it not true that for the OBE damping values

and stress limits are differentV

A 'hese valves, — if you look 9n the,-column tihXed

22 Peequency~'" all have —almost all have frequencies greater.

than 33 Hs. There are four valves on the first page wh9.ch

24

26

hava frequencies of 24 and 26 H". For the valves 'that are

r9gid the damping has no impact,

With regard to stress lim9ts, 'the stress limits
that are used for the Hosgri earthquake are reduced from the

28 normal Hosgri earthquake stress allowable 1M.ts so as to

assure operabiU.ty of the valve The stress X,hnits used on

the, active valves are not the normal Hosgri earthquake Lhaitsf

they4re, reduced to prove the operat9.on. And they are

essentially equivalent to the OBE requirements,

MRS BQWERSe Hro Kr9.stovich, I'm sorry to inter-
rupt your cross«emmination, but it 9.s f9.ve,o'lock. And I
assume this panel will he needed. tomorrow~
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uK. MORTON'e3.1, yes, &ay'xe all:going Co he

P~m/wbll

3

here anyway,.so I think they could resun first thing in

the morning,. because they'ze going to be hare. No or> ha3
'o

leaveo

MRS, HOVERS'e13., when ve start at e9.ght-thirty

it makes it a long day X'or everybody unti.l Ave o4clock,

including thai Court Reporter.
'I

~ le. MORTON:= Keo Bloom does very mll..
MRS. BOHERSs Pell, ve'll adjourn now and

resuma at eight-th9.xty in the amming.

(Whereupon, at 5eOO p.m., the hearing in'he
above-entitled matter was recessed, to.reconvene

at St30 a~mo, Saturday,. 6 January 2.979.)
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